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1978 Programme
The following new issues are proposed for this year:-

9 Mar, PUBLICITY STAKP3 - Series I 4 141-

National Philatelic Exhibition 'LEMANEX 178: 20
800 Years of City of Luzern 40
500 Years of Printing in Geneva 70
2nd Triennial of Photography, Fribourg SO 2.10

' 7.§1
Ships on Swiss Lakes (2 x 20, 4 x 40, 1 x 70

and 1 x 80 Rp. + surcharge) 5,00

2 May EUROPk(CEPT) - Historic Monuments:
Stockalper Palace, Brig 40
Ancient townhall of provincial Council of Bern -IQ— 1.20

26 May PRO PATRIA Castles* 4
Hagenwil 20+10
Berthoud 40+20
Tarasp 70+30

lion 80+4q 3.10

14 Sept, PUBLICITY STAkiPS - Series II'
Safety in Industry

1°13-4-44-M'Abbe Joseph Bovet 20
Henri Dun ant 40
Chrl Gustav Jung 70
Auguste Picard 80 2.10

3
3 x 40 1.20

28' Nov. PRO JUVENTUTE - new Arms series
Aarburg
Gruieres
Caetasegna
Wangen a.A.

20+10
40+30
70+30
§P4AP 3,10

1 23
n••nn••••=

SFr. 18.20
ImMIMMIn

V

The above programme is subject to amendment should the need arise.
See also our 'Did you.know?' Column on. page 7 re the latest postcards.

UNITED NATIONS IN GENEVA

A definitive stamp will be issued on 27th Januarys

35 c. Olive tree symbolising peace, with leaves shown as doves -
multicolour

22.21.0.ez M. Hioki, Japan \t‘1. GENtke

Printiag: Offset by Questa_Colour Security Printers, Great Britain

36 x 26 mm. Issues 5.000,000

Valid only for use.on.mail,from the Palais des Nations.
First Day cancellation as shown.



It seems that some of the difficult-

ies of running the Club Packet are not

fully appreciated and the following points

should be noted.

1. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES must a Packet

be taken out of the United Kingdom:

i.e. England, Scotland, Wales & Northern
Ireland. Our insurance covers trans-

mission by hand or by all British Post

Offices, excluding Jersey, Guernsey and

Isle of Man. Re-admission to this

country of any Packet may involve up to

£20 in VAT.

2. It would be appreciated if renewal

subscriptions are not included with

Packet payments, as the Pkt. Secretary

has an entirely separate bank account and
it is advisable not to complicate the

already arduous task of coping with the

Packet finances.

3. There are times when too many payments

by means of stamps can become an
embarrassment. Amounts up to 20 Rp. can

be accepted in low value stamps, prefer-

ably up to 4p. which can be used on

postal orders when paylig out.

Apart from these worries Packets are

going very well, with sales of ca £2,500

and much material in hand. Allowing for

earlier closure of the circuits this year

as advised earlier, everyone should see

8 Packets.

• ADDITIONS TO nipli_jima,

1. _WIER STAULAW402, (2 volumes)
By H. Julser. In German

(these are heavy, and if borrowed by post

the cost will be at least 54, each way.)

2. OTE D STO I OS e S UDIE

FILATE;ICAL DEL CANTONE TICINO e 

LAGO mium. By Gino Negrini.
• In Italian & German

(Also quite heavy, postage will be

approx. j6p. each way.)

3. CEUX DE 160Z by Monique Bertossa.
In French.

Short biographies of the heroes and

heroines of the Escalade in Geneva, with

black/white illustrations and of the

commemorative slogan cancellations.

4. DIE SCHWEIZERISCHEN BAHNPOSTSTEMPE4

quTE. By Alfred Mtller. In German.

Up-to-date treatise on TPO markings and

other railway cancels. Reprint from

the Berner Briefmarken Zeitung.

THE NEWS LETTER

Like Oliver Twist we are always

wanting more, only we want articles.

Who has been doing some research

and is willing to share his findings?C•R•   

The enormous sales of the Sulser Soldier Stamp Catalogue make it

clear that practically all our clients will be using this Catalogue.

To minimise the period of 'confusion' we are proceeding immediately
with re-numbering (and reprinting) of all Soldier Stamp Approval booklets.

Numbering will be as follows: If the number shown is without a following
oblique stroke it denotes the ordinary perforated stamp as listed in Column 1 of

the Sulser Catalogue. If the Catalogue number is followed by an oblique stroke,
the number after the stroke indicates the Catalogue column. Examples Army No. 1

is the ordinary perforated stamp; Army NO. 1/3 is the same stamp in perforated

Miniature Sheet, without text,

Naturally, the Suleer prices are higher than those at which we were selling
prior to its publication. FOR AN INTERIM PERIOD ONLY UNTIL FEBRUARY 15th, 1978
we give you the opportunity of deducting 155 from the prices marked in our

Approval Booklets, After this date the full prices marked will apply.
* * * * * * *

A NOTE FOR YOUR DIARY - STAMPEX 1978 - FEB. 28 to MAR. 4

We look forward to meeting all Helvetia Society friends once more at

STAND 30.

May we please boast: There should be even finer morsels on display this year

than ever before:

Inland readers may find the enclosed leaflet, giving full '3tampex' details,

of some help.



  

SITTING HELVETIA meerforate 15.9.1854-1.8.1863
By A. S. Newell Part 2.

Continuing with the problems of paper thickness, Zumstein .(1924) includes

the 1854/55 ' Berne issues in the thin category (22 B/C - Old 35/35d) specifying at
the same time that this:: means ' 04-.06 mm. I have checked over 300eof these
etamps of these issues to find none UNDER .06 sea. and this with the most accurate

picrometer in existence. It causes me to think that Zu
g:. 1924 referred to thick-

pees of paper itself as it left the paper mill and that the relief printing
process and possibly the humidity of the atmosphere caused it to swell by .02-43
pm. This theory seems to fall When applied to later "thick" issues where Zum.

1924 gives a maximum of .14 mm which should result in a stamp thickness of 0.16 mm.
4nd over, I have weasured over 200 stamps of the 1858 (G) issue to find. gSant
above 0.13 mm.-(but then thicker paper need not react to the external causes as
does thin. Zumetein in his 1924 edition refers to "Papierdehnungen". the stretch-
ing of paper after printing. . Such stretching did alter the length of the sheet

by up to 2- mm. It is safe to assume that the same causes (humidity, rate of
drying etc.) could affect the thickness of the stamps in the.'Strubelil . issues.

All Swiss investigators, including the latest Specialized Zumstein
Catalogue, mention medium paper (aupposedly 0.07 - 0.08 mm.) for the middle issues
1855/1859 - Stanley Gibbons distinguishes between thin and thick only. I had to

conclude, with regret, that thickness of paper cannot serve as a definite: guide, -
particularly as we know that the remainders of the Bavarian paper from Pasing wore .
used repeatedly when there was a shortage of supplies from Sihl, even after 1857
(the yellow thread paperfrom Munich was used up in printing the 1 Fr.) A micro-
scope proved more useful than a micrometer insofar that it shows the German paper
contained long fibres, the Swiss short. All one can conclude from this is that

if the fibres are short, the paper is Swise and the printing is certainly.=
Munich. Up to a point my investigations have also confirmed the findings of
Fri. G. Kuisel ('La Helvetia non dentelortedit 'Strubeli") as to the behaviour of -
the silk thread issues under U/V light. ZOrich paper under U/V light appears
greyish, Munich white-veklow. This applies to stamps which were not cleaned in
benzine or treated chemically in any way,

.Printing. Although nobody has said it in any books or reports, we can be 'sure
that dies from the original matrix were transferred from the University

press in Munich to the Berne mint sometime in August 1854. .These dies could be
obtained very easily from the original - this may account for the absence of
retouches in the Strubelia. It was cheaper to get a new die. Large sheets of

apex' were cut into 16 stall sheets in Munich, each to accommodate 25 stamps
5 rows Of .5). In Berne, sheets were cut to accommodate 8 x 50. The Munioh
printing gave a 0140 better impression. A number of reaSons are advanced to
explain the better . quality of the Munich print.

Fri. Kuisel states that microscopic examination shows the colour being
push better absorbed on the Munich print, possibly because the paper was made
humid for printing. The absorption would help to spread colour evenly and prevent
it accumulating against the parts of the picture standing in relief, like the head
and shoulders. Berne printing, Which was done dry, certainly shows these faults,
this allowing for the same paper being used. The much inferior Berne printing of
the later issue can be put down mainly to the inferior quality Of the paper. Frl.
Kuisel reports cases where delivery delays of paper and shortage of stamps forced
Berne to print on paper already rejected. The 'Berne system of printing blocks of
50 stamps, instead of Munich's 25 has also had A detrimental effect on quality.
Having said all that, I-am not satisfied that printing can give an absolute ident-
ification. I have found very well printed copies of the Berne printing (on short
fibre Swiss paper) as well as certified Munich stamps on which the lozenges are
hardly visible,

I must refer shortly to the so-called secret marks which are supposed
automatically to define the Berne printing. Reference to these is made in the
Zumstein 1924. They are supposed to be as follows (Berne printings only):

5 Hp, A white dot on the cross bar of 'T' in the word 'CENTISIMI'.,

10 Rp. The lozenge 'nextto the head in the uppermost line haa the left to
right top line halved.

15 Rp. Top lozenge divided by the tip of the lance shows four shade lines
in the left part. (All other values show three lines only.)

40 Hp. Thick green line limiting the white cross on the right and forming
simultaneously a part of the surrounding oval.
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I do not agree with this definition, esp
of Munich dies being used in Berne.

LETTER JANUARY 1978

Jelly as nobody can deny the possibility

aljaktusti; Original instructions to Munich called for stamps printed on paper
with 'blue-green' thread, Dr. KUester, the person responsible for

the issue' had the idea of tying the colour of thread to the value of the stamp. In

a letter of October 18, 1854, he proposed the following:

Yellow, thread for 5 Hp. brown Green thread for 20 Hp, orange

Red thread for 10 Hp. blue Brown thread for 40 Hp. green

Blue thread for 15 Hp. pink Black thread for 1 Fr, grey

' This proposal was accepted on October 31, 1854. An incredible decision

considering that the Papierfabrik an der Sibl had still considerable production

difficulties, so that inferior paper, once rejected, was being used after all because

of continuous shortages. The modern Zumstein Specialised gives an excellent guide

to the threads. Historically Dr, Kuester's suggestion, partly implemented, caused

such chaos in paper production and usage that sometime in 1856 everybody quietly went

back to the universal green silk thread, No official announcement, no edicts or

instructions.

Quite apart from the intended variety of thread colours we have to contend

with colour changes due to age, atmosphere conditions, washing media or simply chem

chemical interference. Renee green thread can change into yellow or blue, any colour

can get bleached into white or whitish, Only red is reliable says the modern

Zumstein Catalogue. In addition we must consider the manufacturing process of paper

with silk thread. The latter was imbedded in the paper mass before setting. No

positive control of the depth of the thread's immersion was used.  The thread itself

varies in thickness. It follows clearly that the same colour thread may appear

stronger or paler, subject to the thickness of the paper covering it.

9.212.4XLSILItemak. There are many colour codes in etistence* They just don't help
at all, especially when they set out to show nuances. To

appreciate the variety of shades and to distinguish them from bleached and chemically

affected colours, there remains only one method: Large numbers of examples and stamp
museums, ouch as the one in Berne, What then are my conclusions?

1. The stamps of the 1854-62 issue can be classified by

i Paper thickness
ii Colour and its intensity

iii Quality of print
iv Silk thread

not by only one of these features, but
by a combination of all.

2. However excellent the reports on
research in the past - the refinement

of to-day's research weapons, the U/V
light, thr micrometer and the microscope
can do much which could not bo'done before.

 - - o0o-----

OUR TIMM
The Secretary, Treasurer and Packet

Secretary would all like to say a very
big 'Thank you' to the many Members who
were kind enough to send Christmas
Greetings and other expressions of good-
will, all of which are greatly appreciated
and we will do our beat to keep everyone
happy during 1978.

E. J. RAWNSLEY - L. E. STILES
C. RAUCH

Large new selections of the above
are now available and are offered
in a 12-page illustrated price-
list, sent free to interested
collectors.

Useful not only for specialists
(with classifications into types
and printing stones), but also
for the general collector who
would like to select a stamp from a
really wide range, includins covers.

ORTSVLRZEICHNIS 

The 1978 edition of this most useful
list of 7000 post offices, with their
postcode numbers and other informatibn,
will be published in June at SPr.1050.

LEO E3ARESCH
PHILATELIST

120 Church Street.

Brighton,H.Suseex, HN1 1WH
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ORATIVE , ISSUE NALTHE 50TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE FOUNDING OF THE
- UNIVE AL POSTAL UNION

By MAX HERTSCH Part 2.

As related last month Mali printed the stamps across the grain of the
POsrL;e4Using it to stretch from . 2 - 3 mm. As a result the Mint was compelled
to perforate sheets which departed seriously from the specified size, by means of
the comb 'perforator. The first row horizontally has 23 perforation, the second
row hae-24i the third row has 23, the fourth row has 24, and the fifth row has 23.
Comb perforation was started either from the left or the right margin,

Gumming. Gum had to be applied after printing but before perforation. At this
Stage - it was already September - the work was divided between KUMmerli & Frey and
Lithographic: Lips & Co. The white gum used by Kummerli & Frey tended to
penetrate the paper too much, because of the absorbitive quality of the paper.
This could be oversoie by changing the consistency of the gum and reducing the
amount dried by one half.  This led to overtime to produce the required 1,800
eheets per day. The Yellow gum by all appearances is the work of the Lips Co..
which had to experiment to adapt the gum to the properties of the paper,
Initially the yellow gum was thickly applied, which later gave place to a lighter
yellow gum, more sparingly applied. During this experimental period, a greenish
gum also came into use, although there is no reference to it in any of the .
records. It is possible that this gum resulted from the addition of a flavouring
compound such as menthol. Judging by its rare occurrence, this experiment must
have been quickly abandoned.

Varietal. The story of the development of this issue shows that in almost every
Stage of its manufacture, technical inadequacies combined so that -- through the
intervention of a Higher Power one could almost say the collector can distin-
guish many Varieties. Of plate faults and retouches there are very few, although
signs of plate wear and a few faults do exist. However, there are two perforatLoa
varieties of , each issue, and two (in the 30 Rp.) or three (in the 20 Hp,) types
of geme.

The perforation varieties can be firmly established in some oases and
cannot be established in others:

a. In vertical pairs or in blocks of four or more, if each stamp has 23 teeth
on the long side, it is box perforation; if the stamps have 23 and 24
teeth on their long sides, it is comb perforation.

For single stamps with either an upper or lower margin, if the margin is
partly perforated, it is comb perforation, but if the margin is imperf-
orate, it is box perforation. Stamps with side margin which have perfor-
ations extending through the margin are comb perforated.

c. All stamps with 24 teeth along the long side and most stamps with perfor-
ated margin have comb perforation.

Some perforation varieties cannot be established:

a. Single stamps with 23 teeth on the long side, without margin on either side.
• b. Horizontal pairs or strips without margins or imperforate margins.

)2aL2fIlaaa. The commemoratives were issued on October 9, 1924. There was no
special cancellation to mark the event because the Congress took

place in Stockholm. Much collector die-satisfaction arose because of the short
Period of validity, the stamps being withdrawn from validity on November 301 1924.
The FTT issued a circular to its employees advising that the stamps should be sold
only on request, and emphasizing the short period of validity, Many complaints
were made to the FTT, and it is clear that most of these stamps were sold to
collectors. Examples of non-philatelic use on cover are elusive,

(A nice typographical error slipped through the PTT in its new issue
announcement; it stated that the UPU had been founded on October 9, 1974. Per-
haps the typesetter was already thinking of 'INTERNABA'!)
The •Rarest Stamp of 4111Lerlarli. To conclude I would like to discuss one of

Switzerland's greatest rarities, Zumstein 167B,
the 20 Rp. wirh comb perforation, has 24 teeth on the long side.  Since no great
difficulties were encountered in fitting this value into the perforating equip-
ment, they were almost exclusively given the box perforation.  However, a few
sheets, perhaps those originating from the ones printed by Orell Masai - the
number of which is unknown - were comb perforated. They were delivered to post-
offices, and to-day hardly four or five examples seem to have survived.
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924 upu COMMEMORATIVES (Continued)

I am personally aware of two examples, both having the
cancellation of La Tour-de-Peilz, both dated 31 October 24. No
unused examples have been reported.. By comparison with a 'Double
GeneVa' this stamp is much scarcer, and is rarer even than the
Rayon with framed cross: The catalogue value of SFr.1,000 is an
understatement of the first order.

' It should be conceded that value is a function of demand
as well as supply; just as significant as scarcity is demand,
popularity, Condition and main or sub-number Status in the cata-
logue. Nevertheless, I suggest that you examine your duplicates
of this issue. Who knows perhaps one of these beauties lies
sleeping in your stockbook. Certainly it would become the high-
light of its class.

(Wit 'Tell' was unable to properly reproduce the photos in this article which
included a 1924 or earlier view of the Assembly House, the stamps them-

selves as submitted by the article, rejected designs, examples of comb and box
ports, usage on first day letter and postal bulletin showing the '1974' date error.)

Fred Lesser Replies ...

: When a stamp is known to have been genuinely used, its legal status is
catalogued. But is it beyond any question of doubt? mr4 Bertsch writes that he
personally knows of two used copies, both cancelled in La Tour-de-Peilz, Ct. Vaud,
bearing the date October 31, 1924.  Thus Mr. Bertsch obviously has a point.

Let us, however, backtrack a moment. Originally the Landestopographie

(Govt. Printing Plant or Topography Dept.) was to print these stamps, but in order
for theft to be issued in time it was necessary to call on Orell Fessli to assist.

The Topography Dept. was equipped with hand presses, whereas Orell Fussli had
machine operated presses. The latter firm encountered problems with the Govern-
ment printing plates, complicated by paper quality difficulties.  When wetted, the

paper expanded. This led to perforating problems for the Mint. To overcome

these and to avoid the perforations cutting into the stamps, the Mint used comb
perforation (rather than the normal harrow perfa.) This caused two rows of
perforations of the five rows on the sheet to be allocated 24 teeth on the vert-
ical aide. Thus, out of 25 stamps on a sheet, ten (two vertical rows of five,
the second and fourth rows from the top) have a vertical perforation of 24 teeth,
the others have 23. There are no records on how many sheets of the 20. Hp. were
actually printed by Orell.Fftssli, and more important, how many sheets the Mint
perforated by comb perforation.

, If, therefore, since 1924 only 4 or 5 used specimens have been found, it
is fair to assume that the comb perforated 20 Hp. UPU sheets with two horizontal
rows of 24 ,teeth were either never issued or destroyed by the Postal Administration.
The few examples known substantiatb the speculation that only a single sheet
slipped through for distribution and on the basis of the evidence, accidentally
issued to the post-office in La Tour-de-Peilz. However, the Mint did maintain
records showing its unhappiness with the paper problems with the Orell
printed sheets. It made a deliberate choice of using the comb perforation method
to combat the unequal spacing between the stamps. Accidents will happen even to
such a meticulous institution as the Swiss Postal authorities.  The issue of the
15 Rp. airmail with its inverted 10 Hp. overprint by a mobile post office may serve
as a case in point. Yet with no really hard evidence as to exactly where, how and
when the mysterious 20 Hp. UPU stamps with their 24 vertical perfs reached the
public, Mr. Hertsch's input supports an assumption that the existence of these 4 or
5 stamps was more likely due to an accident than to somebody in Bern having got
hold of a comb perforated Orell Men sheet and used a few of the 24 perforated
stamps in the post office at La Tour-de-Peilz.

The writer rests his case and wishes to thank Mr. Bertsch for his circum-
stantial correction. F. R. LESSER

167/B   

LONDON GROUP - Wednesday, 8th February - MORE :UNUSUAL SWISS ITEMS -
W.Cdr. R. F. Bulstrode

By which time we hope to meet again in our normal venue.

NORTHERN GROUP - Saturday, 18th February Official Pre-Paid Mail
Discussion Leaders

Dr. G. G. Ritchie
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....	 that the Swiss Telephone Dept. had
a vary good idea of introducing a scheme
whereby &telephone conversation could be
given to a , friend.:a sort of telephone
token. A fort can be obtained at any
pest office and any amount above SFr.20.
paid in to the recipient's telephone..
account. At, the same time one received a.
postcard with which to inform the recin-
jaat-cf the gift. The card, with a forge
me ...not picture on the front,. is pre-paid
with the usual PTT impression in red, but
this time in letterpress, i.e. very clear'.
Not only is this card an official 'C&ni-
sachen' but comes in all 3 languages.
Genuinely used Ones will be good to find,
especially as the Card is rather thin and
easily damaged. Of course the French one
are only to be had in W.Switzerland and
Italian °nee in the Tessin, So that is a

....  that another type of PTT postcard is
also being followed with interest. It
started . with the.'Gansabhauet'in Sursee
on 111.11.77: not only did the PTT provide
an attractive special cancellation, but
also a postcard with an exact replica of
the 35e. stamp on the front, with space fo
a block of 4 and the cancel. But there is
no mention of its source, :strangely
enough, altho sold only by the Philatelic
Offices. This was followed by .' Escalade'
40c. in Geneva on 10.12.77, but with the
Mobile P.O..cancel, and on 31.12.77 by,the
' Achetringele'50e. LaUpsn. The 2 Others
which could have been done at this time,
i.e. 5 & 20c. will perhaps come in a year

Annual Competition page 18, 25
Annual General Meeting 82
Automatic Labels
'CITO 1 Covers 49 • .
Collection of Postage Dues 61. ' 76
COMMOMS for 50th Ann. of UPU 91
Domestic Postal Rates 65, 73
Frank Stamps 94
French Manuscript Rate Marks 33
Mail Carried from Switzerland 4. 150 20

to U.K. During W.W.II 38, 454 52
Parts XXI to conclusion 60, 68, 77

84.
Multilingual Inscriptions on 41

Swiss Postage Stamps
Nachnabme 27, 35, 44
New Issues 3, 29. 57

.. 59, 64. 81
Origin of the Silk Threads 93
Pioneer Aviators 1.
Sitting Helvetia Imperforate 90
Soldier Stamps . 17-
Specimen Overprints 79
Switzerland in the Air 9
Tot Another Swiss Stamp Mystery 12. 19

r 1. 48tn International Motor Show.
 141

Geneva. The first part will be
-held from 21-29 January and the special
cancel will be "1211 GENEVE - date -
SALON DE L'AUTO".

2. jigiLajfilj_itjag4e
Interhancario 

Enronep. This will be
held in Disentis/Muster.

aft= 22-27 January, and
cancel illustrated will
be used.

&Inn

\\-,,J5e3

B.I.E. FORERUNNER MINIATURE,SHEET.-
used lx)

Required by

D. HODTRIS, 62, Thirleby Road,,-
Edgeware, Middlesex.

time. The 80c. for 13th Jan. 1978 is
already. announced.'Avery attractive
series, poorly handled.

....  that at last it has become law that
the Federal Council alone, and not the
whole Parliament, can decide on postal
rates, and onangea.
......... that PEN has brought out a brochure
on all machine cancellations of the UN in
Geneva. Sfr.12/14.- in French, from 13 av
du Midi, 1950 Sion. Complete and useful to
UN collectors. A5 size, 18 pages.
....  that the 1977 supplement to the 1973
PEN catalogue of all Swiss special and MPO
cancellations is now ,available at SFr.11.-
but he hopes you will rather buy a copy of
hie new up-to-date catalogue. 1978 Ed. at
SFr.52.- (foreign SFr.55.- incl. postage).

. (Cont. Col. 2)

ID YOU KN

... that PEN also publishes in March
a French/German catalogue of all known
'Aushi/festempel s , about 5000! ' Will
cost SFr.43.446.-.
.... that the answer to question NO.66is that CEPT was founded in 1959 in
ontreux (see Z.Nos.347-350). but of

previous years of Europa common issues,
Switzerland did not issue stamps in
56 and '58... -

....... that in these days of great inter-
est in gutter pairs. Question NO.67 is:
In which year did Switzerland sell' tocollectors the first interspace pair,.
including the large drain hole?

M.R.
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NORTHERN GROUP: Hon.Sec. MR. R.A. HOYLE

6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd., Halif

At the December meeting in Leeds

Mr. L. Moore entertained members with a

display of FORGERIES, ESSAYS, PROOFS &

REPRINTS, showing the Swiss section of

the Leeds P.S. Forgery Collection, des-

cribing how he had been responsible for

its writing-up. Then displaying exam-

ples from his own collection, together

with many genuine stamps for comparison,

with photographic enlargements. Also

examples of the Sperati forgeries with

some interesting remarlcs regarding their

superb quality.

The 'Strubeli' period was covered

by essays, trials, proofs & colour

trials and the 'Sitting Helvetia Perf.'

with colour trials, proofs and perfor-

ation trials together with examples of

both forged stamps and postmarks.
'Libertas' essays, trials and proofs of

the 'Standing Helvetia' issues followed,

many with photo enlargements, and

examples of the Paris Prints.

His display concluded with perfor-

ation trials of the 'Cross & Figure'

issues, colour trials and die proofs of

the 'Helvetta with Sword' issue and
trials of the 1900 UPU, in each case
with the issued stamps for comparison.

R.A.H.

zumsbein+de
execute wantlists for stamps of

Switzerland, Europe and
Overseas, mint and used.

zumsbein+cie
greatest stock Switzerland and
Europe
all world's novelties
certificates
publication of the =STEIN
catalogue Europe and
Switzerland/Liechtenstein
Berner Briefmarken-Zeitung
with supplements for the Europe
catalogue
philatelic accessories
albums

Proprietors: Hertsch & Cie

Zeughausgasse 14, CH-3001 Bern

Address: FOB 2585, CH-3001 Bern

cash accounts: Bern 30-314
Sweden: Stockholm 42 55-6

Germany: Karlsruhe 705 01-750

Austria: Vienna 1700.512
Netherlands: 380 17 00

HURRY, HURRY, HURRY ...

An Iv in the box means that
your 1978 subscription for 1978

(X2 Home & Commonwealth - $8.00 + airmail

g4.00 for 2 years) in U.S. is still due.

Please remit quickly if you wish to

remain on the mailing list
n•n•••nn•nn••n•••••n

LONDON GROUP: Hon.Sec. Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley

Thirteen stalwart members braved the
Great Storm of Jan. 11th and thanks to

Mr. Newall's hospitality there was a most

successful meeting. The subject was 'ODDS

& ENDS', giving an opportunity to see so
many unusual items which do not fit into

more contentional displays.
Among the wealth of material on show

were uncommon cancellations and covers

of all types, including the Hotel Post

Centeylary cover by 'goat mail'; an

unrecorded 1938 20o. Buildings stamp

imperf on one side, used on cover; Frank

stamps on and off cover and the latest

PTT postcards (mentioned in this issue).
Outstanding were two displays of pre-

stamp covers, each containing many un-

usual items and cancellations, such as

°le 5pellinge of town names, i.e.
'Frie urg' and 'Arau' etc. Particularly

intelr=.ating were some oval cancels of

Esta wer-le-Lac, rather like smaller

types of the Enrich lake cancels. Altho

dated around 1839 they do not appear to

be listed by A & E. Does anyone know

of similar cancels?

TOURIST PUBLICITY CANCELS - 11th January

1961 LA SAGE - Villaz-la Foreleg (K.682)

3412 HEIMISWIL - Wandern-Verweilen (K.683)

1978

A new year - new projects for

study - new awards to be won

For these you can best make use

of my Agglogi SELECTIONS or send
me your WJNTS LISTS for material on

all aspects of Swiss,Philatelys

Mint and used stamps.

Covers - FDC, Commemorative,

Airmail etc.

Issues for study - Strubelii,

Standing Helvetia, UPU etc.

TPOs .... Route Marks ....

Ship Cancels

and many more.

Write now to

J.SARIIISTRONG
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,

M ORECAMB E,
Lanos LA4 6PN
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0 A 1st Series
After a seven year gap the ASSOO•
iation of Swiss Philatelic

Societies will hold this exhibition in Lausanne from 26th May to 4th June, The-
coMmemorative stamp shows a mailcoach badge of Qt. Vaud from the time of the
antonalposts and thus provides a philatelic link between the past and the present.

40 Ap. 8 Founded in 1178 by Abbot Konrad
'ven T Murbach from the dynasty of the

Lords of henbach. Favourably situated on the intersection of the than main
routes it grew rapidly to become an important tilib of trade after joining the Confed-
eration in 13320 Now the centre of Inner Switzerland and a popular resort on the
Lake of the Four Forest Cantons, Lucerne can look back proudly on 800 years of
colourful history, The stamp shows a stylized view of the City with its fine old
buildin such as the City Ball, Chapel Bridge and Water Tower, Kneen Wall and
St. Peter's Chapel,
70 RN Thars if T On 24th March, 1478 a volume entitled

'Sainte Angel: 1 '10ft the press of one
Adam Steinachaher as the first book printed in Geneva.  Though earlier printing:
dates are known in Switzerland this book marked the beginning of a now 500 year
old tradition in the 'City of Calvin'. The stamp design shows a caption in
Gothic type, along with the title-page of 'Melueine'. another book printed in
Geneva in 1478•

80 Rp,•d • - • t to be
held

from 17t to 22nd October 1978in this ZAhringen town on the Swiss-German/
French language border, its purpose is to bring together the best photographer*
from all continents and to enable the general public better to appreciate this
young form of art. The stamp shows the Triennial emblem, the bellows and
stylized lens of a camera. Other details:

Designer  : 20 lip, Ernest Witzig of Lausanne

	

	 5 colours: brown/yellow-ochre/
red/green/black

40 Rp. Adolf Fluckiger of Rosehlusern - 5 colours: violet/red-bra/
sepia/It-bat:4re=

70 Hp, Albert-Michel Petitmaitre of . Geneva .5 colour*: yell-ochre/
brn-red/violet/green/black

80 Rp, Jorg RAgeli of Plasselb - 5 colours: reddish-blue/yellow/
red/blue/violet-grey

Illaitagt Multicolour rotogravure by Courvoisier 8,1,
36 x 26 mm. (33 x 23 mmo)

yam: White, luminous, without fibres

Lemaylialets 2 sheets CA B) each of 50 atamPs

There will be 5 specially designed envelopes with individual vignettes,
one for each value and one for the set. Collection sheets and folders will be
available as usual,



NEW ISSUE NEWS, (Conte)
B. ....M2.11_111 ELLTP, RES THEE.

In addition to the special stamp described there will also be a miniature sheet
which will be iseued at the same time, comprising a block of 8 stamp*. This will
carry an extra charge which will be used to meet exhibition costs and promote phil-
ately. The hlock will cost SFr..50- or J.Fr.5060 on the special cover.

Designed by the well-known artist Celestino Piatti of Basel, this has as its
theme 'Steamers on 31a88 Lakes' and so is linked to the site of the exhibition in
Lausanne on Lake Geneva where steam navigation in Switzerland began in 1823. The
8 stamps depict engine-propelled craft representative of the various periods and
areas of the country, as well as the principal shipbuilders. The stamps, which
are perforated, may be detached and used as normal stamps. Details are

20 Rp, LA SUISSE (Lake Geneve), is the classical type of two-deck saloon steamer.
She was built by Sulzer Bros. Engineering Works in

Winterthur in 3.910 for the General Navigation Co. (CGN) operating on Lake Geneva,
and was the then largest saloon type paddle-steamer, remaining the pride of the
CC's fleet to this day.

Technical data: Overall length 78 m. and width 16 m., carrying capacity
1800 passengers; 1400 hp two-cylinder super-heated compound engine; displacement
461t.

20 Hp. The VERBANO (Lake Maggiore) was commissioned in 1826 as the first steamer
on this lake and provided a postal service

between Magadino and Sesto Calende. She was built on the initiative of the then
American Consul in France, Edward Church, who also promoted steam navigation on
lakes Geneva, Neuchgtel and Constance. The VERBANO was a flush-deck paddle-
steamer propelled by a low-pressure engine made in England.  She sailed under an
English captain and according to contemporary drawings, used as a model for the
stamp picture, at times carried a mast and sail.

40 Rp. mq GOTTHARD (Lake Lucerne). Early steam navigation on both Lake Maggiore
and Lake Lucerne - where the first service

opened in 1837 - benefitted mainly from the heavily used St. Gotthard Pass route.
The present GOTTHARD, a two-deck saloon-type motor vessel, is the third craft of
this name, built in the years 1966-1970 by the Lake Lucerne Navigation Co's own
yard in Lucerne. The figurehead 'Man' is by Haas Erni,

Technical data: Overall length 58.4 m., and width 11.3 m., carrying
capacity 1200 Passengers; two 450 hp Saurer diesel engines; displacement 235 t.

70 Hp. DS LOETSCHBERG (Lake Brienz). Steam navigation on the lakes of Thun and
Brienz was taken over by the Bern -

Latschberg - Simplon Railways (BLS) in 1913. In 1914 this company commissioned
the saloon paddle-steamer LOETSCHBERG to provide a service between Brienz and
Interlaken which were not yet linked by rail. She is the last steamer built by
Escher-Wyss Ltd., in ZUrich for a Swiss lake, After more than 60 years of
service she is still in excellent shape and far from being laid up.

Technical deta: Overall length 56.5 m., and width 12.9 m., carrying
capacity 900 passengers; 450 bp two-cylinder super-heated compound engine;
displacement 259 t.

40 Rp, VILLE DE NZUCHiTEL (Jura Lakes). On the Jura lakes steamer services have
been operating since 1826* In the

early years regional passengers and goods traffic provided the main business
whereas now it is exclusively tourists. The VILLE DE NEUCHLTEL was built at the
shipyard of Linz/Donau in Austria, for the Navigation Company Lake of Neuchgtel
& Lake of Morat (Murten), and put into service in 1972. She is a low, flat-
bottomed saloon-type motor craft typical of the lakes and canals at the foot of
the Jura mountains.

Technical data: Overall length 4802 m., and width 9 m., carrying
capacity 550 passengers; two 360 hp GM diesel engines; displacement 171 t.

40 Hp. MS ROmAirSHORN (Lake Constance). Lake Constance, bordered by Switzerland,
Germany and Austria, has been plied by

steamers since 1824. Switzerland's service to Friedrichshafen (Germany) began as
an extension of the railway line ending at Romanshorn and a train ferry was
operated on this route from 1855 to 1875. The ROMANSHORN, which now carries
passengers and road vehicles between the two ports, was built by the Bodan Ship-

alelleM100.11•11nrewl1111110IIMINOM"M1n1#1110
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yard at Kressbrunn on Lake Constanee in 1958 for Swiss Federal Railways. She is a

large double-ended ferry fitted with an upper deck, propelled and steered by a
Voith-Schneider screw fore and aft,

Technical data: Overall length 55.5 m., and width 12.2 m., carrying

capacity 580 passengers and 35 cars; two 600 hp SLM diesel en
gines; displacement

1 457 t'
40 Rp. LE wINKELga (Lake Geneva). Around the year 1870 steam navigation pm

Lake Geneva was mainly in the hands of three
companies operating under the names of their craft, 'Helvetie', 'Aigle' and 'Leman'.

They placed a joint order with Escher-Wyss Ltd. in Ulrich for the WINKELRIED, the

first semi-saloon paddle-steamer. She was commissioned in 1871 as the then
largest craft in Switzerland and attracted attention because of her two funnels.

She was rebuilt in 1898 and laid up in 1918.

Technical datat Overall length 60.8 m. and width 13 m., carrying capacity
1100 passengers; oscillating two-cylinder compounded wet steam engine of 850 hp;
displacement 260 t.

80 Rp. mihogiall (Lake =rich). On the Lake of Ulrich screw steamers have
been operating since 1865. On the

suggestion of the Wadenswil-Einsiedeln Railway (now Sudostbahn) a navigation
company was founded at Wgdenswil to provide an extension service to Zerich. This
company ordered the screw steamer WAEDENSWIL from Escher-Wyss Ltd. in Ulrich. She
was commissioned in 1895, converted to diesel operation in 1931, laid up and

scrapped in 1965.

Technical data: Overall length 40 m., and width 6.5 m., carrying capacity
300 passengers; two 125 hp vertical triplex wet steam engines; displacement
128 t. Other details:

On sale:

Values 2

Block 134 x 129 mm.
Stamps 36 x 26 nun.

12:2:4 1 White, luminous, no fibres
I lelly0 a: In sheets of 6 blocks;

sale only cut, in singles
or in series Nos. 1-6

Special cover, collection sheets
and folders all available,

A simple First Day cancellation;
'1000 LAWANNE. - 9.3078 - JOUR D'EMISSION
will be used for both stamps and block.

Slogan postmarks (same design).in
German, French, Italian and Romansch -
will'be in use from 9 March.

CONGRESS 

The 60th PHILATELIC CONGRESS OF
GREAT BRITAIN will be held at the Civic
Centre in Worthing, W. Sussex, from
30th May to 2nd June 1978.

Full details of events, hotels,
exeursions, souvenir items and special
covers now available.

Postal validity; - Unlimited

A twelve page issue is now ready

for despatch. This p opular publication

comes out every twelve months and no-one

will be disappointed in the varied and

interesting contents of this edition. -

If you are not a subscriber please

forward 60p for this important treble

number.

2.§2MAILLRALLIE NE
From FEBRUARY 28 to MARCH 4

We shall be at the Royal

Horticultural Hall on STAND 30.

Come and see us:

H.L.KATCHER

From 9 March 1978 until 31 July 1978.

2 x 20, 4 x 40, 1 x 70 and
1 x 80 Hp. additional
charge. buy SFr. %-

Ships on Swiss Lakes - multi-
coloured

Celestino Piatti, Basel

Rotogravure by Courvoisie

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.,

P.O. Box 242, Highgate, LONDON N6 4LW

Tel. 01-348-0296

* * * * *

Designal

Desigaerl
Printing:

ativ



ispritIE:COREDIED SUCHARD ENVELOPE
By Elaine Wiltshire

In the July/August 1973 issues the 'Helvetia News Letter' published an

article on "Advertising Postcards of Switzerland" by Dr. Ganz, in which he asked

for any help regarding these cards and as a result I sent him a Suchard envelope

which I possess, asking for his opinion.

In his reply Dr. Ganz stated that he had not seen this before and that

it could be a hitherto unrecorded item, and so I give the relevant details and

would welcome, any information from anyone with a similar item.

The relevant cover is from Bern, dated 13.IX.76 to Trieste (Zumstein

postal 'stationery No. 17 - 10c, imprinted stamp plus 'Sitting Helvetia Perf.'
stamps of 5 & 10c.) and has a loose insert on very flimsy paper, printed in blue,

giving the recipe for making a cup of chocolate in French, German, English and

Italian, while fixed on the inside back flap, printed on similar paper, is the
Suchard trademark.

On the front of the cover, in the bottom left corner, is the name

'Schiffmann, Bern' and I presume this must be a firm connected with the grocery

trade who was supplied with these envelopes by Suchard.

Ph. SECHARli, Fabrique de Chocolat, NEUCHATEL (Suisse).

•Miontore de emirs
is ob000lat.•

•

Zubereiteng der To make a op of
Ch000tade. Chocolate.

Maniere di enocere
Cloccolattad

•-II Mate caner- tit ta-
Mena ea petits mor-
cesttnz.im delayer dans
un pen +Fenix sue
feu` does; puts ajouter
I. eonipliment scan de
lait, sod treat* comme
on le prefere,1 raison
de 14 titre par portion;
leaser eusre et minter
deem ibis, La tabletta

Ve lives a six divi-
sions ; tang de ces di-
visione, scat 42 gram.
titer, est suMeante pour
one portiota.
*. Le ben chocolat nee-
paissit pas en mutant;
quoted eela arrive, c'est
quiI contient de la Id-
cuteetitestalers moths
distraint Vahan choco-
lat lalpaissien jamb?,
ktre Mame (neon le cut-
rait longtempa, ea qui
d'ailleurs ntureiti soh
*Mine.

anzerschneidet
pressen Tabletten in
kleine Stilcke, r6hrt
dieselben mit etwas
'Wasser am Fetter an,
bis sip zersehmelzen,
gibt dann nach Belie-
ben Wasser oder Mulch
tea, '/, Liter I Port loot
zu und land zweimat
aufkochen.

Eine V, Pt. Tiblette
hesteht sue 6 Shit:ken,
deren ems (I 42'gram-
mes) fur tone Portion
genfigt . • •

Gute reine Chocolade
wird rind bleibt leicht-
Ilessig, auclt
gerem, Obrigens dein
Aroma seitiidliehen •
Kochen wird eine
Choeolade beim Ko-
chen dick: so enthifit

asic Krtoffelinehi mid. •let dann seliwer ver-

Break the tablet into
small pieces. dissolve

ithem n a little water,
over a slow lire, then
fill up either with milk
or water, as may be
preferred, in the pro-
portion of half a pint,
and let it boil up twice.
The tablet is divided
into six parts, one of

i ounce. is
sufficient for one cup.

Good Chocolate does
not thicken in cooking,
whenever i I does, it de-
notes the existence of
polatoe-flower, and is
less easy of digestion.
Geed chocolate never
thickens however long
itmay be boiled which,
more over, would dete-
riorate from its aroma.

•

Bisogna rornpere Is
tavoletta in pieced
pearl seioglierli it
poe' acquit ad un Need
deice; dope aggiue-
sere it compimettto si.i.
di tette o dfacqua,eome
si preferisce,in region.
di 7, di litre per por-

-ziene, lasciac ethacere
e sobollire due vette
La tavoletta di lit lb.

V, Chilogr ) ha
6 divisioni;itt citi•una,
doe 42 grarnmi, e sul-
fleiente per one tazza.

La buonaCioccolatta
non s'ispessisce
cuocendo; quaint° cui
accede si 6 the con-
tiene della feeola ed
in tal case merle dige-
ribile, Una buena Om.
colatta non iispessira
mai quand* ant he La al
cuocesse a lunge, cid
chit d'altronde nuece-

•Isa al min aroma.

Lefts the

insert

Below: the

back flap

MARCH NE_ETING
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By Fred R. Lesser Part I

the turn of the last century, Switzerland began her career as Europets

meet sought-after and promoted vacation country, a proponent for tourism 
at its

very best, What Also helped Switzerland to achieve this po
sition was the import

of odern winter sports by the British.

Very much aware Of the publicity value of the scenic pictur
e postcard to

further tourism, especially when mailed home by duly impresse
d, happy and'enthuse

iestic vacationers., the PTT (Swiss Postal Administration) was not 
slow in coming

up with an answer to a convenient way of carrying around postage stamps in one's

pocket or wallet-without- the risk of the stamps' gum doing its work 
rather premature-

ly.-- Thus was torn in 1904 the Swiss stamp booklet with its panes of 6 perforated
steps•neatly and safely separated: by layers of glassine-like paper.

. Of all the 20th century Swiss postage stamp issues, none
 confronted the

philatelist with A more complex challenge than the upside-down, 
side-by-side and

interspaced or guttered stamp pairings which resulted from the layouts of the stamp
sheets especially configurated for stamp booklets. Two questions, however, began
to .confoUed the cohecience - of many dedicated collectors. Should postage stamps in

petforated pairing combinations be considered philatelic material in the tradition-
al sense of philately? Should such stamps be regarded as of philatelic 

value

equal to that of other postage stamps when the existence of such combinations 
was

solely functional to a mechanical convenience?

The prominence of these stamp pairings in most comprehensive Swiss stamp

collections tO'clar and the unabated demand for them, confirm the Seise philatelist's
affirmative answer to both questions. There were, in the beginning, some mis-

givings over the PTT's policy in gelling the specially configurated stamp sheets
in the first place and certain objections to their availability only at the 8

Philatelic Agenpiee: ( Been, Basel, Geneva, Lausanne, Lugano, Luzern, St. Gallen and
ZUrieh) but all scruples soon subsided when stamp collectors realized their role

as godfathers to a whole new chapter in Swiss philately.  In fact, had it not been

for the stamp collectors none of the 'Tete-biche
t , ' Interepaos t and many of the

'Se-tenant' combinational. in. mint or used conditions would have existed in the
first place.

Over the years, many.of'the'
t
Titeeletche

t
, 

1
S4-teinant t and particularly

of the Ihterspace' combinations acquired staggeringly high price tags while
Others, relatively less expeneive, have become very scarce. - The prices 

- paid for
eome of these combinations at a November t77 international stamp auction in ZUrieh
may illustrate the aforementioned statement:

Tete beehel Fair of 5'Cts. 1913 PRO JUVENTUTE
authentically used ,.., 000 $ 735.--

Pair of 20 Cts. 1925/33 WILLIAM TELL
04 grilled paper tied to an envelope

,ical pair 10 Cts. es . 15Cts. WILLI4 TELL

... : 

14
::: :::, authentically used ... •..

Pair of maroon 5 Cts. TELL BOY with-7/16"

hole voided interspace,:in pent Condition 4. .. 4 1 130,e-
Pair of -orange 5 Cts. TELL BOY with 5/16"

hole voided interupace, in mint condition •o• g 
1,412.50

Pair of .20 Cts. 1925/33 MILLIAR . TELL, grilled
paper with perforation voided interspace,

in mint condition ' PO

This' new and updated effort to investigate the complex origin of these
pairing combinations and the reason why manyeof-them attained such a costly

position in swiss 'philately will try to correct some of the omissions and errors

in articles published previously on this subject, Jlowever, there still remain

many 'grey areas' where accurate data on the issuance and distribution of the

sheets through the various PTT Philatelic Agencies will always be lacking. There
were also reports to the effect that the availability of the sheets was not always

'even', i.e. that they were not always available in sufficient quantities to meet
the demand evenly at all of the 8 Philatelic Agency locations.  Furthermore,

PP • 0

 g 1,470,-- •
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there are indications that the personnel at some of the Agencies used their dis-

cretion in breaking up the sheets and in selling the various pairing combinations

in single pairs and block-like multiples
It is, therefore, necessary to engage he reader's attention in a

studious analysis of the inter-relationship between the various sheet layouts and

the resultant pairing permutations.

V-51 51 5. -15

15175- 5
'5 :5_15 5 5 5j5_,
tc -5 15 '5 5 5

-I T-5-

-3" 1 5
15 . 5 5 1r5 -5- 5 • 5 5

5 .5.A

JL. 2J4$  5 .5 5 5 

Fig. 1

At first, regular sheets of
100 stamps were used to provide the
panes for the 6 booklets which the
PTT released during the years 1904 -

1907. Each of these booklets con-
tained 4 panes of 6 stamps of either
5 Cts. or 10 Cts. face value. Thum,
the public could buy booklets made
up of 24 x 5 Cts. or 24 x 10 Cts.
stamps. Fig. 1 depicts a regular
sheet of 100eitamps. When broken
up along the dotted lines, it
Yielded 5 panes each with its own
lefthand margin for stapling or
binding then together. But how, to
dispose of the remaining 70 stamps
became an administrative inconvenience.

In 1908 the PTT adopted a 90-
stamp sheet layout as shown in
Fig. 2. With its 2 vertical rows

of stamps in an upside-down position
other, the layout concept became
known as 'Tete-berche's The advan..
tages of the 'Tete-IA:she' layout are
immediately. apparent.. When broken
up along the dotted lines, the sheet
yields 15 panes of 6 stamps each and
each pane with its own lefthand margin
for binding.

To prevent the use of the
blank 4th vertical row, i.e. the per-
forated stamp paper, for counterfeits
or forgeries, the 'interspaces' were
voided by various methods. In the
beginning the PTT voided the 'blanks'
by punching holes into them. This
was done manually. In 1921 the hole
diameter was reduced from 7/16"
(11 mm.) to 5/16" (9 mm.). Soon
another voidance technique was:adopt-
ed whereby the interspaces were
'destroyed' by a vertically perforated line through the center until finally,
blank interspaces were voided by printing vertical or horizontal lines of small
crosses'. However, regardless of what voidance method the PTT employed, the
reader is already now well advised to bear in mind that there were 3 distinctly
different 'Tete-bitchel layout configurations used during 1908 and 1933 and that
in a nuMber of instances, the same stamp appeared in 2 and even 3 of these
different layouts. •

The employment of the Fig. 2 layout was exclusively for sincle denomin-
ation booklet panes. Hence, the configuration of the 'Tites.beche' layout did
not show up in the booklets themselves. On the other hand, however, to the
stamp collector who bought these sheets at one of the Philatelic Agencies, an
intriguing challenge opened up as each sheet could yield 10 'Tete7bechet pairs of
.stamps as well as the same number of 'Interspace combinations.  Obviously they
did not yield any 'Si-tinants permutations, being single-denomination sheets.
A list of the stamps Used for these early sheets may be useful and will be given
in the next instalment.

(To be continued)

to each

the
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The latest issue is just to hand and

as always, is full of interesting and

useful information,

There is a long article by S.S. Kahn

entitled "Fabulous Courvoisier" which

gives the history of this world-famous

firm of printers and their achievements

in the production of stamps, not only

for Switzerland but for many other

countries as Nell.

The 7th part of "Swiss Proofs and

says" by 2. F. Bulstrode continues to

enlighten collectors on this fascinating

branch of Philat
e
l
y , while Fart 2 of "The

Revenue Stamps of Basle City" by the same

author throws more light on yet another

'side-line', perhaps more readily, avail-

able to the medium collector.

An eye-opening table showing the
rise in value of selected items from 1975-

1977 emphasises the desirability of
collecting Swiss stamps. There are other

odd items of news and a page of special

offers to tempt you.

If you haven't got your copy yet, get

it now - see also A.C. advert.
--------

,'STeMPEX  AWARDS 

We are proud to announce that the

H. L. Katcher award for the best Swiss

entry has again been won by Mr. Bulstrode,

who has also received a Silver medal.

Mr. Katcher has himself received

Bronze medals for his two entries on
'The Fiscal Stamps of Basle' and for
'Basle City Police Stamps', together with

a Bronze-silver for the 'Switzerland'

Catalogue,

Our heartiest congratulations on

these achievements,

The full list of awards not having
been issued at the time of going to press,

we hope to see the names of other members
in due coarse,

The special cancel for the 2nd par

of the 48th International Motor Show in

Geneva will be issued on 2nd March,

YOU KNOW ?
...  that the PTT have explained why it
is almost impossible to find unsmeared

copies of the 1977 (25th Aug.) 'Culture

Protection' 40c. used stamp, The stamps

were test-varnished after printing and

this impervious layer cannot absorb any

of the cancelling ink, Apparently this

test was made to check the effect when

used on the forthcoming PJ stamps to pre-

vent the silver (and gold?) printing

coming off. We will see,

• that a new issue of the PTT postal

codes - alphabetical- has been issued in

Nov. '77. If you want one, and/or the

numerical list, send me an Int. Reply

coupon for each.

.... that a new cover design for the

green SFr.5.- stamp booklet hal appeared

Thie uses the rectangular PTT signet,

instead of the old pcathorn, and,
curiously, is stapled twice. The contents
and rear cover advt, for Zumstein remain

unchanged.

.... that the popular set of PTT post-
cards The Messengers of the 13 Old

Cantons" has now come in a new edition;
the cards_have a beige background and

are varnished. The packet too is beige

and has another picture,

• that the UN Geneva did not inform

anyone - not even their New York office -

that at the exhibition held last October

in Paris they were selling a special new

type of souvenir card for OFr.10.-. Each

had a SFr.3.- UN Geneva 'definitive'
stuck on and cancelled with their ordin-
ary date stamp. Those not eold at the

exhibition can now be had from dealers,

the well-informed ones that is; at a
multiple of the original price. One
wonders if they realise how much damage

they do to their already shaky reputation

by such completely unnecessary tricks.

..... that altho I am not in favour of
the VN PTT special agency stamps, UIT,
UPU etc., as there is no real postal
neoessity for them, I must report that
the PTT have a few left of a special
version of their red presentation folder,

containing only the recently issued
stamps of these 5 agencies, i.e. 1973-76
at SPre17.-.

• that all stamps of the earlier

editions, 1956-60 are still on sale in.
Bern (except superseded colours) but not

for long, eo order if you still need them.
CTO also available and is almost the only

way to get used copies.

• that the answer . to Question No. 67
is 1910 according to Miller.

(Cont. in Col. 1)

(Cent.)

that brings me to Question No,681
Row many of the stamps just mentioned

are available from the Philatelic
Bureau in Bern, and at what face value,
both old and new editions?

X.R.

DID



is, with 'deep regret that
we have learned of the death of

MR. OLIVER LAMBETH

who had been a member since 1966.
Of a retiring nature he was seldom

i

seen at meetings, but had attended
other functions and will be missed.

I ST_I9LL111.2TIONA
There are a few sub-

scriptions still outstanding, after 4
reminders. Unless received by return
we regret we shall have to regard the
membership as lapsed and delete the
names from the 'News Letter' and
Packet lists. For overseas we will
allow one further month's grace from
despatch of this issue.

If you have forgotten the amounts
they are U.K. 42.00. Overaeas -
Commonwealth 42.00 4, 41.00 for airmail;
U.S. $ 8.00 + $ 4.00 airmail for 2
years*

Please send now we don't
Imat to lose yot:

New I CANCEL from 9th February:
9601 LIBINGEN - Wandergebiet (K.684)

Alimbhosmos.MINONIa"

de
execute vantlists for stamps of
Switserland, Europe and
Overiess,:mint"and used.

greatest stock Se taerland and
Europe
all world's novelties
certificates
publication of the =STEIN
catalogue Europe and
Switserland/Liechtenstein
Berner Briefmarken-Zeitung
with supplements for the,burope
catalogue
philatelic accessories
albums

Proprietors' Hertech & Cie

Zeughausgasse 14, C8,-300110=
Address; POD 2585, CH-3001 Bern
cash accounts; Dern 30,..314
Sweden; Stockholm 42 55-6
Germany; ./LaP1arubio705 01-150.
Austria: Vienna. 1700.512
Netberlandet 380 17 00

LOISLIERN : Hon, Sec. MR. R.A. HOYLE
6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd., Halifax.

At the January meeting Mr. I.Gilchrist
presented a. most remarkable display
entitled 'THE RED CROSS'. •

He began by showing a copy of the
Geneva Convention signed 1864 and gave
details of the founding of the Red Cross
by Henri. Dunant in 1863 and displayed a
picture card and the two Swiss stamps and
two soldier Stamps on which he is depicted.

Then came a selection of stamps and
Bundesfeier Cards, special flights and
philatelic exhibitions which had raised
funds for this cause, Red Cross slogans,
soldier and Frank stamps and an astonish-
ing array from Red Cross organisations
either addressed to, or based in Switzer-
land, and a selection of Internment Camp -
mail, covers and cards.

He concluded with a large selection
of covers from the Red Cross Inquiry
Service (for prisoners) in Geneva with
reply labels which were produced in
Switzerland and used for the purpose of
identifying incoming mail from corres-
pondents, in the search for missing
persons. R.A.H.

It is not too soon to be thinking
about your Competition entries. There
are only two months in which to prepare*

Rules and full details in our
issue.

What are your interests?

- Strubelis

World Organisations

Interspace pairs

- Standing Helvetia

- Sitting Helvetia perf.

• Stamp booklets

• TP0s; 'T' Dues

• Airmail stamps & covers

Miniature Sheets

- Pro Petrie & Pro Juventute,

Soldier Stamps

These are only a few of the
sections available. Send your Wants
Lists now or ask for Approval Selections.

J.S.ARMSTRONG
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme

M ORECAMB E,
Lanes LA4 6PN

+de
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THE CONTROVERSIAL LEMANEX BLOCK
By M.-Rutherfoord

"A blow below the belt" Zumstein BBZ; "Like Arab pirates" pallatelica; "Only
commercial thinking" IiLZ Philatelic Corner. And so it goes, practiCally universal
condemnation of the PTT. Lo-cne fiede the tap themeelves anything but beauti-

ful. I trink they would have deserved a lovely 'Pro Petrie' series, as the

famous Swiss lake steamers have not been covered at all philatelically. However,
the complaint is againat the combin-

ations made available by the eight

stamps (Jee Fig. 1).

e. In 1974 theelHEOABA.block had
; VAA;7z,. 4 different stamps, so one needed,

according to the catalogue and the
pre-printed albums, 4 blocks for et_

• • •

517,71:077
mint set of block,. 4 singles, 2
vertical pairs and 2 horizontal
pairs, at a cost of 4 times SFr.3.-,

0 a, 12.-. Of course, double this
.. for uaed as well, and again for the: eznibition cancellation - 5Fr.36.

With the LEOAEX block one needs
8 blocks at 3Fr.5.- each, i.e. 40.—,

4 double for used and again for the
;: 1 special cancel, makes SFr 0 120.- for-.1

ol • r .

	

	 starters, and there are more possi-

bilities
The 'official' combinations,

not available as such from the Phila-
telic bureau, are, after the block
i t self,L.No.59, and the singles,
Z.Nos.52-58, the following se-tenant

groups (using 6 blocks (Fig. 2):

4 horizontal pairs, 51+55. 52+57, 54+55 and-56+5a

5 vertical pairs, 51+53, 52+57, 53+55, 54+56 & 55+58
(the middle one is the keypiece. Philmail have not
included it in their set of 8 pairs on their special
covers at 3Fr.19.7(.)

2 vertical stripe of 3, 51+53+55 Flud
1 vertical strip of 4, 51+53+55+58

There are also 2 nice blocks of 4 which Zuestein
does not cataloeue, but 'enich Milner does, each follow- Fir. 2

lag their standard policy. That makes 23 covers for
eaCh possibili .ty,:say . JFro70. - , because of the many stamps one cannot uee. Phila-
telica offers these at:51: below nominal!

But let us continue. For the various stamps there is also the cds for an
.FDC from each of the main towns per lake. And there i3 a rumour that the PTT will

produce the ultimate stupidity of providiner. a special cancellation for each day of

•
. •

......  e ***************** •••• ••••••

4.: IR STINO PlArr t a $• R. . •
•
•

Fig. 1

53+55+56

Al 51 52

A 2 53 57

54 55 A3

_ 56 58 A4
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of the 10 day show! One must also not forget combinations with the 20c stamp

issued on the same day for the coming exhibition. There will be no less than 8

special exhibition covers.

For the INTERNABA there was only one trilingual slogan provided, for the

LEMANEX no less than 4, one for each language (they forgot English!).  Each will

be used in about 3 different towns. More exciting possibilities, and don't forget

that most of the above combinations can be made with and without the "tabs".
doubt if SFr.1000.- will help the ardent collector to complete his set.

He will also need a special album, or page, for the%block PDC, as this is in

the impossible size of 7.7 x 5.5 inches.

But, no-one must collect all combinations. However, perhaps one can be hard

to-day, but will one be steadfast when the new catalogues come out and one becomes

mesmerised by the numbers?

The one bright side of this miserable business is that of the sale price of

SFr.5.- 3Fr.1020 goes to cover the costs of the exhibition and the rest to the Fund

for Furthering Philately. About 300 the PTT will lake to cover their 'costs', so

that with an estimated sale of at least 3m. (INTERNABA 2.17m.) the PTT will colle
ct

a cool SFr.10m. for the postal value of Fr.3.50 per block, as very few of 
these

delightful stamps will go through the post.

Will extensive speculation take place aa with the NAB RA of 1965? I doubt it,

even though lots of money is about it seems. Pairs etc. on cover could be a good

thing as they cannot be obtained direct from the PTT on standing order. One last

point is that thematic collectors will be after mint blocks for years to come.

40A-St Vk

MR BUISTRODE ENTERTAINS
As expected the display given by our Chairman, Fir. A. F. Bulatrode, at the

February meeting, covered a wealth of unusual material. Firstly, however, he

made some observations on the subject of Certificates, citing examples of errors

which can be made, even by experts, such as an essay described as depicting the

Junpfrau, which was later found to be t4,e Blumlisalp, and cases where a stamp had
been authenticated in the first instance and later when seen by another expert
classed as a forgery: he also touched on the dangerous Sperati forgeries.
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Then followed a fascinating diaplay

of essays, trials and die-proofs for

issues of Struhelis, Sitting & Standing

Helvetia, Tell Tell Boy etc. Also

essaYe of the IMedalion' type from the

1901 Competition; Pro juventute proofs

and essays; then trials made by the

PTT produced when trying out new msehiacs

or methods of printing, including 4 small

designs by Karl Bickel, the so-called

'fish' designs, where the fish was by

Bickel, but the green background was not.

Other items covered the 'Atli'

essay of 1891, trial prints of the 'Tell.

Chapel' essay of 1895, proofs of

unaccepted airmail designs and the

signed entry by Paul itrtaria from the

1942 Public Coopetition.

Each sheet was full of interest

and Mr. Mistely, in proposing the vote

of thans, said that this magnificent

display Was the best for a very long

time, both in terms of uniqueness and

scarcity of material and its like would

not be seen elsewhere.

ShE THE AhNUAL (.hoY.;TITION RULES
ON PAGE 21,

FIRST DAY COVERS
............. .

LEMANEX SE-TENANT PAIRS
AND COMBINATIONS

(4 horizontal pairs, 5 verti-

cal pairs, 2 vertical strips
of three and 1 vertical

strip of four)

First Day Covers of these combine

ations will not be available from the

PTT.

BheN ABLS TO Aliti.Ai;Gir.; Fo

LIVilTLD nUe6hR uF Ohe ABOE ASD SUS-

JSLT 1.1 SOLD Ca OFiEit CO:d-%Lh.TE

SsT OF SIX COSRS AT

17.50 per set post free.

Maximum two sets per client.

Our regular New Issue subscribers will

receive their allocations at prefer-

ential terms.

H.L.KATCH ER
THh AMATEUR CeLlh;CTOR LTD.,

F.U. Box 242 Highgate
LOYDeN N6 4Le

Tel. 01 - 348 - 0296
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	 SiITZERLAND'J 'TETE-BECHE' 'SE-TENANT'

AND 'ITERSPACE' 8TAMP ( ,)nBINATIONJ :  1908 - 19,3.

By Fred R. Lesser

Uontinuing our look at the layout shown in Fig. 2 in last month's 'News

Letter', the following stamps were used for these single denomination book
let panes:

Ut k. Cat t No. Isp_t_LataLo. Hole Diameter

109 133 11 mm.
117 146 11 mm.
119 148 11 mm.
120 164 11 ram,

123 III 153 11 mat.
124 151 11 mm.
125 II 152 11 mm.
125 III 167 11 mm.

128 172 11 mm.
137 II 150 11 mm.
138 162 11 mm.
146 193 11 mm. - not used in booklet form.

148 195 11 mm.

150 A 197 11 mm.

151 198 11 mm. - not used in booklet form,

153 166 11 mm.
154 174 11 mm. & 9 mm.
158 175 9 mm.

174 176 9 mm.

1),J.2 B 2 11 ml.

As the reader will observe later on, 3 of the staaps listed above

(Zulu. 126 II,. 128 7, 153) were used aFain in 2-denomination sheet
 layouts, hence

their multiple 'Tete-be‘che' pairings and''Interspace' combinations. (Note
 Figs. 3

& 4 below). This . fact has rarely been publicized before.
As evidence serves the

.circumstances that these particular stamps were used in single-denominatio
n pane -

format in booklets issued after 1917 which also contained a 
2-denomination pane.

Fig. 3 Fig. 4

The above Figs. 3 a: 4 represent an adaptation of the 'T
g te-lAche' layout

for 2-denomination booklet panes ani .ith it, the appearance of the 3 '..3e-tenant'

pairing permutations. There is, however, an important difference between these

2 layouts. The 'Tete-becee' pairings jr Fig. 3 result from upside-do
wn combin-

ations between stamIs of the same face value. In Fig. 4 the pairings come about

betweun stamps cf different face values. It is irteresting to note also that

the Fig. 3 layout was only used for 2-denomination panes in the 
1918 and 1920

booklets and for the same 2 stamps in each instance.

A clone look at the Fig. 3 & 4 sheet layouts will also reveal that each

sheet only yielded 5 'Interspace' colabinations of the sane Kind, thus red
ucing

their availability in later years.
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Stamp booklets containing a pane of 2 different
 stamp values were only

issued during the years 1918 - 1933. There were 9 booklets in all. Later in

this article, the reader will find a complete 
hating of booklets and their

content.

There are a few interesting observations to be 
made in connection with

all 2-denomination 'T4te-b4che sheets.
As previously stated, the stamp collector

who bought a complete sheet had the opportunit
y of harvesting 15 'e-tenant'

pairing permutations, whereas the purchaser of a booklet containing a single pane

of 2 denominations had only access to a single 
pair, either a horizontal or a

vertical combination. Furthermore, the single 2-denomination pane in 
the booklets

only offered the user one single higher face va
lue. Of course, the owner of a

complete sheet could only arrive at all 15 'Se-
tenant' pairing permutations at the

expense of the 'Interspac and in a layout per Fig. 4, of the 'Tte-bdchel

combinations.

figs. 5 & 6 shoe the 'T4te-bgches sheet layouts used 
for single denomin-

ation and 2-denomination booklet panes from 192
8 onward. With the introduction of

the interspace voidance by perforation, there was the occasional overlap with the

previous punched hole method. There were 2 such overlaps:

,Fig, 5, (single denomination)

Zt Ctlio. Scott Cataa. Intersnace voidance

174 176 9 mm, hole and center perforation

Fig. 6 (2-denomination layout

170/153 160/168 11 mm., 9 mm. holes and perforation

In 1933, the PTT released the last stamp booklet eith a 2-denomination

pane. From a philetelic point of view, it became the moat interestieg booklet

of all since it consisted entirely of 'WILHELM. 
TELL and TELL BOY stamps of the

grilled paper variety. The booklet contained 12 x 10c. (et. 184z, Sco
tt 169c)

12 x 20c. (Zst. 174a, Scott 176c) and one pane of 6 stamps in the order of

1 x 10c. (Zst. 184z, Scott 169c) and 5 x 5c. (at. 1
83z). Needless to point out

that the pairing coeibinations which resulted from the grilled paper 'Tke-tAches

sheets are scarce and highly valued.

On a few occasion 'Tette-beche' sheets slipped 
through with their inter-

columns un-voided or with vertical perforation 
lines severely displaced0.

philatelic rarity value is obvious.

.....••n•nn•1111114

SPECIAL CA2.16LLATION:

	

	
On 24th March Geneva will be celebrating

500 years of printing in the City of

Calvin. The ETT have agreed to a mobile P.O. to be in the Jardin

des Bastions, near tne University. The special cancellation to

be used depicts an early printing press.

space
Their (To be continued)
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23rd ANNUAL COMPETITION
TO HE HeLD AT DAUHY HOUSE, WC2 on WEDeESDAY, 12th. APRIL 122§, at 6.45 p.m.

'

1. The Competition, open to ll members resident in Great Britain, is in two

oections:

A. 'HELVETIA' 3InVER CUP. Entries of net less than EIGHT and not more than

T;ELVE sheeta, coMprioeng any postage stamps, charitya airmail, special,

poetage dues, officialor other items, miniature sheets, flown covers etc..

B. Poetal Hietory- Competition for the 'MOORE TROPHY'. Entries of NINE sheets

on eny nopect of Swiss Postal History.

Members may subeit ONE ENTRY IN EACH 'SECTION.

2. Entries sent by post (preferably covered., by postage including Compensatory

Fee) ehould be in the hands of the Competition Organiser, Mrs. E. J. AAWNSLEY
and sent to 3, Cranford Gardens, Victoria Drive, Bognor Regis, Iria6ussex,
P021 2EL, not lmter than Monday, 10th April. Members attending the meeting

should, of course, bring their entries on the night.

All entries will be covered by insurance during the period from receipt until
return to their ownere.

4. A Jury appointed by the Committee of the Helvetia P.E. shall judge entries

anti award the Trophies to tee owners of the entries which they shall select
as the most worthy.

Entries will be ejudged by a system of points based on the general headings:

KnEVETIA 'ILVER CUP MUCRE TROPHY

(a) Phil. knowledge & study 30 (a) Knowledge & stiedye

(b) Importance & spec, factors 20 (b) Originality & importance 25

(c) Condition (ircl. rarity) 30 (c) Condition (incl. rarity) 15

(d) Presentation & arrangement 20 (d) Presentation & arrangement 20

0 The 'Helvetia' Silver Cup, awarded annually, shall remain in the possession

of tne winner for 11 months and than be returned to the Competition Organiser

named by the Committee and awarded to the next winner. If the same person

wins three - successive Annual Competitions the Cup shall become his or her
property, and the Committee shall provide a new Cup for the next year.

7 * The 'Moore Trophy' shall also be held by the winner for 11 months and then

be returned to be competed for again.

8. Thematic entries - if received - will be judged. as part of the Cup

Competition..e o _ .

•BUILDING6
Values:

L I h

Part I
Rp.

70 Hp.
MO Ap.
90 Hp.

100 ep.
110 Ape

"
'-1"

; " - 2/3/1978

Residential Tower of BalzerseMais

The Parish Court, Eauren

Farmhouse in 3chellenberg
Tee Parish Court, Balzers
Music Echool 'Aheinbergerhaue', Vaduz

Vaduz Mitteldorf

H T E U  E T E 
r • •

1:

,
< •

eeeigner;
Printine:

B, eDATA (Cept)

Georg Malin, Nauren
Multicolour photoerevure be

.
 .Coarvolaier

26.6 x 39.2 us. sheets of I(estames

Va,.ues: 40 Ap. Palais Liechtenstein, Beni:gas:3e, Vaduz— —
80 Ap. Feldsoerg Castle

.Oesirnert Otto Stefferi, Vienna

Leerevers: 40 lip. Woagan
g Seidel; 80 Ap. Alfred Fischer

Frintlez: Combined autot
y
pe/recess by Austrian Govt. Printin g Office,

Eizc: 3n+..5 x 30 mm. In sheets of 20 stamps Vienna

Specini covor: were used for each set and a comemorative cancellation.
• A . i.
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POSTKARTE CARTE POSTALE

!terra Walter Zimm;:riaann
General Guisan—Strasse 10
4153 Reinach

-.0

5.1 111-26.9.70 (
7 Phil. Office PTT

<t\..t. 3000 Berne „II\

11/eirrol4

TWO SWISS CANCELLATION ORPHANS
By M. kutherfoord

One of the known weaknesses of the otherwise excellent PEN catalogue of Swiss

Special and Mobile Post Office Cancellations is that the numerous Airmail cancels

are not included. What is les* well known is that there are a few others also not

mentioned which are, therefore "orphans" as they are in no other catalogue. The
Airmail cancels are fully covered in the "Schw. Luftpost-Katalog" and the cancels

of the Philatelic Bureaux are in the new 'K' Handbook, but unpriced.

The two "orphans" are illustrated below. The first was used by the PTT at

their stand at the International Transport Show in Munich in 1965 to cancel souyen-

/ere with Swiss *temps on them. Foetal use was specifically excluded, which is

why P..N did not oive the blessing of a number, but it should have been mentioned.

The second was used in the same way in London during "Fhilympia" in 1970 .a d
in ,ern as any other special cancellation. Post for Swiss addresses could be sent
there direct, and these items went through the mails quite correctly. Therefore

it is quite wrong for this one not to be accepted by the major Swiss postmark
catalogue editor,A_

PHILATELISTENCLUR

PHOENIX

EASEL
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SWISS FISCAL STAMPS DID YOU KNOW ?

Page 23

The collecting of Swiss Fiscal

stamps has suddenly become of great inter

est and the combined displays given at

this month's meeting by Messrs. Beletrode
Lienhard, Pickard, Tillen and Mrs.Rawnale
indicated the fascination to be feund

from a study of these items.

They covered Cantonal and Municipal
issues, used for countless purposes;
Taxes of various kinds, Cheques, Bills o
Exchange, Commercial transfer permits,

Residential permits, Police, Debt Collec
ing agencies, Promissory notes, School-

children's accident insurance, even on

posters advertising coming events, such

a circus, and on hotel bills. Also

Federal issues for use by commercial firm

notaries, solicitors, etc., etc.

Mr. Bulstrode said one of the most

curious aspects is the difficulty of find

ing any information on their use in

Switzerland; there many people deny that

they ever existed, although it is known

that they were used extensively up to

some 20 years ago and a few are in use

to-day.

Most early issues (around the mid-

19th cent.) were printed by lithography

and some of the highest value stamps were

printed in silver and gold. Most incor-

porate the Cantonal arms.

Of even greater interest are the

Municipal stamps of some of the smaller

towns, also largely based on the arms,

while some of the more recent issues are

in multi-colour printing and are most

attractive. The cancellations used are

equally noteworthy and a surprieingly

large number included railway cancels.

Mr. Bulstrode - acting on behalf of
Mr. H.L. Katcher - showed the BASLE CITY

POLICE STAPS, which won awards at

'Stampex*. This material, covering all

aspects of police administration, has

never been seen before, is the result of
extensive research and is worthy of

greater recognition.

The amount of material shown in the

limited time of the meeting emphasized

the tremendous scope of the subect and

provided displays of outstanding merit,

with very little overlapping, which it is

hoped will lead to at least some of the

research work beiag ' put on record and
made available - hopefully through our ow.

'News Letter' - for the benefit of all

our members.

PICTORIAL TOURIST CAhCELS

3961 VENTHOLE - Feodal et paysan
(K.685) on 14 March

3633 AMSOLDINGEN - Tausendjahrire Kirohe
0(4686; on 20 March

that at the beginning of Feb. '78

regional organisation of all phila-

telic societies around. Urich held their

3rd annual non-competitive exhibition in

the Glatt Shopping Centre. As usual

with such shows one sees a lot of unusual

exhibits that contain material which is

not considered in a competitive - but

boring - show. More than 60 varied

exhibits in 356 frames, about half theme-
ic. Bourse at the weekend. too. Good

publicity for the clubs taking part.

....  that at this show I saw in a very

good Pj collection a nice forged cancel

on a 1912 vignette, in that a cancel had

been used which could not have existed
in 1912, i.e. it had the roman postal
district number in the lower segment.
This system started in 1915 at the

earliest. Most places received either

a Lew canceller or had their old one

modified during the twenties. Some

places never!

 that one of the difficulties of

publishing information on postmarks is

that one thereby inadvertently helps the

forgers to chose the correct type when

they turn a cheap mint stamp into an

expensive 'lazed' one .(from SFre.5.--to

3Fr.175.-.in the above example). That
io also why the PTT does not allow the

reproduction of postmarks (or stamps)

within of the correct size. The

forgermight get the type right, but not

the exact diameter, thus revealing the
rgery to the expert.

that for the first time since 1901

(Europa issue, 18.9.61) a French 'Jour

emission' is being

used for the special

issues of 9.3.78, in-
stead of the usual 'Aus-

gabetag' of Bern, be- `c.; 11 .1 8 e

cause of the L'iZIANEK
being held in Lausanne

this year. (See ill. -

note, no stops).

........ that at the last moment the SVP
persuaded the PTT to issue the 4

LaL.ANEX slegan cancellations (1 per
language) On the day of issue of the

stamps on gth March, instead of the

planned 15ths

...  that the anawer to question No.68
a: .42 . old stamps (7 per agency) at a

set price of 3Fr.2250 and 20 new stamps

4 per agency, except BIE) at SFr.14200

Note that the old Ones are all the same

values per agency, but new ones have'.

slightly different nominal values.

 that Question No.69 refers to the

L.;I'Lli
:
EX block: which other Swiss stamps

show something of the lake steamers? M.R.



N GENEVANORTHERI: GROUP: Hon.4ec. i. A.A.HOYLE,
6, Limes Ave. Huddersfield ftd.,

At the PebrUary,meeting of Northern
Group memher; in Leeds, PIT. R,A. Hoyle
presented a display of the eSITTIG .
EELVET1A issues,

. He described the reasons, for the
irtreduction of the first wiss perfor7
ated stamps and detailed the Various

issues and changes which took place over
the 11::?xt 20 years. His display include
any sit and- used blocks and larger

multiples, together with numerous var-
ieties, many of which were illustrated
with Photographic enlargements.

------
. The attention of Northern Group

members. is drawn to an ra 1
which is not shown on the syl.abus. card;

Saturday, 8th April - THE FOETAL -HISTORY 
OF JOUTE-WEST SWITZERLAND

This will be given by Mr.
and is to be held at 2.00 p.m. at the
Lawrence Gates 'Middle School, Stainbeek
Lane, Leeds. (No. 71 bus from the bus
station. Try not to miss this.

You are also.remiHded of the
.,t: onvent in York, on April 29th0

,zumsteiruae .
execute wantliete for stamps. of
Switzerland, Europe and
Overseas, mint and used.

greatest stock Switzerland and
Europe
all world's novelties
certificates
publication of the .ZAJYSNIN
catalogue Europe and
Switserland/Liechtenetein
Berner Briefmarken-Zeitung
with aupplemente for the Europe
catalogue
philatelic acceusorie$

albuml

1 0%101ZUnttatjeltil-

Proprietors; Herteth 4t Cie
Zeughausgasse 14, CH-!3001 Bern
Addreset PCB 2585, 011-3001 Bern
caeh accounts; Bern 30-314
Sweden; Stockholm 42 55.-6
Germany' Karlsruhe 705 01..750
Austria; Vienna 1700.512Netherland; 380 17 00

UtITED NATIC:J

Two special stamps will be issued
on 31st March, the theme being the
eradication of smallpox.

Values: 80 Rp. ) TWO globes, one
Fr.1.10 ) pitted, the other

clear.
Designer: E. Weishoff, Israel
Printing: Multicolour heliogravure by

Courvoisier S.A.
Size: 36 x 26 mm.
Issue: 1,700,000 of each value

Available only for use on mail frcm
the Polais des Nations in Geneva. A
special cancellation will be used.

n•n•n•n•••nn•nn••n

FOLKLORE POSTCARDS

The next cord in the series of new
definitives will be the 70c. coinciding
with the Lenten Procession in Mendrisio

The card (which costs 40c.) will bear

(Ct. Ticino), to be held on 23/24 March.

a block of 4 stamps with a special .
cancellation:
6850 MENDRISIO BORG°
PRCCHSUh T0RICHE

11/24.17823.124.3.78, but being
PROCESSIONI MONO iEon the picture side,

will not be valid as
postage. Orders by
post to Bern Philatel-
ic bureau require a
pre-stamped, addressed, envelope plus
cost of stamps and card.
...•1•111•1.1•MmolMn

The catalogues and auction
sales all indicate the wisdom of
collecting Swiss stamps.

From Postal History with its
many facets, to the beautifully printed
modern stamps, their interest never
fails,

' \\\

can supply material on
approval from my extensive stock, or
items from your own wants Lists:

Covers - from Postal History to
modern FI)Cs

'Stamps of all issues, mint or used
Material for study - Strnbelis,

Sittinq Jtendinr7 Helvetia etc.
Airmail stamps and covers
Route Marks - TPUs etc., etc.,

Send now to

J.S.ARNISTRONG
144 Low Lane, Torrisholme,

M ORECAMBE
Lanes LA4 61-%
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ACCOUNTANCY MARKS ON LETTERS TO & FROM FRANCE
IN THE POST-NAPOLEONIC KRIM

With Particular Reference to the Posts Between France & Switzerland
By C. RABCH

:Before proceeding to the main purpose of this article I should clarify my
interests in relation to my study of the markings on the /otters going to:and from
France across her Eastern border in the post-Napoleonic period. My main coll-
ection is Switzerland and nearly 10 years ago I started to put together a coll-
ection of letters from Switzerland to France. I had also a small collection of
Belgium (a soft spot an I had lived 10 years in Brussels), and as there wis no
correlation in the markings used by the two countries I looked around to See what
happened to the letters from France's other western neighbours.

As I got more involved in thic study en interesting pattern developed
and it showed amongst other things that tho Swies catkinge were the exception to
the rule. The reason for the markings c,f type WW

1
. etc.,As an

accountancy one. These are based on a num-l' of L7-.1ndover points, known as
!Bureaux d'Echange

t
 (offices of exchange li i.;erally translated) and each French

office of exchange had on the opposite side of the frontier its corresponding
office of exchange for mails going in the reverse direction.  In moot °sees these

offices on either side of the frontier were located at quite small villages which

have lost all significance to-day, but others were situated in larger towns
further away from the frontier.

The postal agreements provided for the sending country to mark each
letter with a measure of the distance it had travelled in that country up to the

frontier point. One must remember that in the period under review, 1815
. ,to 1850,

there was nowhere near the standardisation of units of distance we have to-day.

Therefore, the basis of the measure of distance to be shown was that each country
should establish the distance from its various towns to the office of exchange
and group them in steps : or areas and identify on the letter from which step or

area the letter vase from, 111 being for the towns nearest to the office of
exchange, 2R for the towns in the next step and so on. :

Generally each country
was divided into 4 to 5 areas in relation to a particular office of exchange.

1 11 1 stood for 'Rayon' m radius, area. I presume that each office of
exchange had tables to identify the appropriate 'Rayon t 4 letter came fro* in
order to stamp it accordingly. The letters were then handed over to the opposite
French office where the French entry mark would be applied, e.g. 'PRUSSE/PAR/
FORUM, Forbach being the French entry office opposite Saarbruoken for mail from

Prussia. According to the number of 'Rayons' each letter had travelled the
amount due by the French to the sending country could be calculated and because

'Rayon' in say Belgium is much shorter than in Prussia, different monetary
values must have been used for various sending countries 'Rayons'. It was the

responsibility of the French entry offices to
esimblish precisely the sums due to the sending
country and to stamp the appropriate figure (from
1 to 15 . inclusivo) in &mimes in the upper left hand
corner of each letter as per the instructions of the
French Director General of Posts of 2nd April, 1829.
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When the lettere reached their final destination in Fra
nce it was an easy

matter to calculate the postage to be paid by the rec
ipient, which was made up of

the French postages from the entry point to the final destination, plus the foreign

postage as stamped on the upper left hand corner of eac
h letter as mentioned above.

The rate arrived at was then adjusted for weight.
 Thus a letter stamped 'TTR4',

i.e. Thum kTaxie, 4th rayon, would be stamped 9 
in the upper left hand corner by

the French entry office of Forbach and if addressed 
to, say Macon, where the rate

Forbach-Macon'is 7 decimes, the total postage would 
be 16 decimes.  If the same

letter weighed over 7i grams it would be taxed 24 deci
mes and so on.

The simplest way to look at what happened in detail is
 to work down from

North to South along France's eastern frontier.  On
e important aspect to remember

is that from an administrative point of viewitance's
 neighbours have changed over

the years and even during the period under review, as
 the history of central Europe

unfolded itself.

THE NETHERiANDS. After the Napoleonic period the Netherlands and Belgiu
m were

formed into one state (The Eight Articles - June 1814) 
and

the union was to be "intimate and complete". The new 
Netherlands was divided into

3 Rayons giving
rise to markings
'LPB 1R' to
ILPB 5R' for 'Lettre

Pays Bas' 1 to 5
Rayons. Examples in
my possession in-
clude a letter from
Amsterdam to Paris
with 1LPB 58',
French entry mark
'PATS .BAS VAL1186'
(Valenciennes), and
a rate mark of 13
decimes for the
total ,journey (Fig.1)
As Belgium was, at
the time, part of

•

the Netherlands, a
letter from
Antwerp collected
the aocountancy mark 'LPB
mark 'LPB 2Itt, both towns

IELO;FM. Belgium became independent from the Netherlands in 183
0 but the re-

negotiation of the postal agreement with France was no
t a first

priority and the use of the Netherlands' marks continu
ed at least up to 1834 (see

Pig. ?). What is of interest is that the Belgian town marks (of
 despatch) e0g, -

cds,have all been changed very

quickly from Dutch to French

and a study of the postal
history of Belgium necessitates
a knowledge of both French and

Dutch names of every tem', -
regardless of whether they -are

in a French or Dutch (Flemish)

speaking area of the country.

Thus ANTWERPEN has become

ANVERS, though ANTWERP is in a

Dutch speaking area.

By the middle of the decade

the Belgian authorities had

re-negotiated the postal agree-

ment with France and the new

accountancy marks in the fora

of '131R1 to 434R' for 'Belgique

from Brussels dated 1836 to Paris
'B4R' and French entry mark now

(To he continued)

ig. 1

2R' and a letter from Brussels to Paris also got the

thus being in the same 'Rayon'.

Fig. 2

1 to 4 Rayons' appeared. An example is a letter

with '133R' and a letter from Antwerp of 1840 with

reading LG/VAL NES'.
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THE COMPETITION RESULTS
Despite difficulties caused by yet another rail strike on our meeting night,

resulting in some absences and possible loss of entries, the evening was very

successful. The Society were very pleaeed to welcome as Adjudicators MR. D. BEACH

of Harmers and mit...m.....20.10 eITH, Chai
eean of the Dulwich Philatelic Society, who

found their teak of selecting win s from the entries of one country a little more

formidable than in a mixed competition.

The increasing interest in the Postal History side of philately was shown by

the fact that there were only 4 entries in the 'General' class, but 7 under Postal

History*

After due deliberation the judges announced their decisions as follows*

- The HELVETIA SILVER CUP was awarded to

Eliaju,l,almula of King's Lynn for an excellent entry on 1SWITZERIOD 
THE ZEPPELIN', comprising covers flown by the Graf .Zeppelin

airship to various parts of the world between 1929 & 1933, including the
Polar Flight of 1931 and South American Flights of.1930, 1932 & 1933. Well
displayed and informatively written up.
Runner=42

	

	 .114R. D. ROUT , London, for an entry on the :Uri 1400
1 a neat

and interesting diaplay of this popular subject.

The two remaining entries were on the 'Sitting Helvetia Perf.' (1st Jeeps),

and 'Meter Postage Stamps'.

2. PO3TAI HISTORY - The MOORE TRom was awarded to

MR. C. RAUCH, for a very fine entry on IIRLALSeLAREA3 ANNEXED TO now. (the
Departements Conquis), which was not only well written up but

showed coneidekable original research*

Runner-up - RS.ia_luelej_WitiS YM.. for an entry on 'ROUTE matio qv SWITZERLAND' 
again a subject of great interest requiring

some study since little is known about them.

Hishiv Commeeld were entries from Mr. C. E. Redmill on 'Changes in the Postal

Administration of Geneva' and Mr. D. Rope on 'The Swiss

Postal Code System'.

The remaining entries were on 'Adhesive Stamps used on Postal StationerY

'Customs Cancellations' and 'Modern Postage Dues'.

Stock-books were presented to the 'Runners-up'.

Giving their views on the entries, which they hoped would be taken as helpful

criticism, Mr. Beach, acting as spokesman, said that they felt one or two of the

subjects were only slightly connected with postal history in its true sense, such

as the Customs Cancels which come into the field of fiscal use, while others,

althoegh interesting, are prehaps a little too modern at present, but could well

be better appreciated in time to come.

Some entries showed the need to achieve a balance between too little and too

much explanatory writing ups too little robs them of interest, if too much the

judges have insufficient time to read it Writing up should be even, with no

spelling errors:

Mr. Bulstrode proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Beach and Mr. Goldsmith for

their hard work and felt sure those who were not successful would bear the

comments in mind for future use.

During the judging members discussed suggestions for the next programme.

Mr. Bulstrode then showed his entry on 'Hotel Post Stamps' which won for

him the H.L. Katcher Award and a Silver Medal at 'Stampex', pointing out the

special features of interest, and also gave his own conjectures for his success.

Apart from the special nature of the subject it had previously won only a bronze

or bronze-silver, but on this occasion he had added just e. 4tt1e more written

informetion and this he felt had tipped the scales, thus confirming the remarks

made by Mr. Beach in his summary

Mr. Mistely proposed the vote of thanks to Mr. Bulstrode for allowing an
opportunity to study this superb display.
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THE PTT REPLIES

The article by Mr. M. Rutherfoord in our March issue on the

9LEMANEV block has brought a swift response from Herr E. Bosshard of 
the PTT

with correction of two mis-statementss

1. There will not be a different cancellation for each day (the ten possible

cancellations mentioned). Only two cancellations will be used which

will be valid during the whole period of the exhibition.

2. Only the postal value of the block, i.e. SFr. 3.50 will go to the PTT.

The remaining SFr. 1.50 will be used to help cover the cost of the

exhibition, k.e. to the Fund for Furthering Philately.

We are grateful for this definite statement.

BARGAIN COLLECTIONS & LANs
All items offered below represent outstanding values in their

field. We have extracted items required for our stook and are, there-
fore in a position to offer the remainder at far less than normal prices.

Collectors who are not averse to doing a little work may find these

lots very profitable by mounting into Helvetia Club booklets, after

extracting some material for their own collections.

We are not able to forward on Approval, but should anyone be

really dissatisfied they may return within 7 days for full refund.

l'. 1850-62 lot of 17 imperfs (including
framed Orts Post:). Cat. about moo.
Despite faults bargain at only, 45.00 

2. Small lot of 10 imparts including 2
Rayons. Cat. about £180. Despite
faults, bargain at only ..- 2.4.90 

3. Fine collection in spring-back album
from 1860. Many scarce stamps, good
quality. Also a few covers. Ian
Cat. 4325/F375

4. Extensive collection from 1850 with
2 Rayons and 28 Strube's, strong in

Sitting Helvetias & Numerals, includ-
ing high priced mint stamps. Useful

International Offices and Postage
Dues. Cat, value estimated at
&900/L1100. Real bargain at 85.00 

70 Fine collection of Proofs & Essays,
beautifully mounted and written up,
comprising attractive Helvetia-with-
Fasces, Standing Helvetia Paris
prints & Libertas. This collection
is priced at a saving of £50 over
its retail break-up value.

Only 45.09 

8. Fine collection in spring-back of
Kriegswirtschaft & International
Offices, including 13 covers. The

main strength is in the modern issues
which include obsolete values and
FDCs. ail Cat. value over £140.

Only & 85.00

9. Fine collection of Fiscal Stamps in
small stockbook: includes Cantonal,

Federal & Municipal issues. Many
better class items. 187 stamps.

Only Laal
10. Small collection of Fiscals: Municipals,

& Cantonals, including good values and
complete sets. 64 stamps.

Only ; 8.00 

VAT, POSTAGE AND PACKING.

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.,

P.O. Box 242, Highgate,

LONDON N6 4LW

Tel. 01-348-0296

H LKATCHER

5. Page with 30 Customs strikes on
Numerals & Standing Helvetias. These

strikes retail at from £3 to £4 each.
Only 30.00

6. Page with 32 Customs cancellations,

mostly on Numerals (strikes different

from those in above lot). These

strikes retail at il/13 each.
Only .6.2.5,92

THE ABM PRICES INCLUDE

00411011•111.10.1111n1.
 oo0oo
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ITLM-32CHE'. 'SE-TENANT'
CU3 ', ATle!Z t 190,

By Fred R. Lesser Conclusion

5 .5_
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:o BoOKLET: 3? C,iTALOGU i0i:

:.3 u:ist4,in >...; cptt

1909 10 133

1909 117 146

119 148

1909 120 164
1910 125 II 152

1911 123 III 153
1911 125 III 157
1915 124 151
1915 126 II 167
1915 Pj 2 B 2
1917 137 11 150
1917 125 III 157

126 II 167
1918 138 162

126 11 167
128 172

126 11/128 167 72
1921 148 11 195

12
•
 II 167

15C A 197
126 11/128 167/172

1921 lt---z,,,,,, 168
154 174
152/153 158/168

1924 155 168
156 175
157/153 159/169

1925 153 168
174 176
157/153 159/168

1927 153 168
174 176
170,1 53 	160/168

Just as a matter of interest,
but not directly relevant to this
investigation, Fie. 7 illustrates a
fourth 

1
71

1 
.) - -
66che' sheet layout

which the PTT adopted with the intro-
duction of interspace voidance by the
printing of vertical and. horizontal
lines of small crosses. Why this
change in layout was ever made has
never been made known.

TO enable the student ofwiss
'Tte-bache

l
, 'se-tenant' and 'Inter-

space' stamp combinations to assess
fully the extent of multiple pairing
permutat-j.ans yielded by the PTT's
ceoice of different layout configur-
ations, the listing below relates
the 

•
stamps used in booklets during the

years 1908 to 1953 to the 'Tete-beche'
(6 stamps per pane) were obtained.

-LAYOUT:

2
5
5

5
5
5
5
5

4
3
1
1
2
1
1
i...
0,
1
0,
2
1

2
2
1
2
2
I
2
2
1

FL.T. 2
11

11

ft

11

1 1

11

1 1

11

1/

11

11

11

Fig. 3
If 2
11

It

II 3
11 2
II

II 4
II ,

ty
tI 4
II 2
IV

II 4
11 2
11

11 4 & 6
(Cont.)

Fie, 7

sheet layouts fr n.-m which fm booklet panes

To ;C:c l'v;AR TAik 1 , BOOKVT iak'Ha OF
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SHEET LAYOUT:
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1928

1930

1933

Leeetein

172
174
170/172

184
174
183/184
184z
174z
133z/ 184z

Scott

168 0 2
176
160/168 C

169
176
161/169
169 (gld 2
176 C 2

1

Fig. 5

" 6

H 5

" 6
5

" 6

It is generally assumed that a stamp's market value is a
 direct

function of its rarity which, in turn may depend
 on its quantitative issuance in

relation to other stamps, on the stamp's short rated va
lidity or some feature that

give the stamp a singular variety status.

In the case of the high-priced and prized 'interspace' c
ombinations,

no immediate co-relation to issuance figures is possibl
e since the PTT never

released issuance figures for the complete 'T4te-beche'
 sheets. In fact, it was

hot until 1953 that the PTT gave out issuance figures fo
r their stamp booklets.

On the other hand, Zumstein & Cie do publish in their 'SPEZIALKATALOG' issuance

fieures for the ITete-Vgche' pairing combinations which
, as they report, were given

to them by the Controller of the Philatelic Agenci
es (Wertzedchenverkaufsstellen).

By dividing the Zumstein 'Tete-bache' fi res by a factor of IU or 20 in accordance

with the respective sheet layout configuration from which they originated, an

issuance figure for certain 'Interspacel pairs might be
 arrived at in theory. The

emphasis is on theory since the Zuestein numbers cannot
 take into account the

permetations which resulted from the PTT's use of vario
us interspace voidance

methods. There are no statistics of any kind as to the proportion
 of 7/16" (11 um.)

to 5/16" (9 mm.) holes or how many punched hole 'Tgte-bcitel sheets were sold side

by side with sheets in which the blank column was voided b
y a vertical perforation

line. It is also conceivable that the uneven distribution of t
he 'Tete-beche'

sheets - as referred to previously - may have had solething to do with the ultimate

scarcity of some of these sheets. Therefore, the catalogue prices published for

these pairing combinations and the prices yielded at auc
tions for such material

must be accepted as an indication for the factual rarity or scarcity of these

stamps.

And finally a word of great caution: By now the reader will have

observed that the 'Interspace' coebinatioes of stamps Z
um. 173/170 (Dcott 168/160

and Zum. 170/170 (Scott 160/160) appeared with their interspaces voided by both 

hole diameters, i.e. combinationo exist with the 7/16" (
11 mm.) and 5/16" (9 mm.)

holes. However, there is an enormous price differential betwee
n the pairs eith

small holes ane those with Large holes. The pairs with the small holes are

considerably cheaper. Collectors are warned to be extremely careful before

investing in these two pairs with 7/16" (11 mm.) holes as it does not require , a

i great deal of technical knoahow to increase a hole diam
eter from 5/16" (9 mm.)

to 7/16" (11 mm.): Such are the vagaries of philately.
BeDP0eD Fas.

19I'

orom..,MAINO•reeille

THE EDITOR  OF "TELL" IN ENGL412

I was delighted a few days ago to receive an all too brief visit from

Mr. R. C. Ross, who is the editor of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society's

publication "TELL". As one editor to another there was plenty to
 talk about -

including some of the trials and tribulations of our res
pective jobs!  We were,

however, both agreed on the tremendous help which we receive from members and their

willingness to share their interests and researches by contributing articles for

publication. Mr. Ross also touched on the assistance which he re
ceives in the

way of translated articles an area in which we could do with more help here

(offers gratefully accepted:). We also discussed the presen
t trends in collecting

in our two countries and could have gone on talking for
 hours: Hopefully we may

have an opportunity to do so some time in the future. E. J. RAWNSLEY

oC.)e



1. 62nd Swiss Trale_fair in Reele -
held from 15-24 April. A special

cancel depicting the normal emblem of
the winged helmet reads "4000 BASEL -
15-24.4,78 - SCHWEIZER MUSTERMESSE".

2. Commemoration of oRltamss_Iht
aly of Luzern - to be celebrated

on 18th, 22nd & 23rd April. A special
cancel reads: "6000 LUZERN - 18/22
+ 23.4.78 - 1178 - 4 wavy lines - 1978 -
800 Jahre Stadt Luzern",

3. AP2u.ltill ... to be held
in Lugano on 29 April, where a

mobile P.O. will attend in the Piazza
Reforms. The special cancel depicting
a winged globe with initials 'VISA' and
date reads "6900 LUGANO - GIORNATA
DELL'AEROFILATELIA".

Security is a very important duty
at exhibitions, and Mr. D. Beach would
be very grateful for any offers of
help from members of 'Helvetia' -
preferably based in London - who would
be willing to act as Stewards during
the period of the exhibition - October
18th-21st. The periods of duty can

be for short or long periods.

Will anyone who can assist please
write to Mr. D. Beach at The British
Philatelic Federation, 1, Whitehall
Place, London SW1A 2.

&a..< CANCELS,

Two interesting cancels are due:

1st May at 5610 WOHLEN (AG) -
800 Jahre WOHLEN Festwoche
1-10 Sept. - 1118-1978.

. 8th May at 1200 Geneve 11
150 Ans 1828-1878 - HENRI DUNANT
Son oevre tourjoure vivante:et
efficace. e

NEW 'E' CANCELS, - 29.April

8132 EGG b. ZWRICH (K.687)
7477 FILISUR Ferien in Tagungsort

(K.688)
3653 OBERHOFEN AM THUNERSEE :

ihr Ferienziel (K.689)

; DID YOU KNOW? (Cont.)

block. The 1942 PP 10c, shows a boat
of deubtful origin. However, many'

:cancels and slogans show lake steamers.
..... that Question No. 70'is: Which
shi p on the LEMANEX blockis doing
something peculiar?

M.R.

APRIL 1978 TIA NEWS LETTER

DID YOU KNOW? §....LatieLaIAL CANCELS

..... that on 11 March the SVP had a Club
Auction of about 170 postmark items and
very high prices were achieved•for 'K'
cancels; the highest was for K.259 Riffel-
alp, Catalogued at SFr.250. A cover fetch-.
edano less than SFr.505. This post office
above Zermatt was burnt down early, in May
1961, together with the hotel buildings
in which it was situated. As the publi-
city cancel had been in use only since the
previous 1 Sept., not many cancels exist
on letter. On PTT aheetlet, because of
the standing orders for these with the
PTT, it is lesearare, catalogued SFr.150.

• that in November 1977 Monaco issued
a stamp commemorating 75 years since the
first testa made there of "Goudronnage" or
asphalting, by a Swiss Dr. Guglielminetti,
de was the first to use a mixture of grave
sand and filler, held together by bitumen,

...e. that another country has also prod-
uced a set of stamps with a Swiss connect-
ion, i.e, Grenada, with a set of 4 stacas
ehowing ceiling pictures from the church
in Zillis. They prove very well that one
cannot just reproduce a photo, but must
redraw the subject to make a successful
stamp, as the PTT did with their 12 views
of the same subject.

...a. that in addition to telephone, radio,
TV and electricity bills, one can now have
one's Philatelic Bureau standing order .
account charged directly to one's giro
account automatically,

• that the PTT have now started to
provide 24 hour 1 Bankomat' outlets for
their giro account holders.

• that the automatic stamp vending
machine (Al)' in Ztirich main station has
been changed back to the original one-
button type (see DYK of Dec. 1977) It
seems that none of the other 3 were
changed, but that the PTT has now ordered.
several hundred, each with its own number!

• that I have found out from the PTT
that the 70c definitive showing the age-
old procession in Mendrisio, had its orig-
inal Hebrew text purposely modified, so
that Arab countries would not refuse
letters so franked. See Question 63 in
Sept, & Oct. '77 DYK),
..... that the answer to Question No. 69
is really none. It is quite incredible
that such a subject, so popular not only
with tourists, has never been shown until
now. The Transport Museum stamp Sc. of
1959 comes neareste the 10e PJ of
1928 shows 2 anchors to represent the
Sulzer Engineering Works in Winterthur,
who built many Wee steamers, including
the 'La Suisse', 20c. stamp of the LEMLN1

(cont. col. 2)



A further card using the design'

of the current definitives will be
issued for use on 16/17 April to mark
this year's 'SECHSELAUTEN' in =rich -
the festival which
marks the end of winter. /A

MAT MEETING

The special
cancellation shown will
be used on a block of
4 x 1Qc. stamps placed
on the picture side of
the card.

4..ao
execute wantlists for stamps of
Switperland, Burope and
Overseas, Mint and meg,

14, low Lane, Torrisholme,

MORECAMBE
Lancs. LA4 6111
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The final meeting of the current
Louden programme will be held on May 10,
when Mr. C. Rauch will give a display on
the early directional and tax markings
on Hiss covers, based on the article
of wIlich the first part appears in this
issue.

WIR.1 Hon.Sec. Mr. R.A. Hoyle,

14°6,11Tinve, Huddersfield Rd., Halifax.
At the March meeting in Leeds

Kr. J. Righsted entertained members with a
display of Swiss Fiscal stamps:.

He began with a sheet of the Jura
Railway stamps and various invoices
impressed with stamps and followed with

about 100 sheets of Swiss Fiscals-arranged
either Federal, Cantonal or use by the
various towns. Items displayed included
Police work permit and residence stamps,
passport stamps, hospital tax stamps,
Judicial Fes stamps and Municipal Tax
stamps. Members noted with interest many
of the designs which depicted coats-of-
arms and scenes such as the Jungfrau,
Chillon Castle and the Munot Tower at
Schaffhausen which were later depicted on
stamps.

Mr. I. Tillen, visiting the Group

from Birmingham, displayed 60 sheets of
Fiscal stamps all clearly written up and
explained, including Basel Tramway stamps,
hospital tax stamps, Stock Exchange,
Passport and Police stamps including
several documents with attached Fiscal
stamps, and many items with a wide range
of cancellations. R.A.H.

Of immense interest to all
lovers of postal history this meeting
should not be missed.

We have no advice of a meeting
of the Northern Group in May.

.....••nnn.nn•n•n

greatest stook Nwitserland and

SUrope
$11 Vorlde as novelties
Certificates
Publication of the ZUKSTSIX
catalogue Surope and .
3Witserland/Lieohtenstein
Berner Briefaarken-Zeitung
with for the urope
oatalogue'
philatelic accessories
albuli

Proprietors: Hort:gob Oie

Sough:miaow 14, 02P.3001 Bern
Address: POD 2380, CR-3001 Bern
cash accounts: Bern 30-314
Sweden: Stockholm 42 554
Germanys Wolumbis 700 01.400
Austria: Vienna 17000512
Netherlands: 380 17 00

Congratulations to two Northern
Group members: Mr. D. Arthur and
Mr. D. Cairns, who have won Society
Competitions with Swiss entries at
'Harrogate and Blackburn respectively.

Did you enter in this year's
; Competition? Or will you be doing so at
:other times during the year?

• Or are you missing those items
that would enhance your entry, and your

collection?
Why not send me your Wants Lists

r ask for selections on approval?

Postal History, - Pre-stamp covers,
Route Marks, early cancellations

Stamp Issue' - all periods, mint/used

Material for Study Strubelis,
Sitting & Standing Helvetia etc.

Cliaritv Issas - Pro Petrie and
Pro Juventute

; MaallILlay - Stamps and covers

WRITE NOW TO

J.S.ARMSTRONG
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MAY NEW ISSUES
The 1978 iosues for PRO PATRIA. and EUROPA (CEPT) are due on 2

nd and

26th May respectively. Details are as follows:

A. PRO PATRIA allos Castlea 26th May

20 + 10 Rp. ARNAUt (Ct. Thurgau). One of the finest and best preserved moated
castles in Switzerland. Built on the

supposed site of an older wooden castle in about 1200, it was used as a
 residence

by the Lords of Hagenwil. When Rudolf, the last of the family, wanted
 to

bequeath the property to St. Gallen monastery in 1264 he was 
taken prisoner by the

Lords of Herisau. In gratitude for his subsequent release he transferred the

castle to the Abbot of St. Gallen, who gave it in feudal tenure 
to several noble-

men. In 1341 the Lords of Hreitenlandenberg became holders of the fief. During

the Appenzell wars in the 15th cent., they had to surrender H
agenwil to St. Gallen

but it was given back when peace was restored. . In the late Middle Ages there

were a number of structural alterations and in 1684 the St. Gallen
 monastery

bought the feudal rights and placed the castle under its own 
administration, at the

same time enlarging it to provide accommodation for the monks
. In 1806 Hagenwil

passed to the Angehm family, the present owners.

40 t 20 Rp. BURGDQRP. (Ct. Bern). The oldest surviving parts 
of the castle,

perched on a steep rock high above the River

Emme, date back to the Dukes of Zahringen. The site had pro
bably been fortified

earlier, but it was the ZAhringers who developed it into an important stronghold

in the 12th cent., in 1218 it passed to the Counts of Kyburg by way„ of inherit-

ance, When they became extinct in 1263, the castle was 
seized by the Hapsburgs.

In 1273 Rudolf of Hapsburg made it over to his cousin Eberh
ard, the first of the

Neu-Kyburgs, and it became the favourite residence of this 
collateral branch,

Internal quarrels and feuds involving heavy losses ruined the
 family in the 14th

cent., and in 1384 Rudolf of Neu-Kyburg had to sell Burgdorf to Bern.. T
he castle

then served as a bailiff's residence up to 1798. To-day it houses town offices

and a local museum.

70 30 Rp. UWE (Ct. Graubanden). In the late Riddle Ages, noble families
moved into the Engadine from the

Vintschgau in an attempt to secure control over the valley. Among them were the

Lords of Tarasp who established themselves on a steep mountai
n cone near Schuls .

in the Lower Engadine as early as the llth cent. From their new ances
tral castle

they gradually extended their power into central Graubenden b
ut ruined themselves

in the 12th cent, by over-generous donations to the C
hurch. In the 13th cent.

the castle passed to the Lords of Match, another Vintschgau family, who had to

recognise Austrian suzerainty. However, the Bishop
s of Chur attempted to seize

the stronghold but failed. In the 15th cent. the Austrians: developing Tarasp

into an important base, made structural alterations an
d improved its fortifications.

Damaged in frequent attacks it gradually fell into disrepair. In 1803 it became

property of Ct. Graubtinden and waa sold to a private buyer.

80 . + 40 Hp. CHILLON (et. Vaud). Situated on a ricky island in Lake Geneva, it
is one of Switzerland's finest and best known

castles. The original structure on the easily defended
 site was a small strong-

hold erected by the ancestors of the subsequent Dukes of Seedy about the year 1000.
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It became the family's favourite residence in the 12th cent., and was given its
present shape by Peter II of Savoy in the middle of the 13th cent.  He not only
made important structural alterations and additions to the castle, but also had it
magnificently decorated and furnished. In the 15th cent. the Dukes of Savoy,
Staying but rarely at Chillon, transferred its administration to a castellan.  In
1536 the Bernese seized it after conquering Vaud, and used it as A bailiff's
residence which, however, was transferred to Vevey in 1733.  Extensive restor-
ation work at the beginning of this century saved the castle from decay.

Anne Oertle, Winterthur
Multicolour rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A.

sliv 33.5 x 28 mm. (30.5 x 25' mmf)
Pepers White, luminescent, without fibres.
ForM cvlindev 2 sheets (A & B) each of 50 stamps

The specially prepared cover for the set has on it the arms of
Hagenwil Castle, which is itself shown in the First Day cancellations, with below
'Ausgabetag and 26.5.89' and reads: '3000 BERN - BUNDESFEIERMARKEN'. As usual
collection sheets and folders will be available.

B. EUROPOCEPT) - 2nd May 1978 - Notable buildings

40 4p. g0CKA1PER PALACE in BRIG. This castle-like palace, influenced by
Italian architecture, is one of the largest

mansions in Switzerland. Built between 1658 and 1678 by a local merchant, Keeper
Jodok Stockalper, who used it as his residence and business premises, it reflects
the Wealth brought to the town of Brig in the heyday of French-Italian trade over
the Simplon Pass. Now the property of Brig commune, it has been extensively
restored over the last few years.

80 Hp. OLD DIET HALL. BERN. This building dates back to 1730. It was built
as an assembly hall for the ions of Bern's ruling

families, who had formed a kind of shadow government to train for their future
office. This institution of the old regime came to an end when the Helvetic
Republic was founded in 1798. The Hall was then used by the Swiss Diet up to
1848 and subsequently by the Council of State for about 10 years.  Now a
department store, it is known above all as the building where the Universal Postal
Union was launched in 1874.

Designer: Klaus Oberli, Bern
Engraver: Max Mier, Bern
Printing: Rotary line engraving by the PTT Stamp Printing Works, Bern
ad: 33.5 x 28 rem. (30.5 x 25 mm.)
Paper,: White, luminescent, without fibres
Form' cylinder: 2 sheets (1 & 2) each of 50 stamps

A special cover will be available and the simple First Day cancel- -
lation has in the centre CEPT and reads: '3000 BERN - AUSGABETAG 2.5.1978'.

EUROPA
Collection sheets and folders will also be available.

* * * * * * * * * *

UNITED NATIONS IN GENLa

A !Jingle special stamp will be issued on 5th May on behalf of Freedom
for Namibia.

Value & 80 Hp.
Dist:

Designer: C. Tomei, Italy NAMME
73 P

illating: Heliogravure by the Austrian, State Printing Works 4- 0

Size: . 25 x 35 mm. Issue: 1,600,000
0:NLE v

illustrated..
••••••nnn*... 4111.1410111.1.111110••n•n•••n•n•••••n•••• AIII.M.110....11,0101MIMMn111M.

We have come to the end of our current season and there will be no
further meetings until the autumn. The programme for the next session is in
preparation and will be published when completed.

Meanwhile we wish all our members a good summer, happy holidays
and many interesting philatelic finds, arid look forward to the resumption of full
activities in October. Booklets for the Packet, however, will be wanted in August.

- An cpriirAg fetter
3 caourS1 yellow-olive/blue/black

G E N //4,
PRPA,R2CAJO

5-5-78

A special cancellation will be used, as
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ACCOUNTANCY MARKS ON LETTERS TO & FROM FRANCE,

IN THE POST-NAPOLEON1C PERIOD

with Particular Reference to the Posts Between France & Switzerland

By C. RAUCH Part 2.

Continuing with the methods of accountanc
y in neighbouring countriest

flmia Germany-was .
divided into a number of states and the p

osts over a largo

part of the country were Operated by the 
Thurn & Taxis organisation, so

this has given rise to a great variety of markings.

Thuru & Taxis. An example
to fit into

the pattern of things is.a
letter of 1819 from Bremen
to Bordeaux with account-
ancy mark 'TT R4' ( Thum &
Taxis Rayon 4) and French
entry mark 'ALLIMAGLE PAR
GIVET' and a manuscript

'29'. In some ,cases the

accountancy mark was incor-

porated into the despatch

mark and an example Jo

'TTR4 HAMBOURC' on a letter

of 1826 from Hamburg to

Faris with again the French

entry mark of 'ALLEMAGNE
PAR GIVET'. (Fig. 3)

Iluasia. Letters from
Prussia had

accountancy marks of the
pattern 'C.P01L4' as on a letter from Berlin
'CPR2' on a letter from Cologne (spelt CO

ELN

Givet and Fcrbach respectively.

adena Letter from Karlsruhe, Baden, to Bordeaux
 with boxed 'BADE R1' for

Baden. Rayon 1 is an example of the accou
ntancy marks used.

•burlap. Typical mark is in the form of 'C.B.R4 1 for Correspondence Bavaroise

Rayon 4 as on a letter of 1843 from Munich to Attrachy (Oise).

- See next instalment.

auggua. The main stumbling block to any postal agreement with Switzerland
as a whole in the immediate post-Napoleon

ic period was that there

was no central postal authority with whic
h to negotiate. Switzerland was a large

Confederation with a virtually non-exista
nt central administration, leaving all

the authority in the hands of the Cantons. It was only after the new constitution

of 1848 that a central postal administration was set up in 1849.

The only way was to negotiate with se
veral of the Swiss Cantons and this

led to a series of agreements with 
a number of Cantons, generally those having a

common frontier with Prance, but it also 
included Zurich because of its importance

.

The following list is of.the Cantons whic
h made postal agreemenisalith

rench, showing also the other Swiss Canto
ns covered by these agreements.

. These agreements also made provision for prepaid letters which led to

the introduction on the French side of the marks 'A.N.j.P.' Afftanchi etranger

jusqu''a frontiire' and 'A.N.D.' (Affranch
i etranger jusqu'i destination'.

See table overleaf

Some of the Cantons were divided into up to 9 Rayons but because of the

complexity of marks which this would have
 produced the postage due to the S

wiss

Cantons was expressed in a uniform curren
cy of Kreutzers, giving rise t

o account-

ancy marks ranging from ar to lar in 2Kr steps for single sheet letters addressed

to Prance. These Swiss accountancy 
marks were generally applied in large t

owns

from which a fair amount of mail ema
nated, e.g. Bern. At the French of

fice a

Pig. 3

(Correspondence Prusse Rayon 4).or

at the time), with entry marks of



Canton Date Other Cantons included in agreement
Bern *

Vaud

Neuchatel

Zurich ,
Basle
Bern li

Geneva ,

1. 5. 1828

9. 6. 1828

23. 6. 1828

21. 11. 1828

21. 11. 1828

8, 11. 1852

1831 / 1832

Fribourg, Geneva, Solothurn and Unterwalden

Valais

-

Grisons, Thurgau, Zug, Schwyz

Schaffhausen, Aargau, Luzern, Uri, Ticino

Solothurn, Unterwalden

Fribourg

* Bern - posts operated by the Fischer organisation till 1832, hence marks o'
the format 'FP' (Fischer par Ferney) and 'FP' (Fischer - .)ar Dells'.
After 1832 the Bern administration operated its own posts and marks.
of the format 'BE' appeared.

Post-1832.

single figure mark was applied translating the Swiss accountancy mark in Kreutzere
into Decimes due for the journey up to the French office of exchange, i.e, the
figure in Declines included the cost of transmission from the Swiss office to the
French office, which was generally 2 Decimes,  To arrive at the total rate, the
amount for the French journey from the French entry office to the letter's town of
destination was added to the figure stamped on the letter.

Equivalent Table French Decimes
Swiss Kreutzer Equivalent to

SViss Office
Equivalent charged up to French
Office as stamped on letter

2 1 3*
4 1 4
6 3 5
8 3 5
10 4 6
12 5 7.
14 6 8
16 6 8

* Letters emanating from or addressed to a place within the frontier area
would be taxed). or 2 &mimes only.

The routing of the letters was as follows:

Swise
Canton

Identifying
Mark

French Destination Swiss Office
of Exchange

French Office
of Exchange

Vaud LV

LV

49 Northern Departments

37 Southern Departments
Orbs

Coppet

Neuchatel

Porrentruy
Geneva

Geneva

Pontarlier

Ferney

Neuchatel LN All Poniarlier

Bern

(up to 1832)
Geneva

(up to 1832)

FD

FP

. . FP

Northern Departments
Southern Departments -.

All

Dells
Ferney

Ferney

Bern
(after 1832),

Geneva
(after 1832)

BE

, Lp

.

As above

All

All -

All

As above

. Geneva

Basle

Basle

As above

Ferney

'Huningue*Basle LB '.
Zurich LZ . Huningus*

, A mark 'GP' (Geriave par Penney) was used for a short period in 1831
* But the tax point was Belfort, i.e. the stamped figure in decimes covered

transmission up to Belfort and the French internal rate was calculated
from Belfort.

o be continue
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LIECHTENSTEIN NEW ISSUES
Two new issues will be made on 1st June, the more important of which

will be a set of special commemorative stamps to mark the 40th Annive
rsary of the

reign of Prince Franz Josef II of Liechtenstein.

Values & 40 Rp. Vaduz Castle
Design: 50 Rp. Castle Courtyard

70 Rp. Hall & Staircase
80 Rp. High Altar in Castle Chapel

DOs
ig

ner: Otto Stefferl, Vienna

Imre:met 40 & 70 Rp. Wolfgang Seidel, Vienna

50 & 80 Rp. Alfred Fischer, Vienna

EZ1BillIgt Combined autotype/recess by the Austrian Government Printing. Office,
Vienna

42 x 36 sin.

The special cancellation incorporates the figures 40'.

TThe stamps will be issued in so-called 'luxury' miniature sheets of

8 stamps of each value, with inscription at the top 'FURSTENTUM LIECHT
ENSTEIN'

and crown, and below '40 REGIERUNGSJUBILEUM FURST FRANZ JOSEF Ii'. whi
ch will be

on sale at a total cost of SFr. 19.20 per set.

On the same day the second Beriefear.d
buildings in Liechtenstein will also be issued:

Values & 10 Rp, Meierhof, Triesen 5 colours: yell/ochre/red/blue/
brown-bik

20 Rp. Upper Village, Triesen - 5 Colours: yell/blue/red/grey/
brown-blk

35 Rp. Group of Barns, Balzers 5 colours: yell/vermilion/

blue/grey/brown-bik

40 Hp. Monastery, Bendern - 5 colours: yell-ochre/y
ell-gra/

blue/grey/browte.bik

Fr.1.50 Town Hall, Triesenberg - 5 colours: yell/brn-orange/
blue/grey/brown-blk

Fr.3.00 National Museum & Administrator's Residence - 5 colours:
yell/brn-red/blue/vielet-brn/brown-blk

Designer: Georg Malin, Mauren

Printings Photogravure by Courvoisier S.A.

11.,W 28.6 x 39.2 turn. in sheets of 16 stamps

The same First Day cancel will be used as for the Jubilee stamps.

AN A19N THE UNUSUAL

Looking through auction lists present trends in collecting become appa
rent.

The ever popular 'Nundesfeier
s cards are one example, emphasized by the valuations

given, but now one sees also many more offers of early Swiss postcard
s, around the

turn of the century, issued for national events, such as gymnastic an
d shooting

events, WWI propaganda cards, or on behalf of the Peace Conferences 
following the

war, all of which are interesting not only on account 
of their historic connect-

ions, but in many cases also for their cancellations.

Postmarks, of course, retain their
fascination. It is well worth looking Out

for straightline cancels on the 'Sitting
Helvetia' perf issues - a fruitful field

for marks of all kinds - especially the

dward or thimble types, with and Without

year date, both on this issue ,and on early
'Standing Helvetia', but less common now than they w

ere. Typical examples

than they were. An interesting example -

ever a rare one - can still be found by those with a watchful eye.

all in 5 colour printing:

brn -black/ultramarine/
buff/dk rose-lilac/
gold

initive stamps featuring notable
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Our Superb Approval Service
Now comprises about 150 booklets, filled with material to suit all collectors, and some

6,000 sheets of individual rarities and choice `morsels' to delight the most demanding

palate. This service, which enables collectors to choose materials at leisure in their own

homes and with their own collections at hand for comparison, is now available to clients

in all parts of the world.

We particularly recommend the scrutinising of issues up to 1910 of which several

copies of each stamp are mounted, priced according to condition and permitting

collectors to choose copies in conformity with their own standards.

There is choice of the following sections:

Cantons% Telegraph Stamps
Rayons Hotel Post Stamps
Struhelis 1854-62 Railway Stamps. Mint

Railway Stamps. Used

Fiscal (Revenue) Stamps
Federal issues
Cantonal Issues
Municipal Issues

Postage Dues. Mint
Postage Dues. Used
'T' Dues

Postage 1907-33. Mint
Postage 1933-to date. Mint
Landscapes 1914-49. Mint

Air Mails. Mint and Used

Postmarks 1843-82
Postmark Oddities

Sitting Helvetias. Mint
Sitting Helvetias. Used
Numerals. Mint
Numerals. Used
Standing Helvetias. Mint
Standing Hehetias. Used
UPU 1900

Tete-Bedte Pairs
Se-Tenant Pairs
Gutter Strips
Language Strips

Blocks of Four. Used

Military Stamps. 1914-18
Military Stamps. 1939-45
Military Stamp Min Sheets
Military Stamp Tete-Berhes
Military Stamp Proofs

Officials
Societe des Nations
International Labour Bureau
Other International Offices

SELECTIONS CAN BE FORWARDED at 2. 4, 6 or 8 week intervals to suit your requirements. Itodger

Credit facilities are available to regular clients:

All items are fully insured in transit both ways in the United Kingdom and overseas; also

while in clients possession (UK only).

Please ask for enrolment form
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NEW TOUg212 Mk CITY ( K) `ANC

Musee vivant du chemin--
de-fer. (K.690)
(From 26th May)

- Museum fur Appenzeller
.]Itrauchtum (K.692)
(From 26th May)

COURT-Mtn= (K.693)
(From 29th May)

(Details for K.691 not yet known:

ut_pmANEx

The time is drawing close for
the opening of this exhibition. As

several of our members will be attending
the event, we hope to give an account
of their impressions in our next issue -
if they are all safely back in time to
write up their comments:

Two cancellations will be in
S in Lausanne, one depicting an anchor

and the other a ship's wheel.

1832 CHAMBY —

9107 URNASCH

2953 FREG
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MAT 1978-

DID , 10'(:)1J KNOW?..
..... that the PDT i3 out of the red, and
has been able to .pay back its debts from

the deficit years of 1971-3. This means
that all plans for raising the postage
rates have been shelved. Swiss inflation
is running at about let per year.

..... that the 'Lemanex' block, as other

blocks before, comes packed in 2 versions

The first, obtainable only from the

Philatelic Bureaux, contains a set of 6,

numbered 1-6, i.e. one rotation of the

printing cylinder. Sale price SFr.30.-

with label in red, in clear plastic

sealed cover. The second type is for

ordinary counters and contains 20 blocks,

more or less with same number. Sale

price SFr.100.- with label in black, also

in sealed clear plastic cover. So one

has to be careful if one is in the habit

of sending the wife down to the local PO

for a 'packet of blocks':

Page 39

UTIA_j_9L_t'S.COR arja

Thanks to the collaborative alert-

ness of Dr. Felix Ganz, Fred R. Lesser,

author of the recently published article

pm "A NEW LOOK AT SiITZERLAND'S TETE-

BECHE, SE TENANT & INTERSPACE STAMP

COMBINATIONS", hastens to correct an

erroneous reference as to the source of

availability of the so-called 'Tlte-
b@che' stamp sheets during the years

1908 to 1933.
The 'Tite-beche' sheets were only

offered to collectors at the Philatelic

Sales Counter in Bern. There are, how-
ever, indications that broken-up sheets

were also sold at "collectors" counters

at the main post offices in Geneva,
Lausanne and Zurich.

The 8 Philatelic Agencies were only

established by the PTT some time after

1950 and, therefore, did not exist
outside Bern before World War II.

..... that packets of ordinary and. specie

stamps also come in 2 different
The author wishes to apologise to

packs,
the readership of the 'Helvetia News

both of 500 or 1000 stamps. Those at thel
Philatelic Bureaux are unfolded

Letter' and 'Tell' for the misleadingand
'

specially sorted out for good pests of
information in his article.

those printed by the PT!' in Bern.

....a. that the number of stamps printed

for the PT!' has dropped by a Vaster in
the Islet 15 Years, due to the doubling of
the nUalberef'Office'meters in use. The
PTTisrints in reoess about 3 to 4 times
the number provided by Courvoisier in
photogravure. About 75om in 1977 total
printed.,

..... that the total production of

Courvoisiero . for, almost 60 postal admini-
strations, i4 delivered to the PTT print-

ing works for checking, including all

waste, as the weight must be exactly that

of the Saper-solls used, lees the weight

of the pests: All checking is done,
therefore, by the PTT only, for all

countries. The PTT inspector permanently
at Courvoisier seals all machines, print-

ing cylinders eto., to psovide the high

security needed,

P. R. LESSER
••n•n0011.0n0••nnV•oll.

C4IMMENCATIVE SLOGAV 

The city of TRAMELAN (Gt. Bern)
is celebrating its
8th centenary this

year, and the special
slogan cancel shown
will be used from 1st
June.

The new XXII Edition of the
Zumstein Specialised Switzerland -
Liechtenstein Catalogue is due for
publication coinciding with 'Lemanex'.
Thoroughly revised it will consist of

900 pages and will cost SFr.37.50 (or

SFr.40 with thumb index) + SFr.7.- for

foreign postage. The G.B. sale price
should be known shortly.

dot*d that the 6 special - and very

attractive - official 'Lemanex' covers,

one per stamp of the block, show not only

the ship in question, but also a plan vie

of the lake and the badge or'penant of the

operating company. The small initials

'USPS' in the lower left corner do not

stand for 'United States Postal Service'

but for 'Union Societes Philat61ique 1
Suisse.

that opinion is hardeninghere to- 1
wards collecting blocks only as a unit, as
gold by the PTT, and not splitting them
up into all sorts of combinations. There-!

fore, only for se-tenant counter sheets

DID YOU KNOW? - Cont.
would pairs and blocks of 4 be-considered

.....that the answer toQUestion No.70
is that the 'Verbanc' has its sails
filled, but with the wind blowing the
smoke the other way: After a lot of
discussion the consensus is that the .

wind is blowing from the side:

..... that question No. 71 iss Which
other stamps show the same building*,
as this year's 'Europa' pair?
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1. let seemb1 of he World tIelth

Organisation - held from 24 May

in Geneva. The special cancel depicts

the usual emblem - serpent and staff.

2.: ElAsalLaittles Championship:I -
being held from 20-26 May in Luzern.

The special cancel depicts a player
date - and reads "6000 LUZERN - XII WM
IM'SPOATKEGEL".

3, Inauguration of 

Bal.lenberg. A mobile
P.O. will attend from
26S28 hay at Hofstetten
heti Brienz, which will
use the special cancel
illustrated,

4. Years

' Commune of WOMAN
(Canton Aargau77-7E67
special Cancellation
shown will be used from
27th May to 30th
December 1978 at the
Poetamt 5610 Wohlen
(AG) 2.

S iS S • • •
 SSSS

zumsbein
execute wantlists for stamps of

Switzerland, Europe and
Overseas, mint and used.

zumsbein de
greatest stock Switzerland and

Europe
all world's novelties
certificates
publication of the ZUYSTEIN
catalogue Europe and
Switzerland/Liechtenstein

Berner Briefmarken-Zeitung

with supplements for the Europe
catalogue
philatelic accessories
albums

zumsbein
Proprietors: Hertsch S Cie

Zeughausgasse 14, CH-3001 Bern
Address: PUB 2585, 011-3001 Bern
cash accounts: Bern 30-314
Sweden: Stockholm 42 55-6
Germany: Karlsruhe 705 01-750

Austria: Vienna 1700.512
Netherlands: 380 17 OU

0 THERM GROUP: Hon.Sec. MR. R.A. HOYLE,
6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd., Halifax

At the April meeting Mr. G.D. Wilson

presented a most interesting paper and

display on 'THE POSTAL HISTORY OF SOUTH-

WEST SWITZERLAND' - Cantons Bern, Geneva.

Fribourg and Vaud. He described the

history of these Cantons and the origins

of their postal system, many of the early

postal routes and the transit of mail to

and from France, with details of many of
the marks to be found on covers of the
period. He also detailed in his paper

many of the early railways and noted the

numerous engineering triumphs needed to

bring about a comprehensive railway

system. His paper concluded by mention-

ing the unique position of Geneva in

International affairs and the UPU Head-
quarters in Bern.

His display of over 150 sheets

produced a vast array of beautiful early

covers with a wealth of interesting marks,

all clearly described. He began with
2 covers of 1761 from Venice to Marseilles
which had been routed through Geneva and
hearing a strike of the town's straight-

line handstamp. Then followed a wide

variety of Postal marking* including

straightline and circular strikes, hand-

stamp tax marks and many examples of the

different transit marks applied to mail

going to and from France, several examples
of the Fischer Post, route marks and

early TP0s. He concluded with short

studies of some of the first railways to

be found in the region, such as the
Montreux-Oberland-Bernois and the Spies-
Zweisimmen lines.

Whatever your interests Si

stamps can supply your needs:

RAYONS, STRUBELIS, SITTINO s

STANDING HELVETIA .

AIRMAIL - FIRST & SPECIAL is GET

COVERS

POSTAL HISTORY

:SOLDIER STAMPS

THEMATICS

All these and more.

Wants Lists welcome or

selections sent on approval.

Write now to

J.S.ARIVISTRONG
14, Low Lane, Torrisholms,

MORE
Lance 144 6PN

R.A.h.
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SUPERB ‘LEMANEX'
For those of us who were able to visit

'Lemanex' it was a . memorable occasion and it is to
be honed that some of the organisers of our leSO too__
event were there to see how it 'should be done. A
spacious modern building, excellently arranged .

exhibits with plenty of viewing space, comfortable seating for rest periods, three
good restaurants and e huge Post Office stand adequately staffed to minimise long
waits, sUpplying not only stamps and covers -, but also cancelling Mail by means of
email machines, which was either handed back or put aside for postal transmission,
this was an exhibition per excellence'. Miniature sheets were selling like wildfire
countless numbers being ripped apart to secure all the possible combinations, For
their impressions let our members speak for themselves:

BEAK & MR. HUMS, We were very impressed with the whole presentation, with
the possible exception of lighting for some first floor

diaplays; there was plenty of room and it was easy to find seats to rest. The
standard of the Seise exhibits was exceptional and even junior displays were of high
calibre; we were amazed at the quantity of unusual Material from early to late etas.

From our viewing of the airmail section one gains the impression from the
number of lel, semi-officials that these must be common: Some were in complete

sheetS, all were displayed on official air cards for various flights and one series
even incorporated the 1912 Pro Juventute forerunners in all languages on the cards.
Numerous interesting early air and balloon postcards were shown and filled us with
admiration for these early pilots. Of other rarely seen air items we were partic-
ularly amazed by the number of triangular 1927 Pestalozzi vignettes (we counted at
least 14),'and we have never seen a Kocher stamp on a epicial air cover. before -
altho this appeared to have no connection with La Chaux-de-Ponds as it should if
correctly used .. The Scadta airmaj of Columbia with the "S" overprint for Consular
use in Switeerlend were there mint, used and on cover in profusion, but when we
tried to find, one on cover to purchase from the dealers, none was forthcoming at
any price. We were greatly taken by the following, seldom seen in such ' quantity
or quality:-
Kocher stamps . : Four frames included every possible stamp, many in large mint blocks.

No wonder we ordinary Mortals cannot find such material if one
person has so much l Many covers had advertisement frames of other companies with
stamps affixed therein, but Kocher wee the only firm which actually had the stamps'
printed in the frames.
.9.Ad$21.1-114,14.0011=9. appeared in almost every exhibit of 'Standing Helveria' and

'Luvieral t is6ues, while ove superb collection included many
:L tem• we have never seen before, even early P.J. & Liechtenstein Fr.5 mauve: (It
would seem impractical ever to produce a supplement to the article on these cancels
which was published herein 2-3 years ago). It was frustrating to note that the
exhibitor had purchased a lot at auction earlier this year when the writer had been
the underbidder:
alektreketjame,a In an outstanding exhibit stamps were shown cancelled with a

particular location, together with related covers On the same
sheet. Stamps with such quality strikes are rarely encountered.
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For many years these were considered the poor relations of philately;

but this does not appear to be so now. In many cases these 
interest..

items were displayed commercially used on printed envelop
es, confirming

of use,

We could go on enthusing ad infinitum on items of all per
iods and we feel

we have eeen more stamps of quality than we shall ever se
e again until we return for

the next exhibition in perhaps 4 years' time.

MR. •aquia. A splendid exhibition in all respects. The PTT stand was well

manned enabling everyone tO get their covers serviced. Of

special interest were:

Postal stationer* Among the gems were'Sarly proofs as well as the brass die for
embossing the isaues of 1810-1905. One collection displayed in

mint and used blocks of four all items from 1870-1970. Htl_s_e_„.12.2ako A superb

exhibit by E.D. Merki - virtually the lot - including the
 only known specimens of

the St. Moritz (Engadinerhof) Hotel. Research collections: That by 'Mon Amour'

with forgeries from the Cantonal issues onwards and examples of work by Sperati.

Machine cancelling. For me this exhibit of 72 sheets tracing the various type
s

from 1911 onwards was a real eye openers it gave-me much encouragement to see and

revealed how one could develop this field up to such a high standard.- Airmaj.ke:

What can one say about them - all were a delight - lots o
f rarities, including a

vertic4 marginal strip of 10 showing Z.29/2 - the 'missing' roof. Standing

Helvet* These were real show-stoppers. Dozens of pages with all t
he varieties,

retouches, double prints, plated sheets everything there is was there to be

seen. , tiaximum earls* A splendid display going back to the late 1920s - must ha
ve

taken eonie- getting together.
Altogether a wonderful show, altho generally the attendan

ce seemed on the

low aide, With nearly 50 dealers' stands there was always something to browse

over, but postal stationery prices have risen since 'Regiophil 77', with prices f
or

commonA.tems starting at Fr,]...- while others were at full
 Zunstein prices or even

20 higher.
mR3. 11714CEs The overall impression was of a well laid out exhibition,

 with plenty

of space making viewing easy and enjoyable, and comfortab
le seats on

both goers on which to reflect, reedy for further excursi
ons to exhibits, dealers

or the well-stocked reference library, On Sunday, 28th May, there was a Philatelic

Cruise te, the French side of the lake. With perfect weather this was well p
atron-

ised. Terrific enthusiasm filled "La Suisse" as it cruised the upper lake en

route f0 Thonon-les-Bains and one felt the boat was full of varying ages of
'schoolboys' collecting the available cachets. At Thonon there was a rush to the

lakeside hotel where the French PTT tirelessly stamped ca
chets for over An hour

until everyone was satisfied and then "La Suisse" returned
 to Ouchy.  A highlight

was to be staying in the same hotel as the members of the
 Jury and watching their

deliberations over breakfast and dinner, as well as meeti
ng several internationally

acclaimed philatelists; also meeting Mr. Max Hertsch, who
 proudly said he was a

fellow member of our Society. Incidentally my Mem
bership card proved invaluable

on many occasions.

MR. RATI. Looking at the exhibits I realise that 
I know very little about stamps

and have still a great deal to learn about pre-stamp 
postal history.

I went with the intention of learning but was disa
ppointed to find writing-up

absolutely minimal, e.g. often 2 covers to a page 
with a-date above or below and

nothing more. One entry had many pages of accou
ntancy marks of the 1828 treaties -

8 pages along of 'Lettres Baloiseol - but no information.  Route 
marks are also

fascinating and to see pages illustrating a 
route with a cover frcm each village

along the route shows how the theme could be developed.
 The "HeimaticoUeetions 

were interesting but concentrated almost exclusively on th
e pre-stamp markings.

Seeen frames on Luzern had 5 Helvetic Republic covers, each with 'Extra Courier'

marks. The owner, whom I met, now collects slogans 
of lakeside towns because he

can go no further! On Thematics the entry on "Napoleon Bonaparte & His Time"

interested me because of its natural connection with th
e Departements Conquis.

There are good thematic subjects for Swiss collectors and
 as a Society we may tend

to overlook them.

'Lemanexi was an excellent exhibition, with opportunities
 to go thru

dealers' stocks of postal history and other material, to 
meet philatelic friends,

both Swiss and our own members, and generally to have a w
onderful time.

Perrin's;

ing little
the origin
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ACCOUNTANCY. MARKS ON LETTERS TO & FROM FRANCE.

IN THE POST-NAPOLEON1C PERIOD

With Particular Reference to the Posts Between France Switperland
(Conclusion)

To illustrate the
method of indicating the
amount due in Kreutzer and

the identifying mark shown

in last month's table see

Fig. 4.

In June and July
1845 the treaties were re-

vised to simplify the
accountancy and speed up
the transmission of the
mails. At this stage all
the accountancy marks were

done away with and a simple
series of Transit marks in

the form of,TG (Geneva),
TV (Vaud). TB in black

(Berl
e =rich) cameand TZ (

, TB (in red for
Basl 
into use.

Fig* 4

The French post office continued to apply, for a period of ti
me, the

simple figure accountancy mark in red or black, to show the p
ostage due to the

sending country. The Swiss offices of exchange were moved 
to major towns where

the mails were made up and it is in 1847 that the French opened a post office in

Basle to replace Runingue or St. Louis and it is from this time that the many

French entry ode with Basle as the entry point came into use.

LETTERS OUT OF FRANCE 

The agreements France made with its neighbours for the accounting

associated with letters to France applied also to letters sent out of France and

the same pattern of accountancy marks stamped at the office o
f exchange of the

sending country, in this case France, applied.

. 
For instance a letter

from Lille to Mons in Belgium
will have a French accountancy

mark LFR1 (Lettre Francaise
Rayon 1) applied at the French

office of exchange at Valen-

ciennes and if dated before

1831 have the Netherlands two

line entry mark of "FRANRRIJK
OVER BERGEN"

' and if dated later

have the Belgian boxed entry
mark "FRANCE PAR MCNS" (Bergen

is Dutch for Mona).

A letter from Lyon

to Brussels of 1830 (Fig. 5)
shows the French accountancy

mark LFR4 applied at Valet-

ciennes
. (and the corresponding

Netherlands entry mark) because,
measuring from Valenciennes, Lyon

The pattern of the French accountancy marks vari
es slightly in relation

to the country of destinations for instance, a letter from Nantes; to Bad 
Bus,

Prussia, has the French accountancy mark CP4R for Correspondence Francais,

4erae Rayon.

A similar CF4R mark, applied probably at Antibes in 
line with the Franco-

Sardinian agreement, is used on a typical letter from Toulouse to 
Nice which was

part of Sardinia at that time,

. by C. RAUCH

C2

1
 )

e444.4,
1

,c/relW Ari-j
•

e

4te-

Fig. 5

is 4 Rayons distant..
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SWITZERLANp. We have seen, as far as letters to France are concerned, that the
accountancy marks on letters from Switzerland take a different pattern.

Likewise the French accountancy marks on letters to Switzerland are of a different
pattern, i.e. instead of being expressed in the form of distance they express the
postage due to France in French money (Decimes)., e.g. LF6D for "Lettre Francaiss.
6 decimes" gr CF6D for "Correspondence Francaise 6 decimes" or FR 7D for "France
7 decimes" (Fig. 6),
depending upon the
office of exchange; the
number of decimes
increasing as the dis-
tance from the office of
exchange increases,

It becomes inter-
esting to comparea
letter from Lyon to
Canton Aargau in Swit-
zerland, with the French
accountancy mark LP 6D
applied at Huningue for
onward trOsmission via
Basle, with another
letter frOm Lyon to
Geneva with- the 'French
accountancy mark LP tD'
boxed in red applied at
Ferney and the earlier
mentione4 markings on a letter from Lyon to Brussels
appropriate to the agreement with the Netherlands at

Agreement pith
Canton

_Mark Offices of Exchange
French

Remarks

------

Basle

Ulrich
Vaud

Bern (up to 1832)

NeuchAtel

Bern (post-1832)
Geneva
-

LF

LF

Boxed LF
Boxed LF
Boxed CD

Boxed CF

Boxed LF

FR

Boxed CF

Huningue

Uuningue
Pontarlier

Verney

Belle

Ferney

Pontarlier

Dells
Ferney

Black till end Oct. 1832
and then in red

-do- -do-

Red and black

Mainly in red
Up to 5 decimes in black
7 decimes & over in red

Red

Black and later red

All in red

Red .

As one would expect, there were similar agreements between France and •
Sardinia (a large 'partof which to-day is Savoy and parts of other departments in
the west of the Midi). It is, however, interesting to note that Sardinia made in
turn a postal_ agreement with Canton Vaud (Switzerland) using the same accountancy
marks as stipulated in the agreement with France. A typical mark on a letter from
Nice to Switzerland ib 'C.S.3.1111 for "Correspondence Sarde 3eme Rayon".

These notes, especially the parts not relating to Switzerland are far from
complete and would melcome having more information from anyone who can help me to
add to the story. I would like in articular to study more letters from say Lille
or Cal,t.!_L through various offices of exchange from North to South to see the changing
pattern of accountancy marks.

Regarding the parts relating to Switzerland, I wish to acknowledge the use
of information provided by Mr. Louis Vuille of Yverdon, who set me off on this study
in the first instance and so provided me with a lot of pleasure and satisfaction.

For an excellent, informative article on 'The Swiss PTT Printing Works! b
Mr. M. Ru herfoord ... see 'STAMP COLLECTING' No. 17 (3368) of 15th June, 1978

Fig. 6
with the accountancy mark
that time.
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Phases d'impression
du timbre-poste special

Imprimerie des timbres-poste FIT - Berne
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THE `LEMANEX' PROGRESSIVE PRINT
By M. Rutherfoord

There was no entrance fee
required at 'Lemanex', everyone could
come and go as they wished, no queues
- except first thing in the morning,
no doormen, very nice. (Patrolling
'Securitas' radio-equipped women
checked security continuously). How-
ever the catalogue could be bought for
SFr,4.- unless one was a member of the
i30'affiliated Philatelic Societies,
with about 22,000 members, in which
case one had received a membership
card some weeks before from every club
one was a member of. For each such
card, and for any of one's friends, a
catalogue was handed over against
one's signature. However, no catalogue
could be obtained by post in advance
or at any time. This is, to my mind,
not a fair system at all, as until one
tried one did not know if a friend's
card would be accepted. The cata-
logue contained no adverts at all, but
a very good illustrated article on

Timbreqn5teoric

Lausanne postal history in French, as
well as the usual details of exhibits
etc. The main attraction is the 95 x
133 tam. 'Progressive 5-colour print',
supplied not by Courvoisier but by the
PTT Printing Works in Berne, with its
cancelled block of 4 'Lemanex' 20c.
stamps, affixed by the upper half of
the top pair. This special sheetlet,
or whatever one can call it, cannot
be obtained any other way, either free to attending
will tell if it will become a modern 'rarity'.

members, or for SFr.40-. Time

Col9urst 1 brown 2. yellow 3. green 4. magenta 5. black.

THE DIAMOND JUBILEE CONGRESS
As reported by our Delegate MR. J.J.E. EUSEBIO

The 60th British Philatelic Congress - to which we are affiliated • or 'Friend-
ship Congress' as it styled itself, is now in the record book.  It stood out for its
warm sunshine, efficient organization and pleasant conviviality. By comparison to
previous events it was also a 'quiet' Congress.

The discussions on the four PAPERS were matter of fact, .boUrt never excited or
heated. Even noted controversalist Fosberry (now retired) failed to throw it off

its poise. At one point the almost total absence of yhe 'dealer' element drew
censorious comment (some no doubt were in Lausanne, but most were already winging
their way towards 'CAPE( 7894,

To escape the repeated clashing of Congress with these important philatelic
events elsewhere a change has been decided upon for next year.  The 1979 Congress,
at HARROGATE, Yorks, will meet from Wednesday, 29th August to Saturday, September 1st.
It will be sponsored by the BPF with Mr. Bernard Lucas as chairman and Mr. Fred Myers
as secretary. The Executive hope that counter attractions will be avoided (for the
dealer element) and that the intrusion into the weekend will exercise a stronger
appeal (for the collector members)..

Much appreciated was the Wednesday, late evening session, when we were given
the latest details concerning "LOhDON 1980". The Post Office nominee (Mr. Brian
Sproate) was most charming t if non-committal, while the Trade nominee, Mr. Eric Etkin,
was oozing confidence and optimism. Apparently some £50,000 has already been rec-
eived from well-wishers abroad. However, interest-free loans, and guarantees, not

amt. Oil fl-Airif
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The editor and publisher of the 'Pin' postmark catalogues - ale() takes-a delight

in irreverent lampooning of the PTT and other august bodies. This is his effort

on the 'Lemanex' block, as published in the BBZ of May/June'1978. The French is

not for beginners:

NEW 'K' CANCELS - Issued on 10, 14
& 19 June*

1294 GENTHOD - Hodson forte - Decor du
XVII° - (K.694)

9127 ST. PETERZELL - Ferien im rotant-

ischen NeCkertal (K.695)

8837 VORDERTBAL Im malerisChen WAgital
- (K.696)

The 'missing' K.691, not illustrated
in the PTT Bulletin, was issued apparent-
ly for the Marren High Alpine Balloon
Rectos.

NUMBERS iss94 
Figures released by the

Publicity
Centenary of Blue Cross 9,078,000
Wine festival, Vevey 13,173,000
Juphilex 77 Bern 6,108,000

ZE9-1.1tat,961.921
20 + 10 c. 4,457,000
40 + 20 c. 7,997,000
70 + 30 e. 3,096,000
SO + 40 -c. 3,043,000



U.N. GENEVA
Two stamps were issued on 12 June

for 0.A.C.I. - Air Safety Organisation
for Internal Civil Aviation°

Values &

kg:KW

Designee'

Printing:

Issue:

70c. ) Two aircraft follow-
80c. ) ing air corridors

T. R. Savrda, U.S.A.
Heliogravure by Heraclio
Fournier S.A., Spain

26 x 36 mm.

1,700,0UU of each value

A special cancellation was used,

NEW ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY,

• Printing Process & Varieties of the
'Standing Helvetia' by Georges Valk°
(see p * 47) (In German)

• DIE AUSGABE RAYON III GROSSE
WERZIFFER by Rene Gees (in German)

Available on loan on the usual terms.
The Valko book is hard bound but neither
is very heavy.

jakien zooxsm

SZLNIALAtiaa-A;R MAk
CATALOGUE & HANDBOOK 

A "must" for the Swiss
Air Mail enthusiast. Last published
in 1972, the 1978 edition has 436 PP,
and 1200 illustrations * Includes list-
ing of Flights, Postmarks, Varieties
with sections on Vignettes, Zeppeli.n0,
Military Flights & Cancellations,
Slogans etc. etc.
AVAILABLE NOW AT 412.15. - Post free

ZUESTEIN.SPECIALISED_CATALOGUE 1947,Ed.

Supplies of this Catalogue will reach
us about m ,id-June ,. HAVE YOU ORDEBED
YOUR COPY YET? The last edition was
sold out within 6 months of publication
so de not delay ordering or you may be
disappointed.

PRICE: Lkaxik - post free 

Please Notes Page 92 of our 1978'
Catalogue lists many other publications
of help to collectors of Switzerland.

Price Change Bulletin No * 3 has been
despatched to subscribers. If you
would like to receive it, please pay
your subscription and a copy will be
sent to you immediately.

H.L.KATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.

P.O. Box 242, Highgate, London N6 4LW
Tel. 01-348-0296       

Did you know ?
..... that during , 'Lemanex', as, with all
previous exhibitions, a vast number of old

but still valid stamps held by speculators
large and small, were used to make all
sorts of combinations with the 'Lemanex'

stamps, e.g. 25c Lausanne, stamps of othe r

exhibitions etc. The PTT happily cancel
them, glad to have them permanently remov-
ed from the possibility of postal use.
........ that the small post office at 1234
Vessy nr Geneva was inundated on 5th June
with requests for cancellations to give
1234 5.6078.'9, but I doubt if it has a
time reel in the cancel*

.... that Liechtenstein has done it again
On 1st June Duke Franz Josef II celebrated
40 years' reign by having 4 values showing
views of tij. castle in Vaduz. However,
these very attractive stamps were issued
only in sheetlets of 8 stamps each. Deal-
ers were loth to break up sheets, and they
were right as the issue was sold out in a
day or so. Now a set of sheets cost about
4 times nominal of 3Fr.19.20, and singles
are also difficult to find.

* ... that the above stamps were also issued
on postcards having the same picture, but
as they were cancelled with the First Day
cancel the term used by the FL Phil.
Bureau "Maximum Cards" ip clearly wrong.
Sold out on first day*
........ that the double staplingused for the
'new' SFr.5.- booklet (see HNL of Fe/4'78)
was also used for last printing of booklet
with the old PTT signet. I think this mus
be a very rare type, as I have seen a few
in only 2 POs here. At least I found out
from the PTT that the reason for this
double stapling is to prevent the booklets
becoming jammed in vending machines.

0.... that Zumstein brought out the 22nd
edition of their "Specialised" on time for
'Lemanex'. I was unfortunately too late
with my suggestion that the 'table of
postage rates.' which they printed some
years ago in the BBZ, should be up-dated

and included, but they promise to do , so

next time. SFr.37.50 foreign post 70-)
..... that Zumstein also brought out for
'Lemanex' a new. book on the "Standing
Helvetia" stamps. By Georges Valko, in
4erman, entitled "Ueber den Druckprozess
& die Abarten der stehenden Helvetia
1882-1907". 78 pages, 180 illustrations,

at SFr.20.- (foreign postage 4.500
•

that the anewer to Question 71 is:

the 40c. shows the same balding as the
1956 10c. Z.325, and the'80c. was shown on
the 1924 pair, 20 & 30c. Z.167/8.

.... Question 1o.72 is  if a 12 stamp
Pro Patria series had been made using the
lake steamers of the 'Lemanex' block,

which other lakes would you have used?
M. RUTHERFOORD
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PeTek_MON_DJI MR_E_LS (Continued
from page 45)

to mention donations, will be grate-
fully received and the final result
should be no worse than for 'Philympia
Mr. Jack Andrews (BPF Executive) is the
cellectors' nominee. The exhibition
area in the 1st floor at Earls Courts
it is hoped it won't prove too small.
Membership of the "CLUB" - £25 - was
hotly recommended.

Congress excursions were a visit
to the Sussex University Philatelic
Unit (or Reg Me Phillips' Room) and to
Sheffield Park House & Garden or the
Bluebell Railway on Thursday afternoon.
Each morning we were reminded of all
fOrthcoming events and given the latest
news by a daily edition of the
"Congress Bulletin" which the indefat-
iguable organising secretary personally
delivered at our hotel. This was a
welcome innovation.

At the Banquet and Ball we were
pleased to make the acquaintance of
Helvetia 'local' member, Mr. Pollard
and Mrs. Pollard. He sends greetings
to all members, also on behalf of our
newly formed 'SUSSEX GROUP', which is
flourishing.

J.J.E.E.
.7.11,01•••

zumsbein+de

SPECIAL CAhCELS 

1. &lip BIT International Conference in
Geneva: held from 5-26 June. The

special cancel carries the usual emblem
of globe and wheel.

2. sw_i_s_g_Olczemlffl 6k_29th Federal_ae:
naptics Dsyp. Held on 15-18 and

21-25 June respectively in Geneva. The
special cancel used is inscribed '69e
FETE FEDERAL DE GYMNASTIqUE'.

3. ket2suelejec_m __: _,..;„.
Held on 17th June in Fribourg. The

special cancel used features the lens
motif from the 80c. Publicity stamp
issued on 9th March,

LI-L—LAILA
2.-4114,1.11-19.0-12-11.easIP COMPLETE
MLA singles E 30
Mint imprint blocks of four 150
FDCs 60

E. LIEWHARD, 9, Essex Ave, Chelmsford,
Eisex CM1 4Ag

11.4_92j1ROVERSIAL 'LLMANEV noca -
March HNL

It has been pointed out to Us that
a mistake was made in the numbering of
the horizontal pairs, which should have
read: 51+52, 53+57, 54+55 & 56+58.

Our apologies.

execute wantlista for stamps of
Iwi*lerlend. Europe and
teeereeaa, mint and used,

zumsbein+cie
greateet steek Switzerland and
EurOpe
all world's noveltiee
certificates
publicatien of the :A.Th:ALIN
catalogue Earope ?,nd.
Switzerlandi.Clechtf,rstein
Berner Briefeerkeneeitung
with supplements for the Eurepe
catalogue
philatelic aeeeueories
albums

zumsbein+cle
Proprietor; Hertech Cie

Zeughauegaeee 14, CH-3011 Bern
Addresat POB 2555, !M.-5001 Bern
cauh accounts: Bern 3U-314
Llweden: •tockholm 42 55-6
Germany: Xarlsruhe 705 017,750
Austria: Vienna 1700.512
Netherlands: 380 17 00

Too many treasures may be tucked
away in collections in Switzerland, but
do not despair.

I can still help you to fill those
empty spaces, enhance your collection
or help complete displays.

Send me your Wants Lists or ask for
Selections on Approval:

POSTAL HISTORY & POSTAL STATIONERY
• material

Selections for study of 'STRUBELS ,
'SITTING HELVETIA PERF'. -
'SPALDING HELVLTIA' etc.

AIRMAIL STAMPS and FLOwN,COVERS

SOLDIER STAMPS, TPOs etc. for
side-line collections

Write now before prices rise still
higher to

J.S.ARAISTRONG
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,

M ORECA4BE
Lance LA4 6PW •
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CHILLON CASTLE- FORTRESS AND RESIDENCE
By Mark Weiner

Considered to be one of the most spectacula
r castles, Chillon was,

erected on a small island off the Vaud shor
e of Lake Geneva.  The earliest

historical reference to Chillon is in a doc
ument that dates back to the year 1150,

when the castle was under the control of Hu
mbert III, Count of Maurienne.  This

document speaks of the "castrum de Chillun"
 - the castle on the rocky platform..

The question remaining unanswered to date i
s when was it built and by whom?

Historians agree that its origins date pri
or to the 12th century

but cannot be more explicit. The belief is that it belonged to the Bis
hops of

Sion before passing into the powerful hands of the Count
s of Savoy.  Was this

transfer the result of agreement or exchang
e or pressure?  This is another

question which remains unanswered. However
, we do know that the Bishops of Sion

long retained rights there.

We must not lose sight of the fact that th
e castle of 1150 is not

the one that we are used to seeing, nor is it the one that has
 been portrayed on

1934 _ 1978 1936

the 10 Hp. value of the 1934 and 1936 defin
itives and now on the 80+40 Rp. of the

1978Iro ?atria,

Chilion stands at the gateway to the age-old transalpine route

which by way of the Grand St. Bernard links the countries
 north of the Alps with

Italy, a route followed by pilgrims to Rome
. It is now understandable why the

Counts of Savoy deaired possession of Chill
on and upon acquiring it would shoi, a

constant solicitude for the well-being of such a fortress, altering, improving,

enlarging and beautifying it until they ma
de it one of their favourite residences

.

The castle, as it stands to-day, is essent
ially the work of Count

Thomas I and his sons Amadeus IV, Edmundo 
and the best known, the famous Count

peter II, the "Petit Charlemagne" - known i
n England as Peter of Savoy, Earl of

Richmond. At first Chillon was simply a protection for the territory of the

Chablais (caput locus - the land at the hea
d of the lake) but soon became the

center of the administration and military p
ower of Savoy as it spread throughout

the Pays de Vaud.

The memory of Count Peter II is so closely
 linked to the history

of the castle that we are apt to think of C
hillon as having only one Count,

Peter II, and that Count only one castle, 
Chinon.

o0o



The 9th Philatelic
Exhibition will be held
in Vaduz from 11-15 Aug.
during whidh the special
cancel will be used.

\\,,,94gOVD1V
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COMMEMORATIVE CANCELS
A number of attractive and interesting cancellations were issued this

month; or will be issued in the first week of Auguett

A. Three cancellations of the same design, differentiated only by the date,
have been used in connections with the celebration of 800 YEARS OF TH8
CITY OF LUCERNE.

The first wan iseued. on 18th April 1978. The second, on 1st July
:.(Fig. I) marks the city festival held in the Rahnhofplatz, while the

' third is for a further festival on the theme 'Ori 'ns of Switzerland'
was held, also in the Bahnhofplatz, on 15th July Fig. 2). These later

ones could easily be missed.

. 100 YEARS OF BELLINZONA  AS CAPITAL CITY OF CANTON TICINO.

The special cancellation shown in Fig. 3 will be used in Bellinzona
on the National Fete Day, let August.

C. CadeAORATICN OF Tele BATTLE OF GIORNICO.

The Battle of Giorlico took place on 18th December 1478 when • few
hundred JWiss won a complete victory over 10,00U Milanese troops by rolling
down upon them imeehee boulders from the mountain aides.

This, the 50Cth aeniversary, will however, be celebrated on let July
tieing the circular cancellation (Fig. 4), while the slogan cancel (iig. 5)
will come irto•uee on 2rd August by the post office 6500 Bellinzona 1.

D. NATIteeAE k' b 1978

Lucerne has been selected to use the special 1st August 'Bundesfeier'
eancellation, while the RUtli will also have an atteactive cancellation

iga. 6 & 7),

Tee PTT announce that the tourist propaganda cancels for 2900 porrentruy
( .62e), 3123 Relp (1.276a), 8340 Hiewil (K.310a) and 6802 kilchberg (ZH) (8-..164a)
were all w ithdrawn on let July9

EXCHANGE  PACKET

To enable Packets to be put into
circulation early in September it is
essential to have a good supply of book—
lets. Please use the next few weeks to
look out and mount your spare material
and send it to our Packet Secretary.
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STAMP BOOKLETS
By M. Hutherfoord

At the end of his excellent article in the February-April 'News Letters'
Mr. Fred Lesser notes that the reason for the change in layout from Fig. 6 to
Fig, 7 (shown unfortunately upside down) has never been made known.

This set me thinking. His article covers the 'Tell' period of booklet

sheets which finished in 1933. In 1934 appeared the new series of 'Landscape'
stamps, but still printed by the same old sheet-fed letterpress method.  The

sheets for booklets were also sold to collectors, and also with the unprinted 4th

row voided by a vertical line of perforations. (see Fig. 6),

In 1935 the PTT deciL Si that the letterpress method was too slow and the
quality too low, so they introduced recess printing with a fast rotary machine in
1936. The new stamps showed the same basic views, but the layout of the booklet

stamp sheets was changed from the old Fig. 6 to the new Fig. Sli(see below). I
think this was done for the following two reasons t firstly, to avoid confusion
during booklet make-up, i.e. between old and new sheets having both the same value,

solour and picture, and secondly, to reduce the number of vertical cuts needed to
separate the booklets from 5 to 4.

In Fig. 6 one can see that half the selvedge is lost from row 4, but in
Fig. la the 7th row is cut down the middle to give . 2 binding selvedges. Mr. Lesser's
Fig. 7 is incorrect with a cut next to the stamps, as this would give a selvedge
on the wrong side of the upright pane.

At first the old method of voiding by means of a line of perforations was

used for the sheets for collectors only, then later rows of crosses were used and
engraved on the printing cylinder. This meant that the additional voiding oper-
ation could be dropped. The reason for this change is given by Ernst Keller in
his excellent book "Die Marken,Heftchen, Kehrdruck- und Zwischenstegmarket der

Schweiz 1904-1954" as being to achieve a more even action of the wiping cloth which
removes the excess ink from the recess cylinder immediately before printing.

Figs 6 Fie. 7,

5 vertical cuts needed ' 4 vertical cuts needed

Interspace pairs se-tenant Interspace pairs tite-14che

The order of manufacture of the booklets is as follows:

1. The top and bottom selvedges of the stamp sheets are torn off, 100 at a time.

2. The front and back cover cards are printed with the height correct.

39 The covers, stamp sheets and interleaving sheets are laid up in the correctorder.

4. The vertical cuts are made.

5. The resultant strips of 5 booklets are stapled simultaneously.

6. These strips are then cut horizontally 4 times.

79 Twenty booklets are bundled together for distribution.

The above applies to to-day's method, and this has apparently not changed

in 70 years.
Has anyone an old booklet with torn top or bottom edge, to prove Point 1 ?

Can anyone let me know the total width in ism, of any old booklets, to

prove that there was only one cut made in the 7th row of Fig. 7a? The nominal width

to-day is 70 mm., with a binding selvedge of 12 mm., but this applies to 4-stamp

panes only. o0o
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INFLATION - A THREAT TO SWISS PHILATELY?
By Fred R. Lesser

In 1950, $ 70.-- would have bought a mint 25 c. 'C' plate of the 1900

UPU, about $ 8,-- would have sufficed to acquire a mint SFr.3.-- 1908 'Helvetia

with Sword' and only $ 17.50 was the Scott catalogue price for a mint SFr.3.--

green 'Mythen' - just to quote 3 stamps.
In 1962, 12 years later, the prices for the first 2 stamps changed only

by a fraetion. However, the Zumstein catalogue advanced the price for the green
'Mythen to an equivalent of about $ 50.--.

' 15 years later, in 1977, the aforementioned 3 Swiss stamps would
require an aggregated investment of about $ 2,000.--. ' Altschweiz' material in
choice condition always demanded top premiums and the rarest among Swiss rarities
and varieties traditionally remained the exclusive domain of the well-heeled
collector. But the phenomenal escalation in the monetary value of Swiss stamps

now also covers the stamp booklet 'combinations', the Geneva Agency stamps and

various pre-1962 semi-poetals. The result? Their gradual disappearance in
dealers' ;stock-books and bourse books.

A close look at the truly fantastic selection of first-class and utterly

reliable Swiss stamp material as offered at such international auctions like Rapp

or Corinphila (both Ulrich) and a study of their yields - ignoring the Swiss

auctioneers surcharges now reaching the l level - reveal a very disturbing trend,

disturbing to the stamp collector who insists in considering his or her involve-
ment as a hobby-like labour of love.

The clientele at such multi-million Dollar auctions consists primarily

of dealers and representatives for investment orientated groups and corsortia.

Only a sprinkling of individuals who are collectors in their own rights, can be
observed at such gatherings. Apart from the fact that ZUrich is one of the most

expensive,cities at the present, the auctions usually take place in the later

part of the autumn when the weather in Central Europe is rarely conducive to
combining business with pleasure. For the average collector to bid by mail is a

very chancy speculation* Obviously, his or her judgement must lack the 'feel of

the floor!, i.e. his or her judgement must suffer from being excluded from taking

advantage of any psychological opportunity to drive his bid home. Furthermore,

a great deal of the material offered has to be viewed in order to be realistically

judged or4ippraised. European auction houses usually set the limits or starting

prices deliberately low. This is a psychological ploy. The low starting level

generates a certain momentum in the bidding which, in turn, drives up prices more

rapidly. ' A high starting price would cause a certain 'hesitation' in the

bidding climate.

To-day, the prices paid for the 'cr'eme de la creme' Swiss stamp material

at such large European auctions are based on very shrewd and speculatively
orientated calculations which, of course, take into account the world's economic,

political arid social problems. In a way, modern so-called investment orientated

stamp buying is not unlike Wall Street arbitrage in stocks. Europeans have
become extremely sensitized to political confrontations, economic fluctuations and

social unrest, all three are interdependently related in a cause and effect

manner. inflation and currency rate changes are the major forces in driving
stamp prices upward. While Switzerland had practically zero inflation for the
past 2 years (she is, however, one of the most expensive countries in the world

and her currency is gold-backed), the rest of the world is still very much in the

grip of a galloping inflationary climate. Inflation has also one side-effect

which adds enormously to the dramatic rise in prices demanded and paid for choice

Swiss stamp material and that is so-called surplus. money. Surplus money is one

of the most difficult symptons of inflation to control.  Governments try to

absorb this money by many different means, from increased taxation to curtailing

money flow. In economic terms, both are self-defeating and in fact, the

evasion of taxes is another reason for the demand for top quality Swiss stamp

material. , Surplus money prefers to seek investments in non-producing areas, i.e.

areas which are solely dependent on demand but not on factors continuously subject
to rising costs. The limitation and cost in works of art (plus the fact that

certain countries restrict their export) has driven a great deal of European

surplus money into stamps. Naturally, the demand is primarily for absolutely

top-class quality material and material of traditionally and genuine philatelic



   

aclaim. And the higher the prices paid, the
 more exquisite and rare material

surfaces.

In view of the high prices now being readily pai
d for such high quality

material (and not forgetting the auctionee
rs surcharges in excess of 10) and the

fact that even dealers must make a profit 
to cover capital investment, operations

and marketing overheads, the temporary withholding of materiel from 
the inter-

national market is a direct function of the living cost increases or thei
r rate of

increase per year. Therefore, much of the 
material after purchase remains 'locked

up' for some considerable time, After all, t
he purchaser wants his investment

back eventually and not only his investment
 but also a sizeable chunk of gain.

Therefore, vast amounte-of rare Swiss stamp
 material begin to 'escape' the

collector, physically aa well .asefiscally.

The effect of this trend on the traditional
 stamp collector is dramatic.

The average stamp collector has neither th
e money nor access to the material

referred to above. All he can concentrate on i
s peripheral quality.  The more

knowledgeable stamp collector is very reluct
ant to include in his collection

material, the condition of which is subject
 to questioning.  Many a collector

would rather forego the purchase of stamps
 which do not meet true philatelic

standards. Hence, there is a tendency among 
many ardent collectors to sit tight.

This in turn causes a drought in less expen
sive, yet good quality items.  Philately

depends on mobility of stamp material, i.e, the latter's availability to satisfeea

collector's acquisitional thirst. Unfortunat
ely, the present climate causes many

a collector to become less discriminating.
The 'trade' is often not slow in

taking advantage of this situation and it 
requires considerable self-discipline

on the part of the collector to stand fast
 and protect his collection's overall

quality standard.

There is no question that the average stamp collector of Swiss material

in particular (because Swiee steeps are particularly favoured by the speculativel
y

orientated investors in Europe) finds himse
lf in the midst of a veritable storm.

His or her ability to remain actively involved in the hobby has become a choice of

either forking out very substantial sums or
 sitting back.  The law of nature 

ie

rather counterproductive to the latter.

As time passes by, the collector becomes o
lder and usually more cautious

in his hobby and his investments. On the other hand, he or she too, has the

opportunity of participating in the general hausse with an eye on the future and

the likely chance of recouping the cost of 
the investment.

To go this route demands continuous study 
of philatelic publications at

home and abroad, close perusal of stamp au
ction catalogues and the yields of

material auctioned. All this adds up 
to a lot of work and time. But,

 as in

every other area of professional specializa
tione there is no gain without hard work,

The hobby has become more than an emotiona
l labour of love exactly as the world

of philately has become an industry.

-_-_-000-----

1981 - LURABA Basel shall be resuming our meetings

1983 - TEleBALA - Basel as from llth October.

AATIONAL EXEIBITIMa
The full programme will be published

1979 - NAJUBA '79 - Junior exhibition
next month and will cover a wide variety

in Baden, 22-24 April of subjects.

1984 - ZURICH We look forward to seein
g old

1985 - GABRA II friends and, hopefully, many new ones

124Y rAMP
who have not attended before and who
will be very welcome.

1978 - Steffisburg - 2-4 Dec.
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A NEW EXPRESS LABEL
By M. RUTHERFOORD

During the last couple of years the Swiss PTT has been subjected to a
rising number of complaints about the speed of their Express service, which
apparently has been getting slower and slower even although the cost has doubled.

To counter this a new label for parcels has been introduced in about

April 1978 with the No. 236.34 (72 x 34 mm.), to take the place or the 'old'
packet label No. 236.31 (48 m 34 mm).  Both labels in same dark red and in stripe
of 5.     

P17 23134 XI! 77 (72x34) Ou

As can be seen in the illustration there is space for the date-stamp
impression, which must be applied before the label is stuck onto a parcel.  This
makes the time of handing in clear to the recipient, who'can then judge if he
should complain. And, of course, the postmen know this too.

The small labels for letters, No, 361.32 (48 x 17 mm.) remain as before,

unless the letter is too bulky for a clear date impression' in which case the new

label is to be used.

The previous label with the number
236.34 - "Deliver also on Sundays" - was in use
for only a short time in 1966 and examples on
cover are a great rarity.

I have found only one off-cover example,

luckily with its number (as illustrated). Sunday

delivery costs twice the usual Expreas fee.

* * * * * * * *

AND A POSTSCRIPT TO L4ST MONTH'S "DID  YOU KNOW?"

As mentioned 1234 Veeeey had a busy time on 5.6.78 ... and they did
have ,a time reel - see illustration - . and apparently at least 3 cancellers, note
the lo.

HELVETIA
OARS-A

As this tiny
' 40 hamlet, to the east

of Carouge, is so
small that I have
failed to find it on
the PLZ map - or any
other map for that
matter - it seems too

small to need 3 cancell-
ers. I suspect they
may have been alerted
by a newspaper report

staff on hand, to make theand had extra cancellers made, as well as extra
perfect strikes I have seen.

OOMMIMIONMAIMI • Ls



TOUhIST PUBLICITY CaSCELS
As from 23rd June:

9601 wIST'sRSBEAG (SG)
As from 1st July:

8911 RIFFsRSSIL

4 40-jkse,
‘

23,-6.78--8

X.697

K.o98
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S • 0 S
, Periodically it becomes necessary

to appeal for articles for our 'News
Letter'. This is the case now ... our
bank of reserve articles is virtually
exhausted.

DID YOU KNOW?

• that 26th June was the first day

4fiellete:ft ZoldILY: 11:410111 the
numbers Al to A4. Those in the know
managed to get Ms. (See illus.)

,

A few faithful contributors have
done, and are doing valiant work in this
direction, but it is not fair to expect
them to do it month after month.

Surely amongst all our large member-i
ship are at least some who have been
doing research work on some aspect of
Swiss philately which would be of inter-1
est to others, or have been exploring 1
new side-lines.

Articles of any length will be most
welcome; those which can be used over
periods of 3 to 4 months are particularl
useful, but shorter ones are also needed
news items, unusual finds etc.

A few years ago we ran for a time
feature entitled "Puzzle Corner",
inviting members to send in details of
items or cancellations on which further
information was sought, and the results
were both successful and instructive.
Why not look through that box of odd,
unclassified items to see if between
Ile we can-solve your puzzles?

If you do not want to see large
spaces bearing a big question mark,
then please set pen - or typewriter - to
paper an send in your contribution.

The mitter is really urgent.
Y0UR EDITOR

IOW

As from 7th Augusts
8875 OBSTALLEN Kerenzerberg K.699
9034 EGGIRSRIsT # schons Gebiet K.700
9036 GRUB (SG) - PunflUderblick . K.701

, 0:04-FroS
oss_

78 /40)C) Gi\, -

;qvfess-se-7/ „ore
44 - / esno\lse---

• that during the next 5 years 500
of these new units will replace some of
the 3400 machines now in use. They will
be put up mainly at railway stations and
main POs. The labels will carry no
identifying number, thank heaven!

........ that the Swiss Aero-Philatelists
have issued a new edition of their 'Inzft-
post' catalogue, giving details of all
first flights, etc. dFr.32.-. Essential
for those interested in this field.

, (+1

ss,

..... that on
lot July the
Albula line of
the Rhatian

IRly celebrated
its 75 birth-
day. The spec-
ial will
not have been
used often on
Z307, taking
up my previous
remarks in IThL,
into account -
i.e. SPr.9.- mint, 10c. used !
•.s.. that PEN also brought cut his,
magnum opus on the 500 'Aushilfstempel'
of Switzerland in time for 'Lemanex!.
Price: SFr. 43/46.
..... that as well as the above, the 4th
part of the new "Stempelwerk" appeared at
'Lemanex', consisting of loose sheets
only. dFr.30. This is now complete.
........ that the answer to question 10.72
is: Swiss lakes in order of size (With
value of stamp in 0. fros 'Lemanex'
block. Geneva (20,40), Constance (40),
Neuchatel (40), .14aogiore (20), Lucerne
(40), Zdrich (00), Lugano, Thun, Biel,
Zug, Brienz (70) and the Salensee.
........ that question Noi73 is: Low that
we have 12 ' castles of different types
shown on the last 3 years of Pro Petrie
stamps, a very nice mini-collection of
castles & fortifications could be made.
Which other Swiss stamps do you suggest?

• RUTNERFOORD

OBSrel
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cutest stock Switeertand and
Surope
all world's novelties
certificates
publication of the VERMIN
Ostalimue Surope and
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with supplements for the aurope
Catalogue^
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The literal translation of 'Schltisselwert" is key value. In the German phila-
telic language it also denotes 'cornerstone', i.e. a stamp which, due to its rarity
for one reason or another, makes it difficult for the stamp collector to complete
a given eat of stamps.

The BERida BitIatiiiiitkal2A;ITIAG, a monthly magazine, published by Zumstein & Co.,
Bern, runs a column under the enticing heading 'Es Daerfte Sie Iatereseieren -
THIS SHOULD InaREST you ...:

Some time ago and in the aforementioned column reference was made to the 25 c.
value in the 1973 'Landscapes' set in its regularly used condition. The 25 c. is
one of the 5 stamps designed by H. Wetli. Because this stamp has se far met aith
very limited use for postage rate reasons, its existence in a used condition is
likely to make it into a ISchltieselwert".

1
Another typical stamp in this category is the orange 70 c. of the 1960

' historical Moticee & Architectural Monuments' series of 18 definitives. Although
nearly 11 million were printed and issued, its relatively high catalogue price ie
difficult to understand. In 1964, the PTT issued another 70 c. stamp in its
' Architectural Monuments' series, this time in a brown colour and depicting a
different building from that on the 1960 oranse value. As no issuance figures of
the brown 70 c. have yet been published, it was probably also printed in several
millions. With both values issued without any restricted validity, it is hard to
speculate on the reason why one stamp should have attained the much higher catalogue
assessment. In this case the 1960 orange 70 c. has also become a °Schlusselwert".

The 1960, 1964 and 1973 series of definitives were all printed by the Mint in
Bern. The issue of such long series usually requires lengthy lead-times. Therefore,
in order to allow for likely postage rate changes, the PTT includes values, the use
of which may ultimately be 'left bea nd'. From such a usage point of view a
"SchlOsselwert' is born.

During the past few yeare, the
value in multiples of 2 Specially

emote ventilate for stens of
Ilvitseriand, lu.rops sad
PrIreismi pint and used.

There are many aspects of Swiss
stamps which lend themselves to the
formation of special themes:

COSTUMES - FLOwERS - CASTLLS
MOUNTAII.S - BIRDS - HERALDRY
BUTTERFLIES - LAZES

to mention just a few. Attractively
mounted they are just right for those
short displays which are often useful.

Material for these is available,
as for all other sections of Swiss
philately from Pre-stamp Covers through
all stamp issues, together with first
Day, CommeMorative and Airmail Covers.

Whatever you seek let me know:
wants Lista welcome or ask for material
on approval,

J.S.ARMSTRONG
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,

MORECAMBE, Lancs, LA4 6PN

+de

PTT embarked upon the issuance of sets with one
with regard to definitives, a postage stamp

should represent. a genuine postage paid
receipt :need. The issuance of multiples
of the same value in one set within
relatively short periods of time and with
unrestricted validity, establishes a
questionable tradition and may prove self-
defeating in a philatelic sense. However,
it may prove good business for the Postal
Administration. Where do we go from here?
no likely 'Schlasselwerte' under these
circumstances:
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THE ZURICH POST & ITS POSTMARKS
By E. J. RAWNSLEY Part I

If - or when - interest in one's collect-
ion begins to wane, perhaps from completion, but
more often because scarcity or high cost make
addition difficuIt", -it is time to take up A new
field. Some 5 years ago I started to build up
a collettion relating to the city of Ulrich.
which I regard as my second home and,this.has
proved to be an absorbing study whose pages now
fill a storage box 3" deep and which is still
growing. This form of collecting from onearea,
city or village is in Switzerland termed a
"Heimat" collection and has become very popular
there, as exemplified by the magnificent diSplays
at "Lemanex".

To follow the development of the postal
services in ZUrich it is perhaps as well to know something of its history. Ncw
the largest city and the commercial centre its origins go back to pre-Roman tiMes.
A thriving settlement (with a customs station) grew up under the Romans, who galled
it Turicum. It is thought that Christianity was brought in the 8th or 9th Cent.
by Felix, his sister Regula and Expurantium, who after suffering various forms of
torture were martyred by being beheaded near where the Wasserkirche now stand0.
Legend has it that they got up, carrying their heads and walked a short way up,the

hill and there they dug their own graves. The
church erected on the site was later rebuilt au the
Grossmunster with the three saints as its patrOni
and they are shown on the seal of the city (rig. 1)
which remained in use until the middle of the Oth
century.

The city flourished and Zdrich became the
fifth Canton to join the Old Confederation of Thirteen
Cantons in 1351. By the XV cent, it was using 'the
system of Cantonal messengers who wore the parti-
coloured clothes of the Cantonal colours, blue and
white, and who conveyed letters On behalf of the
governing bodies and prosperous merchants throughout
Switzerland and to neighbouring countries.

As the need for postal services grew,
particularly in the outlying areas, mail was coreyed
to offices or depots by messengers on foot, on WS.-
back, by diligence and by boat.

A post-house existed in the narrow Munster-
gesso .(now Oberdorfatrasse, behind the Limmatquai),
which to-day bears the inscription "Zur Alton Post
1662-1838 - Umbaut (rebuilt) 1912". A larger and
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more imposing building was established in 1875 in the Werkhof - now Zentralhof.

There:being as yet no centralised regulations, with each Canton making

its own arrangements, the earliest' known cancellations were

4 simple attaightlint boied mark.(Fig. 2) and it Wø' not
until the French Revolution and subsequent occupation of the

.country that any attempts were made to introduce organised

Fig. 2 postal services based on the French systole

Zdrich appears to have escaped fairly lightly during the Helvetic

Republic of 1798-1803, insofar that the Canton was not re-named or incorporated
in other areas as happened elsewhere, but doubtless had its share of official
correspondence with the often elaborate cachets used during this period and which.

were administrative markings rather than postal. I possess none of these, alas,

but a number of examples are shown in Jean J. Winkler's book on the early posts.

When the Helvetic Republic collapsed, although many of these Republican

markings remained in use until around 1815, ZUrich reverted to the use until 18018

of the single straightline cancel. A particularly interesting cover addressed to

Freyburg (old spelling) trig* II, has on the back an elaborate wafer seal, in the
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Fig. 3

centre of which is an albino seal of the city, as in Fig. 1 which is inscribed
"SECRETUM CIVIUH THURIGENSIUM". Another cover, also to Fribourg and in 1806 has

also a paper seal but of the Republic of Zug - 'Reipublica Tugiensis - which main.

tained an office in Zurich.
The name "Zurich"

with or without the 'Umlaut'
(dots over the "U'), framed
or unframed, was used from
1804-8, then unframed with
day and month only in 1809
and with year date from 1811.
Two examples of the latter,
to the same firm in Botzen
(Bolzano) are marked 'Too
Grouse' - paid to frontier -
in 1817 and 'Fco pinsbruck'
in 1819. (Fig. 4)

(To be continued)
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INSURANCE FOR THE COLLECTOR
By JOHN RADFORD, ACII

Originally publiahed in "STAMP COLLECTING WEEKLY"

For the Stamp Collector, as for any person who wishes to secure insurance
protection against the many misfortunes which can beset one in daily life, certain
general principles apply, These are based on the financial effect of the loss,
and that person's legal right to secure, or benefit from, available insurance
protection. The main requirement,is, therefore, that the person desiring to
insure (i.e. proposer, or insured) must have a financial relationship to the
insured property whereby any destruction or damage that the property euffere rep-
resents a loss definable in cash terms; not just sentimental, or other, value or
loss. Consequently, the most usual forma of insurable interest experienced in
philately are: (a) outright ownership; (b) as bailee, e.g. a dealer holding at
his risk, a collection for sale which still belongs to a customer until a suitable
buyer can be found. Furthermore, the property to be insured must be readily
identifiable; and with a stamp collection, identity is normally straightforward,
and expert opinion is readily obtainable for reference.

Availability of insurance for the Collector depends upon a number of
underwriting and other considerations. The business is fairly competitive, and
so reasonably attractive terms are offered by underwriters. However, business
must prove attractive and profitable to the "market", which is composed of both
companies and individual underwriters at Lloyd's and elsewhere. Much depends on tht
the selection of good risks from the proposals submitted.  Here, it would be
appropriate to mention that it is the Common Law duty of any person wishineto
effect insurance, to disclose to the underwriter at the time of completing the
proposal form (and also when effecting each renewal!) all material informa4on
concerning that particular insurance risk which an underwriter might reasonably
be expected to wish to know. This legal duty of "utmost good faith" is usually
underlined in the declaration at the foot of the proposal form, over the eignature
space. In fact (if a digression may be permitted here) with motor insurance,
the declaration refers to statutory penalties which may be incurred where lack of
good faith may be evident on the part of a policyholder or a proposer.

Naturally, Collectors desire to insure on the widest possible term:,
with the resultant demand for "All Risks" cover,. rather than for the more liMited,
Fire and/or Theft risks. Cover for loss arising from almost any accident Or
misfortune which may damage or destroy a collection comes within the scope. of the
All Risks Policy. However, gradually operating causes are excepted: e.g.'damp,
mildew, mishandling, and war and riot and civil commotion risks among others,

The All Risks insurance is a special contract granted normally by
(a) a separate policy, or (b) a specific "all risks" extension to a.Home
Comprehensive insurance. It should be realised and clearly understood that
"stamps" are not covered by a Home Comprehensive Policy; a specific exclusion
lists "stamps" among other excepted items. Therefore, it is important that. any
cover at all for stamps must be referred to by special endorsement.  Even so,
the inclusion of the collection (on EC terms above) secures protection only against
Fire, Storm and limited Theft risks among others, and which actually arise in the

home and not elsewhere.

Most causes of loss arise in the following situations: (a) in the
home; (b) during transit; (c) at exhibitions. The features arising out of
(c) and (c) may require special attention. The transit risk can involve the Post
Office, Air or Railway or other carrier; or movement by private vehicle. The
exhibition risk is greatly influenced by the situation and type of exhibition,
e.g. club exhibitions; public exhibitions in UK; public exhibitions abroad.
The security aspect is particularly important in resulting loss experience, during
transit and at exhibitions,

Apart from the stamp stock, other items of philatelic nature can be
insured for "All Risks" and include all ancillary equipment - U/V lamps and the
like. An overall sum insured is normally sufficient to provide the desired
protection.

Insurance may be arranged with an insurance company "over the counter",
i.e. "direct" or through an intermediary using a Broker or Agent.  The Broker
will represent the Company market, or Lloyd's market, or both. It is generallt

4P .cfPt
e4 in practice that the Broker represents his client, whereas the Agent
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represents the.Company. This rule may be modified in individual circumstances,
but this is a technical-insurance-problem, beyond the scope of this article.- For
preeent purposes the rule can be accepted. It should be mentioned here that
Underwriters who are members of the Lloyd's market cannot accept business from the
public direct - but only through the introduction of a Lloyd's Broker.

The proposal form will elucidate full particulars of the material to be
insured, along with details of ownership and situation. Enquiries will also
ascertain previous insurance history of the proposer. In respect of large
collections, separate sums insured may apply to the different countries collected,
with a separate amount on ancillary equipment and accessories.  Where certain,
stamps or other items are of high individual value, these will be -"scheduled"
with the individual sums insured against each. The limit per item here is not
less than £100 per stamp, pair, block, cover, etc. as set out and fully described -,
though differing insurers may set other limits of sum insured before "scheduling"
is required. Valuations may be requested, *here necessary, from a recognised
expert, and provided at the proposer's own expense. Brief details of policy
cover and exceptions thereto, are given in an appendix to this article.

Losses must be reported immediately to the insurer, as delay may invali-
date a claim. In any event, the claim must be formulated within thirty days
following the occurrence and its discovery. The loss, to fall within the scope
of the policy, must be directly caused by an insured peril without interruption
or intervention from any other circumstances; otherwise that latter event
becomes what is described in legal reference as the "proximate cause" of the loss,
and If this should come within an exclusion, the loss then falls outside the
policy cover. Where a claim is admitted by an insurer, settlement by cheque is
usual. However, insurers have the option of making a settlement by reinstatement
of the subject matter of the claim as an alternative to cash, by offering similar
material bought: 4 the market. This is a right available to the insurer, not an
alternative to accepting a cash settlement available to the policyholder. Large
claims will most certainly be negotiated by an adjuster. He is a professional
expert in insurance claims, who will be briefed by, and remunerated by, the insurer.

Insurance for the Collector is still a specialised insurance risk not
acceptable by many companies and underwriters. Competition, and the desire of
insurance companies to extend their "portfolios" will, no doubt, widen the avail-
able "market". Demand for the "classic" stamps, particularly, has contributed to
enormous increases An the market value of such items; and now reflected in the
value of the lesser items. This produces underwriting problems of large and
ever-increasing values at risk with the possibility of enormous losses where
accumulations of collections occur; at exhibitions, and even in private hands.
Expansion of the existing insurance market will aid the underwriting and reinsur-
ance of these large risks as they develop, for the ultimate benefit of us all.* * * * * * *

It is hoped that the above information may be of interest to members
as also the following:

EXTRACTS FROM THE PROPOSAL PORN:

"Unless specially agreed the Company's liability in respect of pendings by
post, rail, carrier or other means is limited in respect of each Package to the
Total Sum Insured or £1,000 whichever is the lesser. (This can be increased by
arrangement, if desired). Packages over £15 in value must be sent by Registered
Post or at Carrier's risk.

EXCLUSIONS. The Policy EXCLUDES LOSS OR DAMAGE resulting from:

(1) Wear and Tear, Insects, Vermin, Gradual Deterioration or resulting from
faulty handling or faulty workmanship. .

2 War, Riots and Civil Commotion (usual clause).,3 Radioactive contamination ( usual clause).
(4 National or International Exhibitions or Stamp Exchange Clubs.

"UNITED KINGDOM" means: GREAT BRITAIN and NORTHERN IRELAND and the Islands
appertaining thereto including the CHANNEL ISLANDS. Sendings to Countries beyond
the United Kingdom can be insured by arrangement."

* * * * * *

FOR DETAILS ON THE NEW ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES ... see page 64
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THE OTHER POINT OF VIEW
... Mr. H. L. Katcher replies:

Re Mr. Fred Lesser's article "Inflation a Threat to Swiss
Philately?" which you 'published in the July 'News Letter': I thought your readers
might be interested in a reaction to this from a dealer, as opposed to Mr. lee:merle
view from the collector's angle.

Mr. Lesser's article is excellent and I wholeheartedly agree with his views
as far as the major Classics and rarities of all periods are concerned. In fact,
investment buying is probably more widespread than he realises. We constaetly.
get requests for Investment Portfolios, but not from people with multi-million
dollar budgets! And this is precisely the point I would like to make: 99 out
of 100 collectors do not concern themselves with these 'peaks' of philately, where
each item is costing many hundreds or thousands. They may regretfully sigh that
to own a beautiful ZUrich 4 or a Basle Dove on cover is no longer possible, but,
having sighed, they will buy a nice Rayon, some Strubels, Miniature Sheets and
hundreds of other things still within their reach and which incidentally have a
better growth potential than such rarities.

Although I am a dealer, I have also been a collector since the age of seven;
I am therefore in the fortunate position of knowing what collecting is all 'bout.
The collector Val collect - never mind how he has to change with the times;  It
is an urge, a hunger, virtually a MUST.

If the Classics are beyond him, and one can still pick up bargains if one
compromiees on quality (a beautiful stamp with a little thin or slightly creased,
even with three margins, will always bring its price based on the original
Catalogue percentage one paid) the collector will turn to all the other good
material still within reach of his pocket.

One must remember the vastly increased purchasing power of the average
collector over the past decade or two. Yesterday's small collector is to-day's
medium collector on the way to becoming tomorrow's big collector. Because of
this, stamps which cost a few pennies in the past are hitting the is now and are
heading for double figures over a comparable period - always out-pacing inflation.

A lot is talked about only the finest quality being worthy of collecting.
Were this true most dealers would by now be out of business.  People take enjoy-
ment in the collecting of beautiful stamps which, alas, are made of paper.  Few
century-old items can have survived in the state in which the Post Office iesued
them. How many of your readers would go to their collections and throw into
the wastepaper-basket every stamp in their albums which was not one hundred percent
as issued?

We are all far too down-to-earth to reach for the impossible.  We enjoy
stampa for what they are. We also enjoy the thought that, while monies spent on
books, theatres and restaurant meals, (although also affording us great pleaeure)
are lost completely, while our Stamp Collection is a lasting pleasure and an asset
with an incredible profit potential. Whatever our budget, the profit will ,'be

in proportion.
Yours sincerely,

11. L. KATCHER
(Managing Director)

THAT THE MANUSCRIPT OF OUR 197e CATALOGUE, WITH THOUSANDS
OF PRICE INCREASES, 13 AT THE PRINTERS.

While on recent purchases we can no longer hold our 1978 prices,
it is always our practice to give clients the advantage of purchasing
from established stocks at old prices until the end of October.

You are invited to make use of this favourable interim period -
write now for Approval selections, while old prices still apply.

For clients' convenience, both here and abroad, we are pleased
to advise that payments can now be made to us through Access, American Express,
Visa (Bank Americard) and Mastercharge Credit Cards.

PM, APS H.L.KATCHER SPA, ASDA

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD., P.O. Bo40440fate, LONDON N5 4LW, Tel. 01-348-0296

Dear Mrs. Rawnsley,
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THE POSTAL HISTORY OF MENZIKEN
By M. ROTHERFOORD

Exactly halfway between Aarau and Lucerne in the valley of the dyne, CantonAargau, 550 m. above sea level, lies Menziken. Formerly a farming village, nowwith some light industry, it had only a postal depot from 1845 to 1850 when a:postoffice was opened. -Until 1904 the post went by horse-coach to Aarau, then when the
Wynentalbahn
opened, by
train. In 1941
French and
Polish prison-
ers-of-war were
located there.
An Automobil-
post, MK, Was
there during
the 9th Swiss
Workers Travel
Association
Festival 20/21
August. When
the postal code
number was in-
cluded in the
3 newly-made
hand usacell-
ers in 1965 the
first ones were
without the 6
of the Postal
District, so
had to be modi-
fied a year
later and a 4th
was added in
1976. On 2nd
Dec. 1965 a
Local Publicity
Date-stamp was
issued.

Ail these
details 'I. ex-
tracted from a
recent article
in the "Wynen-
taler Blatt",
the local news-
paper, but the
illustrations
I got direct
from the author,
Armin Hess, to
give the best
reproduction
possible. Local
paws are
always keen to
publish suchphilatelic articles, especially with illustrations of old poatcoaehes etc., as inthis case. I thought this article would be of interest to members as it shows a goodcross-section of the different types of postmark.

The straight-line marks, except the first, would not normally.be found on stamps, or letters, they are for internal postal use only. Note that they still use thelarge "T" for postage due, and not the small "T" in a circle. The last day of theTPO - 21st May, 1977 - was mentioned in the 'News Letter' of June 1977, togetherwith the cds used.
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LONDON GROUP

1978.

11 Oct. THE PREPARATION OF ENTRIES FOR
COMPETITIOW- Guest Speaker:

Mr. A. J. Branston

8 Nov. A.G.M. & AUCTION

13 Dec. FRANCE & SWITZERLAND - Guest
Speaker: Mr. C. S. Holder

10 Jan, FILM EVENING - Organised by
CCdr. R. F. Bulstrode

14 Feb. STRUBELIS - All Members
14 Mar. ODDS & ENDS - All Members
lehte 7 Apr. VISIT TO WANSTEAD &

LEYTONSTONE P.S.
11 Apr. ANNUAL COMPETITION

9 May THE POSTS OF GENEVA -
Major C. J. LaBlonde

All meetings (except 7 Apr.) on
the 2nd Wednesday evening of each month
at Stanley Gibbons' Auction Room, Drury
House, Russell Street, London WC2

6.30 - 8.30 P.m.

We look forward to seeing as many
as possible of our Members at these
meetings. Visitors will also be very
welcome.

NORTHERN GROUP
PROGRAMME 1971319

16 Sept. THE STANDING HELVETIA ISSUES
(Disc. Leader: Mr. Hoyle)

7'Oct,„" CHAIRMAN'S DISPLAY

e Nov. THEMATICS - (Disc. Leaders
Mr. Arthur)

2 Dec. THE POSTAL HISTORY of NORTH-
WEST SWITZERLAseD -
(Disc. Leader: Mr. Wilson) 

DID YOU KNOW?
• that in a recent BBZ there was an
article "Brief aus Chicago" by a certain
FxG (I wonder who that could be?) in
which the American Philatelic Society havei
put the Lemanex block on their long list
of unnecessary issues, too big and too
expensive. Quite right too, but for the,
PTT to be put into the same list as those
countries which produce virtually 'nothing
else, is a bit unjust.

• that the Fr.1.30 "Sun" of the 1973
Architecture series is likely to become
the key value. Only to be found now in
sets of singles at the Phil. Counter, bu
perhaps at some small POs still. Used
is anyway difficult to find in good stet

....  that Z.F2 has been given the FD of
30.449 (i.e. before the No.-value!)
until now, when an article by Hr E. auf
der Maur in the latest BBZ throws the
whole matter opens Virtually 60 years
late he has discovered that 5 previous
flights were made by the Swiss Air Force
from Dubendorf-Bern-Lausanne, and back.
The reason being that the SBB was short
of coal, also strikes were holding up the
trains, so that delays of up to 3 hours
were being felt in Post deliveries, such
as Ulrich to Bern. Shows what can still I
be discovered to-day in an area thought 0
have been very thoroughlyeresearched.

..... that all Lemanex exhibitors receivedi
a copy of an 80 page AS book in French
"Les Postes du Valais" by Louis Vuille,
of which one hears excellent reports, but
I cannot yet say where a copy may be !

obtained, as it was published by the
Lemanex Organisational Committee.

• that Michel have also now brought
out a "Specialised Swiss/Liechtenstein"
catalogue at DM16.-.

• that on 3rd July 2 further automatic

label vending machines were installed in
Basel and Lucerne, exact place not known
so far, to me.

..... that the answer to Question No. 73
is that there are quite a lot of castles
and fortifications, sometimes ruins only,
shown on Swiss stamps. In the PP group,
1938 Laupen, '42 Geneva, '44 Mesocco, PP
Schaffhausen '30 & '41. Fribourg also in
'30, Sion '34 & also on MPO issue 153e
Among specials I can find only 2 - '48
Neuchatel and '58 Nyon, In definitive
series are some interesting ones; but
often the military-to-civil relationship

is difficult to determine. In old 1935
Landscapes are the 5 & 10c. values. In
the Historical Buildings series are Basel,
Lenzburg, Bern, Luzern, Neuchatel, Schaff-
hausen, Porrentruy, Frauenfeld & Liestal.

that Question No.74 is: which
stamps show military uniforms & arms, to
make up an interesting thematic-type min
collection. M. RUTHERFOORD

6 Jan. INTERNAENT POSTS - (Disc,
Leader: Mr. Gilarist)

3 Feb. ENVELOP1S, WRAPPERS k SEMI-
OFFICIAL CARDS -.
(Disc. Leaders. Dr. Ritchie)

3 Mar. SLOGANS - (Disc.. Leader:
Mr. Highs ted

7etpr. A.G.M. and BOURSE
28 Apr. Y.P.A. CONVENTION

Meetings held in the LAWRENCE dATEe
MIDDLE SCHOOL, Stainbeck Lane, Leeds,
at 2 p.m.

The Chairman, Dr. A. Meston, the
Secretary, Mr. R. A. Hoyle look forward

to welcoming Members to these meetings,

NEW 'X' CANCEL: As from 2 Sept.

6468 ATTINGHAUSEN - das gastliches
Urner Ort



40 Rp. SCORPIO - the scorpion - 5 cols. ochre/green/red/blue/black
50 Rp, .SACITARIUS - the archer - 5 cols. yell-ochre/red/grn-blue/

ultramarine/black
80 Rp. CAPRICORN - the goat - 5 cols. brn-ochre/greenired/ultramarinei

black
Fr.1.90 AQUARIUS - the water-bearer - 5 cols. lemon/gm/red/blue/black

Designer, Louis Jager, Vaduz
Printings Photogravure by Courvoisier S.A.
Sises, 26 x 41 mm, in sheets of 20

B. Special stamps SIGNS OF THE ZODIAC - 3rd series

Values &
1/22.1iMV 

The following issues will appear on 7th September:
A. Special stamps gatiLaacULEDAU of Liechtenstein*
Values & 40 Rp. Prince Karl (15691627) - 4 eole. brnibrn-blk/silver/black
Dcaignsi 50 Rp. Prince Johann-Adam (1662-1712) - 4 cols. grn-ol./dk-grn/gold/

blk-brown
80 Rp, Prince Josef-Wensel (1696-1772) - 4 cols. blue/dk.blueisilveri

black

• Designer:, Max Hunziker, Ztrich
,Printinv Photogravure by Courvoisier S.A.

.11.1av 26 x 36 min, in sheets of 20.

Special covers with appropriate vignettes will be issued and an FD cancel.
Maximum cards are to be issued for both sets,

SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS 

zumsbein+de 1. Iiithlaas_s_t_c_BatztAksalar -
Published on let Zeptember 1978

psw C ALOGUE S:

' EUROPE 1 and
N - in colour

jimum Catalogue EUROPE ma - vol. 1
Western Europe (all CEPT countries plus
German Democratic Republic.) Zzige.A15x.

TE N Catalogue EUROPE 1979 - Vol. 2
aste;.12 Europe (all Socialist countries,

incl. the German Democratic Republic
but without Yugoslavia). &ice £15.-

- EMSTEINANIMBIADAIMOTTENSTEIN 1979
11 Swiss stamps in colour! Price £5.40

Please order catalogues from
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,

42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E 7LW

Supplements to the Europe catalogue are
published in the "Berner Briefmarken-
Zeitung".

The SPECIALISED CATALOGUE 

. Switzerland/Liechtenstein, XXII Edition,
was published in May 1978.

For fine, first-class stamps - RARITIES
OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE - send your
Want Lists to

zurnsbein+de
Propr. Bertsch + Cie,. P.O. Box 2585,

CH-3001 BERNE

Aargauerfest. A cancel will be
Used in Lenzburg from 25-27 August. .

2. . (/...2JLeArg_s_FLO 'C',
A pictorial cancel will be used from

25 August to 30th December.

A Pine Collection depends on
quality, and those unusual items
that raise its standard above the
ordinary.

Let me help you in the search
for those elusibe but worth-while
Stamps or covers 'while they are still
to be found.

Varieties and flaws provide
added interest - selections can be
sent on approval.

Pre-stamp covers are full of
interest and cover a wide field of
cancellations.

If aerophilately is your
choice, then stamps and flight covers
are a 'Must".

Whatever you seek write now
tot

J.S.ARMSTRONG
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,

M ORECAMB E,
Lancs, L14 6PN
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SEPTEMBER NEW ISSUES
Two sets of stamps will be issued on 14th September 1978, as follows:

A, SPECIAL STAMPS - Series I. Instead of commemorating separate events the pet

will consist of 3 stamps designed to promote =

SAFETY 'ININDUSTRY, for despite great efforts the number of oc
cupational "accidents

and diseases is still high in Switzerland. The Swiss National Acciden
t Insurance

(SUVA) is using these stamps to draw attention to one of its main conce
rns, safety

at work, The stamps are arranged in the sheet in chess ..
board fashions

1231231231 .......
3123123123 .......
2312312312
1231231231 .......
once again provid-
ing scope for many
combinations of
values.

. Values_ &
Designs I

Designer:
12=W

Parqr:

40 Hp. Worker wearing goggles, and part of a machine
*
40 Hp. 11 respirator, and chemical equipment

40 Hp. safety helmet, and :scaffolding

Beat M
g
der, Zimmerwald

Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A. (composite sheet)

36 i 26 mm. in 2 sheets of 50 stamps

White, with luminous substance, without fibres

ality.

or we

,
. sti.

These are issued at irregular internals and depict

outstanding men'and women of Swiss Of foreign nation.,"

There are 4 values as follows.:

B. PORTRAIT STA1M-1M.

Abbe Joseph Beset Henri Domani Cart Gustav Jong Auguste Plccard

1879-14151 1628-1910 1675-1961 1884-1962

20 Rp. MJEJIAL_MTP11 - .. Born at Sales in the GruOte district of Gt. ?rib
on 7 Oct. 1879. At an' early age the musically

gifted pupil decided to become a priest.  After ordination in 1905 and a 3 year

vicarate in Geneva he WAS appointed music -teacher at the Hauterive teachers train

ing college near Fribourg.  He conducted several choirs, among them the "Groupe

choral fribourgeois' and the qinsons t (boys' choir) of which he was a co-founder

and in 1923 was appointed choirmaster at St. Nicholas' collegiate church in
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Fribourg. His own compositions range from church music and hymns to choral music

for festivals and songs of popular appeal. His "Vieux chalet" went around the

world. For health reasons he retired to Clarens on Lake Geneva In 1948 where he

died on 10 Feb. 1951.

40 Hp. JEAN HENRI DUNANT. Swiss philanthropist and founder of the International

Red Gross, was born in Geneva on 8 May 1828. As a

young businessman he travelled widely in Europe for his investment and induetrial

company. He was Present at the Battle of Solferino in 1859 and helped to rescue

the wounded. Moved by the sight of so much suffering he urged the formation of
voluntary aid, societiesfor the relief of war victims, and asked that medical

service to the military sick and wounded be neutral.  His efforts resulted in the

International Conference of 1863 and the 16 nation Conference of 1864 that adopted

the "Geneva Convention" and established the Red Cross. Because of his humanitarian

work Dunant neglected his own business interests and ultimately was unable to avert
financial ruin. Impoverished and disappointed he travelled aimlessly in Europe

and later retreated to the village of Heiden, high above Lake Constance.  After

years of poverty he found late recognition and was awarded the first Nobel Peace

Prize (shared with Frederic Passy) in 1901. He died at Heiden in 1910.

70 Hp. 101...J211Easmii. . Swiss psychiatrist and founder of analytical psychology,
• was born at Kesswil, Ct. Thurgau, on 26 July 1875. -

In 1879 the family moved, to Basle where he was educated and studied medicine. From

1900-1909 Jung worked in the University Psychiatry Clinic in ZUrich (MD 1902). At

the same time he lectured on psychoneuroees and psychology until 1913 when his

private practice at Kussnacht (ZH) became too large.  During this -period also had

meetings with Sigmund Freud. Extensive study trips to Africa, Asia and America,

as well as lectures at the most important universities of Europe and the United

States, led to a large number of publications on analytical and complex psychology

and also mythology, 1933 Jung resumed his lectureship at Ulrich, and in 1944

became professor of 'medical' psychology at the University of Basle. At this time

he continued hl.e scientific and literary work, producing a steady stream of papers
on problems of the human psyche and on contemporary issues until his death on

6 June 1961.

80 Hp. AUGUSTE PICCANDa The twin brothers Auguste and Jean Piccard were barn
at Basle on 28 Jan.. 1884. Both graduated from the

Federal Institute of Technology in Ulrich, Auguste as a mechanical engineer and'

Jean as a chemiet. Auguste returned to Zurich to teach and later went to the

University of Brussels as professor of physics (1922)-h-  His interest in the atmo
s

phere, meteorology, cosmic rays and atomic physics led him to the use of free

balloons for research in these fields. On 27 May 1931 he ascended in an aluminium

sphere attached toa hydrogen balloon, from Augsburg, Bavavia, to an altitude of

15,946 m., the first stratosphere flight in history. The following year asending

from DUbendorf near ,ZUrich on 18 August, he reached 16,940 m. In the 1940s he

turned his attention to the ocean, making several notable dives in a bathyscapne

of his own design. With a new bathyscaphe, the 'Trieste', he descended to (lentils

of up to 3,160 m. Auguste Piccard died on 25 March 1952 at his home on Lake Geneva.

20, 40, 70 & 80 Hp. Portraits as detailed above.

Max Boegli, Neuchatel

Karl Bickel Jr.. Walenstadt

Rotary line engraving by the ETT Stamp Printing Wurks Bern

24 x 29 mm. in 4 sheets of 50 stamps .

White, with luminous substance,'without fibres

A commemorative cover foreeach net will beissued, and the same simple
cancellation will be used. Folders ihd0011ection sheets will be
as usual.

Values:

kesillatt
Engraver:
Printing:
Size:
,Papers

First Day
available

NORTHERN GROUP HO RANEE

It has been found necessary to transpose two of the dates shown on the

published programme: NOV. 4th will now be on SLOGANS, and MARCH 3rd on THEMATICS.
Please amend your programme,

-----e0o
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THE ZURICF1 POST & ITS POSTMARKS
By E. J. Rawnsley Part II

By a treaty of 21 November 1828 between France and Canton Zdrich, Which
came into effect from 1 April 1829, letters from 'Cantons Schwyz, Zug, Thurgau,
Glarus and Graubanden, routed through ZUrich to exchange offices at Huningue (for
France) and Ltirrach(in'Baden, for Germany) used the mark
'LZ' Lettre zurichoise - with the tax amount in Kreutzer,
i,e. LZ/8 Kr (or 12 or 16 Kr.) in black or red (Fig. 5). 8. K rLater, by a new postal convention of 26 July 1845 these
were replaced by a more simple 'TZ' (Transit zurichoise'
in a double frame in black (the scarcest) in 1845 and in
red from 1846-480

There were many experimental types of postmarks which were tried out
during this eriod. Among these were two unusual half circles used in 1851/2.
(Figs. 7 & 8

Figs. 5 & 6

Fig.- 7

Large circular postmarki
mm. diem.) were ordered

from France in 18330 At
first these had a small
cantonal shield at the base,
replace4-4n 1841-52 by a
star or ornaments. On these,
particularly at first, the
name of the month was given
in French, i.e. AVRIL for
April or AOUT for August, Fig. 8

Letters to Germany,
in transit through Zarich
received an oval mark
"Auslag von Zfirich", of
which there are 6 types,
the first two (18054)
in cursive . sctipt (Fig. 9
the remainder similar to
that shown in Fig. 100
These provided space -

the amount due to Zurich for

For the next few years letters to destinations outside Switzerland bore
not only the postmark of departure but many additional markings designed to indi-
cate the route to be followed and the charges to be levied. A particularly good
example i3 a cover (Fig. 11), dated 10 April 1840 from Zurich to London with less
less than 8 marks: 'Franco Gronze' and 'Franco frontiers', '7/AEJF' (kffranchi
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in a diamond in red and route mark 'SUISSE/BELFORT'stranger jupeu'a la frontiere
also in red. As if
this were not enough'
it is backstamped
'HUNINGUE'; Paris 11th
Aug. in blue and London
arrival mark 15th April
1840 - 5 days, no
longer than to-days

Still more types
of postmarks were tried
out using smaller

Figs. 12 & 13
single or double circ-
ular cancels, very many in red, among them some with day and mOnth only, or with
the last-two year date:numerals at the foot (Figs.' 11 & 13).

Occasionally a small circular mark can be found with no town name, only
the full date. In Use from 1838-44 it was a ZUrich arrival mark, as shown on the
cover in Fig. 14, applied to the reverse of covers when they reached Zurich. in

Fig. 11

Fig. 14

this example, in which the month - NOV. - is inverted, it was sent from St. Gallen
to Ulrich on 25 Nov. 1843. The use of this mark on stamps, although known - I
possess an example on a Strubel - was unofficial.

Meanwhile, however, a major development occurred in March
issue of the first Swiss adhesive stamps, the 'Zurich 4 & 6', based
Black' of Great Britain. The 4Rp..was for,letters.within the
district of any one post-office, i.e. a local rate, and the 6 Rp.
for letters within the Canton.

A special cancellation was used on these stamps, the
so-called 'rosette', akin to the Maltese Cross of„G.B. (Fig. 15),
which WEIS to be in red for the 4 Rp. and in black for the 6 Rp.,
instructions not always adhered to. These were used from 1843
to 1853.

(To be'continued)



  

Another year, another exchange packet season is over.

It was a good season with 39
g more material (in value) and, therefore,

many more packets than last season, In fact £9,372 of material made up 
into 48 .

packets was circulated and sales amounted to £3,810, 41% of material circulated

(altho this figure was lower in relation to previous years).  The
re was a very

interesting phenomenon in the year, namely that sales dropped off most dramatically

after the middle of January, altho there were plenty of packets going around until

mid-April. The packet surplus, including interest, transferred to central funds

is £160,

I wish particularly to thank the contributors, without whom there would
be no packet. Also to thank the many 

.people who sent me their thanks and good

wishes and helped in other ways, including letting me have their postal codes and
phone numbers. Every address has a vestal code and I cannot understand why some
members cannot be bothered to get. to know theirs and let me have the information.

Chelmsford Sorting Office is about to be automated and using the postal code will

expedite communications. I also want to know phone numbers and I am certain some

members are holding back this information, Sometimes I-do neecito trace a packet
or issue new instructions urgently, for instance to stop the packet being sent to a

house where the member has died, to avoid embarrassment, and the telephone is the

quickest way of getting in touch.

The most serious black spot in the running of the packet is "switching"

of material and one member last season has been doing Just .this: I have 4 pretty
good idea who it is, altho this person is still on the packet circuit. I appeal
to all members always to check thru the packet carefully,' annotate the booklet with
any irregularities, sign the entry, and let me have details as quickly as possible.

Other points:

1. Ettes_lena_Lax_mal_glaets in pat.p.gmel, The insurance policy is quite
explicit, packets must only be sent singly. If a member has 2 packets at any
time, will he please phone me for instructions. The circuits are planned so

that this should not happen, but sometimes things go wrong.

2. The Exchange Packet is _Qakt operative in the United Kingdom, i.e. England,
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland - the areas covered by the British Post
Office. The packet must Amu be sent out of England, Scotland, Wales or

-
Northern Ireland * lolv the insurance dose sid oblrer -the Channel Ielandet
Isle of Man etc. (Not does it cover posting in Switzerland.)

3. Do not refer to Philately in any way on the packet wrapping or the outer cover

of any correspondence sent thru the post. Do not address me as ...'Helvetia
Philatelic Society The practice contravenes insurance regulations on

the one hand and you could be rendering the greatest disservice possible to
the addressee. Tou cannot be too careful.

4. Put vgyr name and address as sender's details on the packet, so in cane it
cannot be delivered it can be returned to you* If this does occur please
contact me.

5 0 I cannot operate a credit service. Two members have tried to pay me lump sum
from which their purchases were to he debited._ If I had a computer terminale

at,heme I might. consider it. 'Cash (cheque, postal order) with advice note

please-.

6. Wban posting the packet, check the address carefully. We had 3 'near' lessee
last season because of mia-addressinge. I have tried to make the poStal list
clearer to help you*

Why .do.Iehaveto write all this? Because it is necessary, because some-
body somewhere in the Society has tried all these things!

And now I will post 16 packets to start off the new season. Some very
interesting material. For the Moment booklets of stamps rather than postmarks or

covers would be preferable. Good hunting! 70200
*e .

t'f.' .
JPECIAL  CANCELLATION - A National Costume Festival was held i s> 1

/1\
in Lucerne from 8 - 10 Sept. The e kla1g)

attractive mobile PO cancellation, depicting a girl in national kr,dressed, was used and read: '6000 LUZERN - EIDG. TRACHTENFEST ..-ee
LUZERN. lieeTs-r U.513'
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PUZZLE CORNER Members' Questions Answered

by M. Rutherfoord

Some Members have asked me about the Swiss stamps which are still valid.

This was actually the Question No. 1 of my "Do You Know" column way back in June
1972.

In 1967 the PTA ,published i full list of all valid stamps as of the

1st January 1967. They also summarised' previous announcements as follows:

ALL STAMPS valid on let October 1961 and all following issues, will
remain valid, except for surcharged stamps.

All Pro Juventute and Pro Petria stamps issued in 1964, and following

issues, will remain valid.

This was.followed.by illustrations of the following stamps. (hotel

colour of paper or printing does not affect validity).

A. Definitives 

1. High values of 1938 (3)
2. Medium values of 3.941 (9)
3. Low values of 1949 (9)
4. Postal Messengers of 1960 (4)
5. Historical Bui1din5s 1960-66 (21)
6. High Values 1961 (4)

B. Mobile PO *rid A1ca,19537,66 (5)

C. Special Stemps, without surcharge

1. Publicity 1961-66 (34) .
2. Europa 1957-66 (16)

D. §0.9.1.1.§L.M.Mat with surcharge

1. Pro Petrie 1964-66 (12)
2. Pro Juventute 1964-66 (12)
3. Miniature Sheets 1963..65 (2)

Postal Stationery 

1, Aerogramme 1962 (1)
2. Newspaper Wrappers 1938 (1)
3. Postcards - 1935 10c. (z No.

1951 25c. (
1959 30c. on 25c.

30c.
1965 10c.

E.

115 and all similar 10c.)\
155, 156)
(z No. 158, 159)
( " 160)
( " 164) (Total 5)

Since then, of course, all Swiss stamps have been issued with unliiited
validity, thus removing a continuous bone of contention,

DID YOU KNOW? THAT THE MANUSCRIPT OF OUR 1979 cAy40Guig, WITH THOUSANDS
OF PRICE INCREASES, IS AT THE PRINTERS.

While on recent purchases we can no longer hold our 1978 prices,
it is always our practice to give clients the advantage of purchasing
from established stocks at old prices until the end of October.

You are invited to make use of this favourable interim period -
write now for Approval selections, while old prices still apply.

For clients' convenience, both here and abroad, we are pleased
to advise that payments can now be made to us through Access, American Express,
Visa (Bank Americard) and,Mastercharge Credit Cards.

PTS, APS H L.KATCH ER SPA, ASDA

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD., P.O. Box 242, Highgate, LONDON N5 4LW, Tel. 01-348-0296

-----o0o



PTT SURPRISE ISSUE 24.8.1978

The PTT Amtsblatt No. 33 announced
the followings

The paper company is no longer able

to manufacture the paper used for the

current higher value definitive series.

"Architecture & Artwork" (uncoated, with

luminous substance and violet fibres).

In orda1Lot to be forced to print the

evettie ser es on new paper all at once,
only the twj, most commonly ed sii.ii4.

S (Fr11.-eLa anne Cathedral and Fr.2.-
Oriel wi ow, Schaffhauaenk will be

'---1
apri .ur eoe the current pape th.eeee,

ous substance but without fibres.

On the other hand the PTT Printing

Works has a quantity of the earlier paper

which is coated and has luminous sub-

stance and violet fibres.----entia, large

supply must beeesed up as soon as
possible and since printing one atam

which is. usedin large quantities w

do this thef40 Rp. of the "Folklo e"

('thehe Escalade, Geneva) will bee
printed oh eehis "Fibre-paper efor about

one year. --------------- ---
These three values printed on

different paper will not be delivered to

new issue subscribers: they may, however

be purchased after 24 August 1978 at all
philatelic offices. Mail orders should

be sent to the PTT, 3030 Bern, Early

ordering of the stamps was not possible.

No first day covers were prepared and

no special cancel used. Poet-offices

will receive the new stamps only after
existing supplies have been used up.

(Translated by C. J. LaBlonde)

(Editqr's Note; Owing to recent delays
European mail we regret

that this information was net received

in time for inclusion in last month's
issue.)

MORE NEW ISSUE NEWS

A new inland poetal stationery

poeteard, value 40 Rp., was issued on
14th Sept. 1978.

Tee imprinted stamp bears only
the figures '40'. One colour printing
by the .Stamp Printing Works in Vern,

on ehmtie44tinted paper with watermark
and phosphor bend. The FD cancel was
the same as that used for the new stamp
issues on the same date.

NEW I CANCELS

As from 11 Sept.
6611 LOCO - Museo Onsernonese (K.705)

3081 BIEL (VS) - Grafschaft -
As from 18 Sept.

Familiene
(E0706)Ferien das ganze Jahr

DID YOU KNOW?
,.... that the newest sub-office to be
opened in =rich is "TMC" as it is

situated in a new 7-storey "Textil und.
Mode Center". . This complex, on the

clearway to the
Airport, houses about
200 textile and c

s

.)`071-7t1P-.'\Ae. ,

led area. (As illus.)

\fso!:!!::143:::!!:

P o

p 

.0„ which will also

• that in connection with the issue

develop-

 phosphorescent

;;-.4.675 tn

Nit

paper (see details in Column 1), eltho

a FD of 24.8.78 was announced for. sales

from the Philatelic Counters, no New
Issue service was provided, but sent-in

collectors' FDCs were still being PI)

cancelled on the 31st. It was not

stated if all future reprints of ether

values will be announced.

....  that with the reprint of the 40c.

Geneva Escalade stamp on the same date,
vioietefibred paper, we have just

the opposite to the above. No other

values will be reprinted on this paper.

• that the next show in the PTT
Museum will be on. "Ship Posts on the

Swiss Lakes until 12.11.78.

that 28 years after the Air India

plane "Malabar Princess", on its way

from Bombay and Cairo to Geneva and

London, crashed on Mont Blanc at a
height of 4747 m., one of its post bags

has been found at the toot of a glacier
and the contents distributed to 11 differ
ent European countries. I wonder if
the covers were stamped "Delayed by
Glacier Mail"?
.......  that the answer to Question No.74
is a bit difficult. Should one include
the Tell Boy and Father with their cross-
bows? I suggest the 1938 Fr.10 with a
helmeted soldier,' and of course the 1941

Historical Figures, and the 1965 20c,
girl, but the 1974 40c. shows a target
pistol, not a military weapon. The PJ
30e. of 1921-25 show soldiers in differ-
ent uniforms, but should one include the
PP 1948 frontier guard, the 1950 target
shooting and the 1975 50c. daggers?
.......  that I don't think the PTT would
have decided to issue the 40e. SUVA
se-tenant sheet on 14th•Sept., if they
had known at the time what a fuss would
be made about the 'Lemanex' miniature

sheet with all its combinations, or
would they?

• that this brings me to the inevi-
table question No. 751 How many stamps
are needed to obtain a full set of single
pairs, stripe of 3, blocks ef 4 and 6?

M. RUTHERFOORD
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PHILATELIC INSURANCE

It is with great regret that

we have been advised of the death

of
• DR. E. A. SCHOENBERGER

of Hamilton, New Zealand, a keen

philatelist and a member of our

Society since 1952.

DON'T FORGET 

New season's meetings:

Northern Group - October 7th -
CHAIRMAN'S DISPLAY

London Group - October llth -
PREPARATION OF ENTRIES FOR

, COMPETITION

gECiaL CANCELLATION:

A special cancellation used at the

International Philatelic Exhibition on

the theme of religion, on 22-24 Sept.,

marks 25th anniversary of the Swiss

Group of the Guild of St. Gabriel. at

Einsiedeln and depicts the Madonna and

Child.
.111m1,011100MbOIONamINS0.1096.1.

ZUMSTEUN +
Published on 1st September 1978

4EW CATALOGUE qj

pROPE v lume ...• And

WITZERLAND LIECHTENSTEIN - in colour.

4SMSTEIN, Catalogue EUROPE 1979 , - Vol. 1

Western Europe (all CEPT countries plus

German Democratic Republic) .1.11,2t.Sliaz

ZUMSTEIN Catalogue EILRSA.q.„19.2i - Vol. 2
Eastern Europe (all Socialist countries,

incl. the German Democratic Republic,

but without Yugoslavia). L' EL -

142.1011 -1iLLMAIALLIAEcaTENsTEIN 1,97$

all 'Jwiss stamps in colour: ?rice 43,40.

Please order catalogues from

HARRIS PUB,ACATIONS LTD.,

42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E 7LW

Supplements to the Europe catalogue are

published in the "Berner Briefmarken7,

Zeitung".

The SECIALISED C TALOGUE

Switzerland Liechtenstein, XXII Edition,
.,

was published in May 1978.

For fine, first-class stamps - RARITIES

OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE - send your

Want Lists to

zumsbein de
Propr. Hertsch + Cie, P.O. Box 2585,

CH-3001 BERNE

Mr. J. Radford, who contributed
the article on this subject last month,

advises us of important new developments:

1. Cover will now apply to material at

or in transit to or from all phila-

telic exhibitions and fairs in the

United Kingdom.

2. The following limits are increased:

) in a package not sent at carrier's
risk or by registered post or

Compensation Fee service from £15 to £25.

(ii) any one package - from £1,000 to

£2,000 (or the total sum insured

by the policy, if less)

(iii) on unspecified single items -

from £100 to £500.

The rates charged for these policies

have been increased in Inner London but
in most cases elsewhere are considerably
reduced. A minimum of £4 is now charged.

It is recommended that when renewing

a policy the value of a collection should

be reviewed and adjusted to accommodate

inflated values and possible additions

during the coming year. Failure to

maintain full insurance could affect loss

settlements.

AUTUMN is the time to take

a good look at one's collection and

decide on new lines of study or start

to prepare displays or entries for

competition.,

Let me know your requirements,

either by sending Wants Lists or

requesting selections on Approval.

STAMPS - all issues - mint or us

LIRMAILS 7 stamps and covers;

POSTAL HiqUai and ZWAL=LICAEAL:

Kerb; MARKS; SOLDIER STAEW

lkaa; VARIETIES etc. etc.

J.S.ARMSTRONG

14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,

MORhCAMBE

Lancs. LA4 6PN
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SWITZERLAND'S 23rd CANTON
For 32 years the region of north-west Switzerland which, under Napoleonic

occupation became the Dept, du Mont Terrible, French-speaking and mainly Catholic

has sought separation from the German-speaking, largely Protestant Canton Bern,
under whose jurisdiction it was placed at the Congress of Vienna in 1815.

25th September, the day after the result was announced.
simple but striking design it depicts the Federal shield,
with that of the Jura, heraldically: Per pale: dexter
argent the head of a crosier gules; sinister: berry of
seven gulag and argent, which has been used for many
years as the arms of the former Jura-Bernois, as shown
in the illustration from a PTT leaflet of August 1957.

Other details are:

Desiener:

Now, at last, by an -
overwhelming majority of
more than 80, the
national referendum held
on Sunday, 24th September
1978, voted for the
establishment of a 23rd
Canton - JURA - to he
added to the Confeder-
ation, the first for 150
years.

The new Canton consists
of three regions: Delemont
(Deleberg), ?ranches.-
Nontagnes (Freiberg.) and
Porrentruy (Pruntrut).

The outcome of the
referendum was such a
foregone conclusion that
the PT? was able to issue
a special 40c. commemor-
ative stamp on Monday,
Of
together

Aillv As
or

Validity:

Values

long as stocks last
until 28 Feb. 1979

'Unlimited

40c. - 3 colours, white,

red and black

Courvoisier S.A.

Zajalag: Roto-gravure by Courvoisier S.A. on white paper, luminescent, without
fibres

Form cylinders 2 sheets (A & B) of 50 stamps. 36 x 26 us, -

Because of the speed with which it was issued no commemorative covers
(cont.)



We apologise to members, particular-
ly those overseas, for the delay which
occurred in the despatch of our September
'News Letter', due to the 'loss' in the
post of the parcel en route from the
printers.

When just about to order a reprint-
ing, it turned up, having taken 17 days
in transit, due to industrial trouble at
the parcel depot at Redhill.

It is hoped by using an alternative
means of transport, to avoid further delay
at least until the Post Office have
sorted themselves out and caught up on
the backlog.

WITZERLAND ' S rg...9.11= (Cont.)

were available, nor was any First Day
cancel used.

However, covers franked for 25th
Sept. are available from the Philatelic
Bureau in Bern, but only the normal
bureau cancellation will be applied.
Also available from the Kreispostdirek-
tion: 2001 Neudhiktel, cancelled '2001
Delemont

s
, if applications are marked.

'Canton Jura'.
New cancellers are being put into

use with 'JU' replacing the former 'BE'
in the postmark. (See also p. 79).
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E3PE AWARD
We ate Very pleased to announce

that bound volume of the 12 issues
for 1977 of our 'HELVETIA NEWS LETTER'
has been awarded a Bronze medal at this

,
year's Exhibition. This is our second,
the previous one being at 'Philympia'
in 19700

T
his is ,a Society triumph, for

without the many fine Articles conttib-
uted by members, both here and overseas
it would

.
not have been achieved and our

thanks go to all who have helped towards
our suceess.

Rua ..B.A§,a_221.10_ 1„

With the increasing interest now
being taken in revenue stamps, the pub-
lication of a neatly bound booklet of
25 page:: in the 'European Philately'
series, on the "BASLE POLICE REVENUES"
is a most useful and interesting addi-
tion to any library of Seise philatelic
literature.

A short but comprehensive account
is given of the stamps and their uses,
followed by an illustrated listing of
each type issued from 1860-1939, in
many cases including complete sheets,
and also covering the more modern issues
for the Grenzpolisei of 1927-40.

The booklet is obtainable from
J. Barefoot (Investments) Ltd. 1978,
85, Saltergate, CHESTERFIELD, Derbyshire
540 1JB at £1.50 (U.S. $3.00). Trade:
£9.00 (u.s. $18.00 for 10.

1. Henri. , Dueeni. In recognition of the
150th anniversary of his birth, a

special4ictorial cancel was used on 24
Oct. in Geneva, It depicts Dunant as
on the portrait stamp just issued, and
reads: , '1200 GENEVE - 24,10.78 - 150
ANS HENRI DURANT - 1828-1978'.

2 * 9.44.1,92§,, St. Gallen - a special
caneel was used from 12-22 October.

3. A very attractive slogan cancel will
be used on-28/29 October to cele-

brate :
the i 75 years of the Stamp Exchange

Club of Bern:

75Jahre
Briefmarken-

tauschklub
Bern

1903-1978

SWISS AT THE ROYAL
At a meeting of the Royal Phila-

telic Society., held on 5th October, Herr
Hans Hunziker Shove* a selection of most
unusual items * In his accompanying talk
he dealt particularly with "Swiss Used
Abroad" - the various postal agencies
establiehed on the borders between
Switzerland, Italy and France (together
with one in Austria). These: are becom-
ing very difficult to find nowadays and
among the many fine covers and cancels
shown was the rare Monte Splu g

a. Then
followed some superb covers of the lake
steamer cancels, notably the short-lived
oneson the Jura lakes,

A further selection covered the
use of telegraph stamps and cancellations
on cover, and finally the 'Gratis' and
Other labels and cancels used during the
Franco-Prueeian War Of 1870-71.

It was a great privilege to see
such an outstanding display and to learn
something of the historical background.

TOURIST PUBLICITY cAggEL - from 27 Oct.

8117 DIESBACH (GL) und Betschwanden
(K.708)

TOURIST PUBLICITY

- As from 16th Sept.:
3981 GRENGIOLS Ruhiger Fe snort

K.707)
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THE ZURICH POST & ITS POSTMARKS
By E. J. Rawneley Part III

The postal services were placed under the adminiretration of the Confeder-
ation as from January tat, 1849, and one of the first acts was to divide the country
into the 11 postal districts which exist to-day. Ulrich, comprising the Cantons of
Ulrich, Zug, Schaffhausen and Thurgau became District VIII. Tariffs based on
distance were created, first in 4 *rayons' or-sones - later reduced to 3 - and
rates based on weight, and the firet. Federal stamps. the 'Poste Locale' and
' Ortspost were issued.

Among the many instructions issued by the Postal Dept, dated 9 September,
185O, the following points are of interest:

"Postage stamps are to be affixed in the upper left-hand corner on
the address -aide of letters. The stamps on letters handed in to a despatching
office to be obliterated with the letters 'PP'. Letters posted without
stamps or insufficiently stamped to be forwarded without delay and the amount
of the deficiency marked in red ink on the cover so that it may be collected
on delivery."

Despite these directions kinstamped' - as distinct from 'pre-stamp* -
letters continued to be sent, even in such a large city as Zarich and can be found
up to about 1860. Note the date on Fig. 20.

Another idea for obliterating stamps was introduced in
1851-, the 'grille' or 'lozenge' consisting of diagonal bars form-

.11116.

a diamond shape. (Fig. 16). The number of bars and size 41/141•11110n11111106111111•111111011111•n•

Uof ' grille' varied in different parts of the country.
n11.1111/1100111.111 M10101. 

7111•19111MINININIM
4•1011111•11.•

nrich in general used the so-called 'Federal grille/ of 13-15
in black, from September 1851 to February 1857. Fig. 16

These, too, proved unsatisfactory, since they served only to obliterate
the amps and required additional markings to indicate the place of posting, so
in. Kay 1857 all post-offices were instructed to return to headquarters all 'grille'
and other old cancellers. Henceforth all postmarks were to be circular, the
method being generally adopted in most countries. There followed a variety of
types of single and double circles in black, then for ,a time in red and occasionally
in blue, so many that it is difficult to keep them in any chronological order.

type of cancel first used in 1846-1850 indicated the time of posting
by puttin
afternoon

the lettere 'Vl and 'M' (Vormittag - morning) or 'N' and 44' (Nachmittag -
on either side of the date (Fig. 17).
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This idea was now extended to give the full word (Fig. 19) or an abbrev..
iat•d form (Figs 18).

Additional directional markings also began to appear, such as 'N.Abg.'
(Nach Abgang - after collection), I N.P.Schl.' (Nach Post-Schluss - after closure
of the post-office); wenig frankiert' - insufficiently paid, and so on.

At this time, too, the 'horseshoe' type of cancel was in use, only in
1851-1852, and were probably copied from those used in Germany. There are three
main types, shown in Fig, 21, the plain one on the cover being in red.

Pig. 21

Although the size of circular cencels was generally 20-23 mm., during -
the period 1860-1870 much smaller cancels of only 18-20 mm. diameter
were used, known as 'dwarf' or 'thimble' cancels. There are several
typos, both with single and double circles. In a few very small
post offices they can be found with only the day and month, without
year date. Virich appears to have used the slightly larger type
with year date, of which an example from the newspaper office is
shown in the accompanying Fig. 22. Fig. 22

The development of the cancels in the latter part of the 19th century
began to follow the more general pattern, being differenced by such additions as
the small cross or larger cross in a circle at the foot, together with such
indications as 'BRl. EXP' (Brief Expedition - letter despatch) or IFILIALE'
(branch office). Some typical examples are ahown in Fig. 23:

Pig. 23

The'period so far covered, up to around the turn of the century, is
probably the most fascinating as it mirrors the gradual changes which took place
as the whole sphere of postal communications became more uniform, but before
passing on to other branches of postmark collecting, two other means of carrying
mail must not be overlooked and will be dealt with next month.

(To be continued)
•n••111.

NOVEMBER MEETIN_La

liATHERN QA212 2 Saturday, 4th Nov. SLOGANS - Discussion Leader: Mr. J.N. Highsted

Alkalual Wednesday, 8th Nov. AliNUAL GENERAL MEETING and AUCTION

Please bring your lots on the night, together with a list in
duplicate, without reserves if possible. If these are included they should
be reasonable, otherwise they lessen the chance of sales.
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HAS PHILATELY BECOME UNHINGED ?
By Fred R. Lesser

It is estimated that about 225 countries now issue each year a combined

total of over 7,000 different postage stamps. This figure is not supposed to
include the hundreds upon hundreds of blocks, miniature or souvenir sheets that

are being forced upon the stamp collecting public each year in commemoration of .

all sorts of events and occasions.

The aggregated value based on the face value of each of these stamps in

one1 year is reported to exceed $ 9,000 at to-day's US Dollar.

The foremost question raised these days among philatelists is what
percentage of these billions of stamps issued each year is actually used as pay-
ment for legitimate postal purposes. To find a. reliable answer to this is .

impoesible. To start with, the legiminate usage of postage stamps for postal
service varies from country to country in accordance with postal traffic
denoities. In some of the Third World nations, domestic postal traffic is as

good as non-existent. Then there is the obvious disparity in the use of certain
denominations over others within the same series of stamp issue°. Percentage

figures as low as 0 have been quoted, based on an average of mail traffic
statistics versus a computed total of stamps printed each year.

In an age of telexes, postage meters, aerograms and telephone communi-

cation systems via satellites, the survival of the postage stamp is becoming 4
subject Of speculation. There is also the undeniable fact that people simply

communicate less by written word than in the past.

There was once a golden rule among stamp collectors everywhere that
nobody had the right to tell anybody else what to collect.  However, the under-

standing was that the material collected complied with the meaning of philately,

i.e.interest in and concern with the postage stamp.

The postage stamp (lame into existence as a receipt for a fiscally
predetermined, contractual obligation and was designed specifically to allow for

invalidation by cancellation as proof for the contractual fulfilment or 'service

rendered'. Thus, if an invalidated or cancelled stamp fails to furnish such

proof, its philatelic legitimacy may be rightfully challenged.

At a time when people started collecting stamps, it did not occur to

everyone that stamps had a limited lifespan functional to political, economic

and transportation reasons. The interest in mint material developed in o
rder to

ensure completion of collections and to have recourse for reference purpos
es..

Many a stamp's dye or printing quality failed to withstand the rough

handling in the mail over long distances, the exposure to harsh sunlight
,

climatical differences or the effects of chemical impuritiee in the ste
am or water

used to peel them off. For this reason, counter-fresh copies
, found their way

into many a specialised and particularly valuable collection 
where they served

as A brilliant background against which exquisitely selected used mater
ial became

displayed in their own magnificence.

World War II brought about a decline in mail traffic to many parts of

the world and until the end of the Ws, availability of or access to postally

used stamp material was not too great a problem for the majority of stamp
collectors. With the 60s, the picture changed radically. Whether

 socio-

economic conditions caused the flare-up in the interest of stamp collecting or
whether the increase in stamp issues proved responsible, remains a matter of

debate. There cannot be any doubt, however, that When even the more conserv-

ative countries increased the frequency of new issues and adopted a more liberal-

ized approach to more attractive stamp designs, the hobby of collect
ing stamps

was given an impetus. Then there were also the new nations with their own

stamp issues which added to the growth in the interest of philate
ly.

As the annual appearance of new stamp issues fostered a phenomenal

expansion of collectors everywhere, the postal administrations were 
not slow in

recognising the enormous profit potentials in satisfying that kind of acquisit-
ional syndrom. They soon learned to market their new stamp issues with an
effectiveness and sophistication in terms of promotion and sales eqU

al to the

most up-to-date merchandising techniques as employed by big business.  The .

result is the annual avalanche of new stamps to-day.  There is an open rebellion
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by more serious stamp collectors in several European countries aimed at their
reepective postal administrations to bring about a cutback in the rate of
frequency of new stamp releases. Prance is a leading example where this message
na*s acros

s with astonishing success.

Recent events have shown that, only too frequently, new issues with a
traditional appeal to large groups of stamp collectors have fallen victim to what
may be called 'organized kidnapping'. The resulting disappearance of new stamp
material has placed a double burden on philately as a whole.  Not only are the
prices for such material artificially being driven up, but the normal availability
of these stamps for postal usage suffers serious interruptions if not curtail-
ments. This, in turn, affects the number of legitimately used stamps in an age
of already shrinking postal traffic. On the other hand, vast quantities of mint
stamps are being promoted to the rank of 'scarce' philatelic material.  These
speculation orientated manipulations render a dramatic disservice to philately.

The tendency of postal administrations to capitalize on these trends
and to continue with the increased frequency of new stamp issues also contributes
to the equally fast disappearance of good used material. This applied especially
to smaller countries where the domestic traffic density, poetally speaking, is
totally out of proportion to the millions upon millions of new stamps forced upon
their citizens. Obviously, a tremendously large percentage of such new stamp
material will never see the inside of a mailbox, and probably isn't meant to
either.

The profits derived from merchandising these vast amounts of new stampe
directly into the hands of collectors, easily help to defray the production costs
ot the stamps. Originally this cost factor was part of the postal rate.

With stamps in most countries retaining an indefinite validity status
and with billions of new ones being printed and issued each year, the legitimately
ueed stamp is becoming a philatelic rarity. Ultimately, philatelic concentration
op cancelled and postally used material may save philately from an untimely
oblivion. ---000---000---

TO WIN OR NOT TO WIN !
The well-attended meeting on October llth , of the London Group's new

Amason, were treated to something totally different from the weal type of subject.

MR. A. J. BRANSTON, known to most Essex Societies, a prominent member
of the Essex Association and who has just returned from a philatelic lecture tour
in the United States, gave a most entertaining and humorous talk on "How to
Prepare and Win Competitions".

Some members had been invited to bring along about 8 sheets each to be
-

critipised and to start the ball rolling, Mr. Rauch put up 13 sheets of "Postal
Linnetional Markings" from 1850 to 1988. Prom the ruthless way in which the
entry was metaphorically torn to pieces no-one would have known that they are
firm friends: This, however, was deliberate, for by taking out some sheets and
subetituting others, scithe quality of the entry was built up until finally a set
of 9 sheets on the "Areas of Switzerland Occupied by Prance during the Napoleonic .
Era" met with the critic's approval, since it is not only the quality of the
material but the way in which it is presented that is so important.

Several other groups of sheets, stamps as well as postal history, were
also freely analysed in the same way. Step by step the various aspects which
must be taken into consideration were discussed, such as the need to avoid spread-
ing an entry over too wide a field; unnecessary headings; too much or too little
explanation; the beat way to include maps or sketches to illustrate varieties;
the use of arrows for emphasis and so on.

The criticisms were most constructive and, as the speaker said in
closing, if some heed is taken, those who fail to achieve some success at society
or national level, will only have themselves to blames

Mr. Bulstrode, in proposing the vote of thanks, congratulated Mr. Bramston
on his most interesting talk and the excellent advice given, from which everyone
present should profit. And, incidentally, Mr. Branston is shortly publiehing a
Imo* ea the general subject of postal history, to the reading of which we will
Xook forward with lively anticipation,



JURA CANCELS
Although no special First Day

cancellations were prepared for use wit
' the new Canton Jura stamp 4 'surprise'
cancels featuring the change from 'BE'
to sal' were issued on 25th September:

the :Jame as that used 4n Delemont:

Covers from.Bern had only the
normal 'Philatelic Sales' cancel:

Covers with the new stamp apd any
of the above cancels are available from
the PTT at 80c, each.

s.J. LaBlonde

H P CANCE S T FTPMUS

Holidays may be over for this year
but anyone who may be in Bern before
12th Nov. should visit the PTT Muaeum
where the current exhibition is on
'Ship Posts on Swiss Lakes'.

Many of the early cancels on lakes
where the service was short-lived, are
now extremely rare.

DID YOU KNOW?
....	 that quite without warning the Swiss
PTT issued a 40c. stamp on Monday, 25th
Sept., to celebrate the birth of the new
Canton Jura. On Sunday there was the
official referendum and when the positive
result was announced on TV news at 8 p41.
that evening, they also showed the new
stamp. No FD special covers or cancel.

• that another Swiss-German MPO
cachet has appeared. See Illus. below:

Mir gnd all a ca6War

29. Zurcher
Office of the Herbst-$chau
Month' feature, for V 28.9.-810.1978
which readers send L----
in a report of
good philatelic service and decent
cancellations. Recently the PTT house
magazine started to reprint these art-
icles, and created quite a lot of interr
est among at postmasters, and a further
spur towards better service to
collectors.

• that another watermark has appeared
on Swiss (and Liechtenstein) postcards,
type V, in 1978 on the 'old' issue and
now on the new one issued on 14th Sept.
This is an I LI for Landquart.

• that on this new card the 'all-over'
phosphor of the bus issue, and previous,
has been dropped in favour of a fluor-
escent bar 7 x 28 ma. to the left of the
value block. This is to give a better
effect in the ALP machines, as a third
one has now been installeciin Geneva,
following Bern and Lausanne.

.... that the number of PTT New Issue
subscribers increased by 10 during 1977,
to a total of 147.300. Philatelic sales:
are about SFr.25m,

• that the answer to Question No. 75
is: 63 stamps, nearly 14 sheets: 3
singles, 3 verts pairs, 3 horiz. pairs,
3 vert. strips of 3, 3 horiz. stripe of
3, 3 blocks of 4, 3 horis. blocks of 6.
have not included vertical blocks of 6,

as the standard PTT strip of 3, as on the
FDCs, is horizontal, but this would then
make the total 81, or SFr.16.20,

........ that the next Question - No. 76 -
on this interesting sheet is about the
blocks of 4, The 3 types can be given
the name of the language of the stamp
in the top left-hand corner, and a total
of 10 blocks can be obtained from each
sheet. How would one divide up 3 sheets
into 30 blocks to give the lowest number
of Italian blocks and equal numbers of
German and French blocks? The first 5
'correct answers received by the secretary
ill get a small prize connected with this
issue (and 2 for overseas members).

M. RUTH:

• that''Phila-
telica' has a
regular 'Post



NORTHERN GR9UP: RonoSec. Mr. ILA. Hoyle,
6, Limes AVe ,, Enadersfield Road,

* Halifax Yorks.

.. The. Northern , Group began ,their new
season with a display of the 'Standing -
Helvetia' issues by Kr. R.A. Hoyle. .

He commenced by showing some sheets
of proOfsAnd trials, then followed
with !selections of the YnTiOne iPewww,
including some mint and used blocks,
and concluded with a large 'selection o
plate flaws and retouches, many being
illustrated with photographs.

Othet short displays were given by
Kr. L.'Moore, who showed proofs and
colour trials; Dr. Turner, who
showecla fine example , of the 'flaming
spear' Variety, and'itir G.D..'L Wilson who
displayed a Selection Of thee* issues
on cover, with a wide variety Of post-
markstilabels and other postal markings.

If you have any points you wish to
raise at the A.G.K. next month, please
advise the Secretary, in Writing, before
the'meeting'-on November 8th,

SUSSEX GROUP

• A meeting of the Sussex Group was
held on Saturday. 7th October, at Worthing.

E. J. Dymond, who is the
Secretary of the Liechtenstein Study
Circle, entertained those present with
a magnificent display of that country,
first giving an outline of the history
of the Principality, and the growth of
the postal service, and then presenting
a varied selection of items, particular-
ly those which have links with Switzer-
land.

Stanps and covers were shown in
abundance, many of the stamp issues
illustrating the superb craftsmanship
of the Austrian State Printing Works,
as well as those in photogravure by
Courvoisier.

All sections of the postal service
were shown: a wide range of cancellations,
airmail and zeppelin covere, some with
mired frankings and commemorative cachets,
postal stationery, postage dues, etc.,
the whole providing a complete picture
of this small, but very philatelically
minded country.

ZUMSTEIN
Pablished on 1st September 1978

NEW  CA,TALOGUE 54

EUROPEA. es and
SWITZE - in colour.

ZUMSTE.F:N Catalogue EUROPE 1979 - Vol. 1.
Western Europe (all CUT countries plus
German Democratic Republic) Price 415:- 

.....1ZW2Eati Catalogue EUROPE 1912 - Vol. 2
Eastern Europe (all Socialist countries,
incl. the German Democratic Republic,
but without Yugoslavia). Price L15.=

ZUMSTEIN SWI,TZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIL1222
all Swiss stamps in colour. glice 43.4Q

Please order catalogues from
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,

42, Maiden Lane, Strand ' London WC2E 7LW

Supplements to the Europe catalogue are
published in the 'Berner Briefmarken-
Zeitung'.

The SPECIALISED CATALOGUE -
Switzer1ana7L4echtenatein, XXILEdition,

was published May 1978. .

For fine, first-class stamp_ RARITIES
OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE - send your
Wants Lists to

Next month there will be a. report
on the 13.P.E.4 and we hope to include the
names of some of the winners, the list not
yet having been published as we go to press.

Prices are on the move - up

again .... se do not delay in securing

those much wanteditems.

Your Wants Lists will receive

careful attention, or material will be

sent on approval if you are pursuing

any particular line of study,

POSTAL HISTORY STAMPS of

all issues, mint or used ....

AIRMAIL STAMPS and COVERS ....

FLAWS and VARIETIES ....

COMMEMORATIVE STAMPS and COVERS

TP0s and other branches of Swiss

philately.

.. Write now to

41 S ARMSTRONG

Propr. Hertsch + Cie, P.O. Box 2585,
CH-3001 BERKE

14, Low Lanes Torriaholmo,

MO A
Lanes LA4 6PN
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PRO JUVENTUTE 1978
The theme for this year's issue marks the beginning of a 4 year series

depicting arm. of Swiss communes. The selection criteria have been not the sise

or importance of communes, but rather a balanced representation of geographical

and language regions, along with heraldic interest and suitability for reproduction*

Aarburg AG) Gruyeres (FR) Gastasagna (GR; Wangen a. 0. A. (BE)

AARBUN Commune in Canton Aargau, district of Zofingen, with 5624 inhabitants,
on the right bank of the river Aare. The town owes its name and

origin to the stronghold dominating it, which was built by the Counts of Proburg
in the 11th century. The strategic importance of the place was, however, known as
early as the time of the Romans.

Or, a castle twin-towered Sable on its lower tower sinister an eagle
displayed of the saae.

First depicted in the Tschachtian Chronicle of 1470, the arms began

to appear on heraldic glass in the 16th century.

IMESE - commune in Canton Fribourg, district of Gruyere., with 1250 inhabitants.
The town grew up around the medieval castle of the Counts of Gruyere.,

who had played a dominant role in the history of the region since the 11th century.

Originally Gruyeres consisted of two walled parts, the castle with its outbuildings,

and the village with its one street and a square where the popular festivities

took place.

Aliev Gules, a crane peasant Argent its wings raised.
The town adopted these arms in the 16th century, taking the crane

(French: le grue) from the seal used by the Counts: of Gruyere since
the 13th century.

=ALVA - commune in Canton Graubeden (Grisons), district of Maloja in the
valley of Bregaglia. with 240 inhabitants. It is a frontier village,

10 km. from the Italian city of Chiavenna. Before it became politically autono-

mous in 1879 Castasegna constituted, with neighbouring Soglio, the commu
ne 'Di quo

del acque (this side of the water). Castellacoio, the name of one of its hamlets

suggests a tower of Rosen or Prankish origin. In Latin documents the inhabitants
are called Castan•tani, a reference to the sweet chestnut woods above the village,

which are said to be among the finest in Europe.

law Vert sweet chestnuts in burr Or. - From the ancient communal seal.

Atia:



Gastone Cambia, Brsgmnsooll

Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A.

28 x 33.4 mm., picture 25 x 30.4 rt.
White, luminescent, without fibres

2-sheets - A & B . each of 50 stamps

Designer:

Printing:

MAW

022Es
Form cylinder:
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PRO JUVENTUTE 1970 (Continued)

W4NGEN an der Aare - situated on the river Aare, commune in Canton Bern, with 4254
inhabitants, chief town of the district of Wangen, a former

bailiewick. The town was founded in 1250 and with its castle constituted an
important bridgehead. It saw a succor:Sion of 80 bailiffs, among them Beat Fischer,
the founder of Switserland's postal service, who held office between 1680 and 1686.

: Argent two keys in saltire Azure.

The keys first appeared on a pennon of 1480. They were taken from the
seal of the Abbey of St. Peter in the Black Forest, which had administer-
ed the region for the Rouse of ZAhringen.

Other details:

1
A special commemorative cover will be available and the First Day cancel

will be as shown.

Collection sheets and folders will be issued as usual.

At the request of the Pro Juventute Foundation a gold covered booklet
will be issued costing SFr. 7.80 and consisting of 8 stamps of 2

0f
1
0 
Hp., and

8 stamps of 40+20 Hp. 60 Hp. of the pcice covers the production cost.

AIRMAILS

WE HAVE JUST PURCHASED A

SUPERB LOT OF EARLY USED AIRMAIL

STAMPS (1923 - 1932).

SOME OF THESE STAMPS ARE

OFTLN MISSING IN OUR STOCKS AND

THIS WOULD BE AN IDEAL OPPOETUNITT

TC SEND US YOUR WANTS LIST.

H.L.KATCHER

TOURIST cocms 
As from 28th Oct. -

8964 GEROLDSWIL - Mach en Halt i
Geroldswil (K.709

8134 ADLISWIL - Sihltal Wander-.
gebiet (X.710)

As from 28th Nov. all the following
bear the same code number - 7649 - the
same design and inscription:

7849 SOOLIO - Bregaglia Bergel Muse°
di Valle Ciasa Grande -

" BORGONOVA ft K.713

• CASTASEGNA E.715
• CASACCIA K.714)

" PROMONTOGNO (11.716
" STAMPA (K.717)
" VICOSOPRANO (K.718)

As from 4 December:
1831 LES SCIERNES-D'ALBEUVE

Repoe-Clima-Repute (1L711)
.01111en'

AUTOMOBILE CANCELS
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.,

Auto 5

5

Pro juventute — Zurich 9/10 Dec.

Zfircher Weinachtsmarkt 1978 -
Zurich 15/17 Dec.

P.O. Box 242

Lamps N6 4W

Righgate,

3 Escalade 1978 - Geneva 9/10 Nov. Tsl. 01 - 348 - 0296



Jungfraujoch Eismeer Nissen Lam
3457 Is. 3153 m. 2362 m.

Nissen Kul*
Later type

jut
2/33 st.

St. Moritz (Summer)
31.7.42 - 17.5.66

25 X142-13

II
••n••

Chesi4res
25.11.42 to

23.9,69
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PUBLICITY CANCELLATIONS
By P. VAUGHAN Part I

The idea of using a postal date stamp for publicity purposes in Switzer-
land dates back to the beginning of this century.  It began with ordinary date:
stamps of the period incorporating non-postal inscriptions, such as the indication
of altitude on the cancellations of certain mountain Post Offices, such as the
JUNGFRAUJOCH, EISMEER, NIESEN KULM and JUF:

The impression of the RITLI illustrates the next step in the development

of the true publicity cancellation. Included in the lower half of the design

is the coat-of-arms of Switzerland, flanked by two stars.  Two forms of

stars. Two forms of this cancellation exist, the
difference being the number of vertical lines
in the shield, which indicate the colour red.

Over the years various societies for the
development of such cancellations monitored the
numbers of foreign visitors to towns and villages and
if sufficient numbers visited regularly, they applied
to the PTT to authorise a Publicity Cancellation, As a result of this effort

the fimt true such cancellation appeared in Switzerland in 1942.

1219_20 s first two of the new -Publicity Oancellations,
and RHEINFELDEN, appeared on 3 '; They were

typical tne first type, the normal 32 mm. type

eancell with the larger upper segment r J. i for the

illustrtion and the lower smaller segment the postal

district number. The town name was, as usva2,4 1 meen the

inner and outer circle at the top of the strUs snd the partic-
ular publicity inscription for the town bei t the bottom, as

shown in the example for CHESIERES.

The example shown fnr ST. MORITZ is
one of nine pairs of s nal cancellations
which were in use during this period and which were of thie
first type. One cancellation was used during the summer
months and the other, same design but different inscription,
was used in the winter months.

Type 2. On 14.6.43 a Publicity cancellation for the
town of SPEICHER appeared and this represented the first
variation to the series. Of the same
size, 32 mm., it had just one segment,
placed a little below centre, but no

illustration. Above the se ent but beneath the town name was

ths Atitude of the locality, Belo% le segment were tae usual

poetal district number and the inscription.



Fig. 26 Fig. 27

Fig. 32
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THE ZURICH POST & ITS POSTMARKS
By E. J. Ravnsley Part IV

The carriage of mail was used by two other means of transport in the
second half of the 19th century.

1. LAKE STEAMER MAIL 

Goods and chattels, to use a comprehensive term, would have been carried
on Lake ZUrich through the centuries as the easiest and safest way, and no doubt
letters too. When the steamship era began in 1841 the operating company offered
to carry mail. St. Gallen utilised the service, but Ulrich did not do so until
1847 when the fast mail-coach from Ulrich to Glarus was withdrawn and mail was
then transferred to the steamers, continuing for a number of years.

The first official postmarks came into use in 1868.  Three cancels,
corresponding to the three Ship Bureaus, Nos. 1, 2 & 3, then appeared. These
were inscribed SCHIFFSBUREAU/L. UFER Z.S. - left bank Lake Zurich - used from 186n
to 1878, or SCHIFFSBUREAU/R. UFER Z.S. - right bank - from 1868 - 1884 (Figs. 24
&25), while the third was more simply named SCHIFFSBUREAU III/ZURICHSEE, used
from 1870 - 1879. •

A new type, with the wording ZURICHSEE II above, with large cross in
circle below, without bars, was used from 1878 - 1892 (Fig. 26).

Lastly there is a larger barred type, with wide bridge, reading
scaursrosT I/ZURICHSEE, for which the exact dates of use are a little vague, but
are known from 1885 - 1892 (Fig. 27).

On covers most of these cancellations, particularly the earlier ones,
are usually found on the reverse, but the later types are more often found on
poatal stationery cards.

In the meantime the railway era was coming into being. In 1874 the
Nordostbabn actually acquired the entire fleet of ships, so that when the railway
line along the left bank of the lake was completed in 1879 and that on the right
bank in 1894, the ship offices ceased to function.

The large oval handatamps which were issued to the various lakeside
villages when the railway took over the lake shipping duties, were mainly for
adminiatrative purpopes and are not included in this review as the city itself
did not use them.

2. at TRAVELLING POST amp;
The first all-Swiss railway was that from ZUrich-Baden, affectionately

known as the 'Spanisch-BrBtli-Bahn' - Spanish Bun Railway - much used by people
whO travelled to Baden to buy this particular delicacy.  Travelling Post Offices
were first put into operation on the line Zurich-Brugg (an extension of the line
to Baden) in 1856. The cancellatione used are not recorded and the earliest

Pig. 28 Fig. 29

known are in 1658/9.. as Figs. 28
number of slightly varying types
examples illustrated.

(
"Par'

<121'2 31 Q? Z 31
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i ty„, 12 v fit i XII ce

6 d.:Afieo f
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Fig. 30 Fig. 31

& 29, with year-date above or below. There are a
of these early TPO cancels as shown in the

(To be continued)
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Held on Wednesday, 9th November, 1978, at Drury House, at 6.45 p.m.

Presents 22 Members

Apologies for absence were received from Fire. Banbury, Mr. Buob and Mr. Moore.

$in te of tie An 1 Gene Mee 0 h Novem e 1

These were read and agreed.

Matters an from nute"

Nil.

3. abgimaLLAdc . Mr. Buistrode said that the last season had been very
good and he wished to thank all those who had provided

such interesting displays. The coming programme promised to be even more
Interesting, with several guest speakers, and he was particularly pleased that a

visit was to be made to another Society. He hoped more members would enter next

year's 'Stampex' competition and announted that he would not be competing for the

'Katcher' award, so it was up to others to uphold the honour of the Society.

Efforts should also be made to increase the membership, as a steady intake of new
members is essential for the future of the Society.

4. Hon. Secretare's Report. Mrs. Rawnsley also regarded the past year as very
satisfactory. Attendances were slightly down,

averaging 15 per meeting as against 20 last season (not helped by the unprecedented

storm on the January date). The presence of more members who can get to meetings

without difficulty would be appreciated. There had been 16 new members, i.e.

12 in the U.K. and 4 overseas, 2 of whom are in S. Africa where the Society seems
to be becoming better known. Inevitably there had been some losses for various

reasons. The two Groups, Northern and Sussex, are both doing very well, the

former having overcome some of its recent difficulties.

The "News Letter" has been excellently maintained and, as is now known, was
awarded a Bronze medal at the BPE. This is due to help received from members.

Whenever a panic situation for articles is reached, some eembers come to the

rescue, which is not only deeply appreciated, but has also resulted in the

recording of much information that might otherwise be lost.  With such help

another good year is assured.

5. Hon. Treasergr's.RepgrI. Mr. Stiles stated that the Accounts, which had
been circulated, were self-explanatory. As

promised last year they had been radically re-arranged so that they now show the
working of the Society year. There was a surplus of £30, a considerable drop
on previous years. The "News Letter" expenses are always liable to increases,
particularly as reeards postage, and eubscriptions tend to fluctuate a little.
It is the proceeds from the Exchange Packet that enable dues to be maintained at

the present level.

No queries were raised and adoption of the accounts was proposed by

Mr. Tillen, seconded by Mr. Mistely and agreed.

6. Re o Mr. Rauch said that a basic report had
been published recently in the "News Letter".

I t had been an exceptionally good year with over £9,000 of material having been

submitted and sales amounting to nearly 4:4,000. Insurance is the largest item
of expenditure - 4131, plus £69 for postages and £30 for printing. Bank interest

amounted to 431. Over the last 7 years £850 has been made over to central funds

and this helps to keep down the subscription.

The „new season promises tG be even better with already some £9,000 of

material in circulation.

Adoption of the Packet accounts was proposed by Mr. Houtris, seconded by
Mr. Mistely and carried.

7. Electi.ziof Offices tee 8 There being new new nomin-
ations and all those in

office being willing to stand again the fee owing were elected 'en bloc':
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Officers & Committee for 1978/91

President: MR.

Chairman: MR.
Vice-Chairman: MR.
Hon. Treasurer: MR.

L. MOORE
Ras BULSTRODE
C.P. MISTELY
L.E. STILES

Committee:

Hon. Secretary &
Editor:

Hon. Packet Secretary:
Hon. Auditor:

MRS. E.J. RAW43LtY

MR. C. RAUCH
MR. E.L. SIMMONDS

MR. J.A. EASTWOOD )
MR. J.N. HICHSTED ) Northern Group
DR. G.G. RITCHIE )

MR. G.W, HUBBARD - London Group

Proposed by Mr. Tillen, seconded by Mr. Beak and xarried.

Motions & Besolutione. Mr. Rauch proposed a revision of the Exchange Packet
Rules to include the followings

1. Never send 2 or more Packets in one pareel. The insurance policy is
quite explicit, Packets must only be sent singly. If a member has 2
Packets at a given point in time, will he please phone for inutructions.
The circuits are planned so that this should not occur, but sometimes
things go wrong.

2. The Exchange Packet is onl
y operative in the U.K., i.e. England, Scotland,

Wales and Northern Ireland, i.e. the areas served by the British Post

Office. The, Packet must lime, be taken out of England, Scotland, Wales
or Northern Ireland. Note that the insurance does not cover the Channel
Islands, Isle of Man etc.

These amendments were proposed by Mr. Mistely, seconded by Mr. Houtris and
pagsed.

Mr. Rauch also stated that some complaints are being received of stamps being
damaged by impression of signatures from Biro pens on following pages.  This can

be avoided if members place a piece of thin card under sheets being si
g
ned. It

was suggested that soft penc:1 mieht be preferable, but it was agreed that by the
end of a circuit such signatures might then be indecipherable. Biro - if protected

as indicated - or iiicktly_lagei rubber stamps were still best.
9. 

Alltatle-r—B-0.1M-43.13-:

Mr. Mistely asked whether, in view of Mr. Stiles' statement that the position
might be tight in another year, the subscription should be raised again, but
Mr. Stiles aaid that with at least one year's income in hand and provided there
were no very large increases in expenditure - the most probeble being noatage - no
change was deemed neceaeary for the time being.

There being no further business the Annual. General Meetine was declared
closed at 7.20 polo

The remainder of the evening consisted of a very successful auction of

over 100 lots.

Two sets will be issued on , 7 Dec.

1. PAINTINgS 

70 Rp. Portrait of a Piebald -
(Joh. Georg von Hamilton &

Ant. Faistenberger)

80 Rp. Portrait of a Stallion
(Job. Georg von Hamilton)

Fr.1.10 Golden Carriage of Prince Josef
Wenzel (Martin v. Meytens

Form: In sheets of 8 stamps

2. Imam - Windows at Triesenberg
Adoration of the Shepherds
Enthroned Madonna with Staoseph
(Patron Saint of Triesenberg

Adoration of the Magi

All in multicolour

20 Rp.
50;p.

80 Rp.

All in multicolour

Deligner: Auguste Beosketr, Vienna

Ateagrars
Photo

Courvoisier S.A,
Walter Wachter,
Courvoisier S.A.

Schaan
ittgs

Lagting: 70 & 80 Rp. Wolfgang Seidel,
Vienna • !UV In sheets of 16 stamps

Fr.1.10 Alfred FiechersVienna
Wallas: Combined autotype-recess by

the Govt. Printing Office,
Vienna

A commemorative cover with
vignette will be available for each set
and a special cancel for use on 7 Dec.

Maximum cards will be issued for
all six stamps.



POSTAL AUCTION DID YOU KNOW?

Providing there is sufficient
response. Mr. E. Lienhard is willing to

organise same.. The details are as
follows:

Proposed Auction (Postal) - Swiss

and Liechtenstein material - for single
items or sets with reserve £5 or over,

This Auction is intended to supple-

ment the Exchange Packet, not to compete

with it, and is especially suitable for
U/M (Unmounted mint),

To minimise the necessity for
viewing, only first quality material
U/M, M or F/U will be accepted,

The Auctioneer reserves the right
to reject lots.

Commission lg% maximum. Lotting
fee 20p, per lot, refunded when lot is
sold.

... that the PTT announced on 9 Oct.
in the PTA that 2,009,378 copies of the
Letitia miniature sheet were issued, i.e.
sold; lower than I had expected, consid-

ering that the last one (INTERNABA, 1974)
went to 2,173,505. As so. many sheets
were split up because of the combinations,
the number of complete sheets in specul-

ators hands must be small.

.... that a Society is likely to be form.-
ed in Switzerland for collectors of First
Day Covers. Some years ago. a similar
specialist society was formed for coll-
ectors of blocks of 4. I am thinking of
forming a club for collectors of upside-
down postmarks, or downside-up as they
say in Australia.

.... that genuine old FDCs, i.e. from
the time before the term existed, can be
most sought-after. Lot 249 of the first
auction by a new firm "Interphila
Monatsauktion AG" of Ulrich held on 30
Sept.,. was a cover with both 1918 PJ
stamps cancelled on the FD 1,12018, to
Copenhagen and correctly franked. Bidding
started at Sler.3250.- and ended at
SFr.10.000 1. Fantastic or ridiculous
- what can one say?

.... that the above firm has postmarks
on cover as their main feature. So has
R811i in Lucerne; for instance in their
7th such auction in Sept. a X13 on cover,
Villars-sur-011on with the cloud, went
for SFr.1600 12% - incredible

.... that the famous Dr. H. Faucherre
collection sold by the Rapp auction firm,
brought in SFr.1,459,455.- clear for the
Basel Orphanage. Mostly a postmark
collection in depth.

.... that the 3 x 40c. se-tenant strip
carries the initials of the State Insur-
ance Accident Organisation in the three,

languages, as follows;

SUVA Schweizerische Unfallversicherungs-
anstalt

CNA . Caisse nationale suisse d'assurance
en cas d'accidents

INSAI Institut° nasionale svizzero di
assicurazione contro gli
infortuni

........  that the answer to Question No. 76
will be given next time, as A sketch.

.... that Question No. 77 is: which
countries, and till when, did not accept
Swiss PJ surcharged stamps on letters
and postcards etc.? .

M. RUTHERFOORD

Material to be sent to Auctioneer
by 31 December 1978.

Auction date - 28 February 1979

All correspondence in connection
with the Auction to:

E. Lienhard,
9, Essex Avenue,

CHELMSFORD,
Essex. CM/ OA

THE BPE AWAAPS,

The following awards were made:

Bronze-Silver to Mr.R.F.Bulstroae
for SWISS HOTEL POSTS, and a Diploma of
Merit to Mr. H.L. Katcher for BASEL CITY
FISCAL STAMPS & CANCELLATIONS. In the
Aerophilatelic Section Mr. A.W. Sizeland
received a Silver for SWISS CARDS and
COVERS CARRIED BY THE GRAF ZEPPELIN.

Two non-member entries worthy of
mention were (a) FISCAL STAMPS OF CANTON
FRIBOURG FROM 1862 and (b) a junior entr
(under 15) a girl who showed the DEVELOP
MENT OF SWITZERLAND'S POSTAL SERVICES.

It should also be mentioned that at
the recent 'PRAGA' Mr. Bulstrode receive
a Silver for PROOFS & ESSAYS and
Mr. A. Newell a Vermeil in the Aero-

philatelic section.

The most outstanding Swiss item on
offer was a great rarity - s copy of
'Standing Helvetia' No.. 727 with the
first established use in Geneva; it is
the rarest value of all these issues;

only a few copies are known. With a
Guinand certificate it was on offer at
£3,600.



ZUMSTEIN

e ... and
N - in colour.

OKSTEIN Cataloeue EURce% 1979, - Vol. 1
Western Europe (all CEPT countries plus
German Democratic Republic) iliss_ija„. :
PMSTEIN Catalogue 1,49,4“179 - Vol. 2
Kaetern Europe (all Sociallat countries,
inel. the German Democratic Republic,
but without Yugoslavia). kam.LUA=
AkaSTEIN $WITZERLAWLP=MSA IN 191a
all Swiss stamps in colour! tekeljaegg

Please order catalogues from
RARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,

42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E ?LW

Supplements to the Europe catalogue are
pubiished in the 'Berner Briefmarken-
Zeitung'.

The jtECIALISED CATALOGUE -

Switzerland/Liechtenotein, XXII Edition,

was published tn May . 1978.

Pox fine, first-class stamps- - RARITIES
OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE - send your

Wants Lists to

Propr. Rertach Cie, P.C. Box 2585,
CS-3001 KERNE

Published on Let September 197b
NEW CATALOG.DWiit

E PE
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U B SC R I P T, I 0 N 

If there is an 'X' in the box
at the time of despatch, your
renewal subscription of £2.00

is due on let January 1979.

Please use the enclosed form.

Prompt payment would be appreciated.
Overseas members have already

been advised.

DECEMBER MEETINGS

NORTHERN GROUP - Dec. 2nd - THE POSTAL
HISTORY OF NORTH-WEST

SWITZERLAND - Disc. Leader -
Mr. G. D. Wilson

LONDON GROUP

Dec. 13th - FRANCE & SWITZERLAND -
' Guest Speaker:- Mr. G. S. Holder

As this issue goes to press there
are threats of railstrikes on Tues. &
Wed, each week until after Christmas.
It is impossible to say at this stage
whether our advertised programme will
be possible, but every effort will be
made to provide entertainment for those

who are able to attend. We regret we
can do no more at this stage, and only
hope things will be sorted out soon.

NORTHERN GROUP: Hon.Secretary: R.A. HOYLE,

6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd, HALIFAX

Dr. Meston presented his Chairman'e

Display on October 7th. He began by

describing how ho first began to collect

stamps and, on jeining a local Society,

heard about 'Helvetia' and began to

receive the "News Letter". he then dev-

eloped a wide interest in Swiss philately,

his aim being to collect both for pleasure

and investment. He told how he had also

acquired an interest in collecting books

relating both to Switzerland and to Swiss

philately and showed a large number of

items from his personal library.

His display began by what he describ-

ed as his "Heimatsammlung" which was based

on a holiday at Interlaken, with stamps,

covers, postmarks and photographs, tog-

ether with many steamer, railway and town
cancellations of the Bernese Oberland.

Other items included railway cancell-

ations, reply-paid cards dating from 1874,

miniature sasets, Pro Petri!, states and

Bundesfeier cards, two albums of auto-

mobile cancellations and a most interest-

ing study on the automatic sorting of
mail in Switzerland and other European

countries.

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
0.•nnnnn... .... ..... WAr nnn 401 ........

for yourself or for philatelic

friends are no problem if you

choose some of the interesting

items from my stock:

For the Poetaliiietorian:
Pre-stamp covers

For the Aiseqp4ilatellai:

Flight covers

For the Average Cellemtal

Stamps of all periods

Flaws and Varieties

Tete-beche & Se-tenant

These and many more

Wants Lists welcome,

J S ARMSTROFIG

14, Low Lane, Torrieholme,
MORECAMBE

Lanes LA4 6PN
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PUBLICITY CANCELLATIONS
By P. VAUGHAN (Conclusion)

TYDe 3. This type we by far the rarest of the groups of Publicity Cancell!.!
ations. The first, WALZENHAUSEN, appeared on 19.8.46 and was in use until

19.7.67. This group, however, totalled only five, the other four bei
ngs GOLDERN-

WASSERWENDI, HOME, REUTI and GOLDERN. All but the first of these were in use

for a comparatively short length of time, hence their elusiveness.

Once again there was no illustration incorpr

orated in the design and but for the inscription in

the lower half of the cancel they could easily be

mistaken for the normal bridge type cancellations

of this period. The details of the remaining three

are: GOLDERN-WASSERWENDI 2.7.51 to 11.11.55;
ROFLUR 2.7.51 to 31.8.60 and REUTI 2.7.51 to
31.8.60.

Tvme 4. A fourth typo was
introduced on 4.5.49 with the

appearance of the BRUNNEN strike as shown. This type was

basically the same as Type 1, but the use of the segments was

reversed. This meant that the larger lower segment was
utilised for the design illustration.

The upper Segment of this type carried the
Swiss cross andlor'the first time since the
introduction of these cancels the postal dis-
trict number did not appear.

In,all there were 23 cancellations of this type and together
first generation

13 12 67
Trim) 5. The second generation

. . :
. the apPearance of the SILVAPLANA

coancel on 1.6.53.

It had been found that the segment type of

cancellation used previously did not allow. .
sufficient room for the illustration and, there-
fore this new type was of single ring format,

32 mm., with more than half given over to the

graphic design..

The earlier examples of this type had no

publicity inscription, but Subsequent ones appear-

ed with inscriptions below the illustration.

Brunnen
4.5.49 to

28.1.66

, with the 105 of Types 1 to 3 they completed the
Langnau ( )Bern of Publicity Cancellations.
23.4.53 to -
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111114SULLIMalidaM1 (Continued)
Smajp.. With the introduction of the Swiss Post Code system another change

was necessary in the format of the Publicity Cancellations.  The four figure code
which was finally adopted, had to be incorporated into the design and when the
first, 9606 BUTSCHWIL, appeared on 28,11.63, the number was placed below the town

name, just above the date.

A total. of 18 cancellations of this type,
were issued up to 3.8.64 when it was decided
that this arrangement was unsatisfactory. The
last example was 6926 MONTAGNOLA, issued on
3.8.64. All the cancellations with the
numerical code so placed were withdrawn:by
28.2.71.

9606 Btitschwil 6926 Montagnola
28.11.63 to 17.8.64 to :ma. The first of the present type

14.4.70 28.2.71 of cancellation, 3766 BOLTIGEN, appeared on
17.8.64 and this represented the final develop-

ment of an idea formulated some 60 yeare previously.

The post code number was finally placed before the town
name, as was the practice with normal cancellations, and by
the end of 1976 some 581 had been introduced.

Such cancellations still appear at a rate of approx-
imately 20 per year and will no doubt continue to do so in
the future.

... The End ...

Rev ew: STREIFL ,CHTE AMS DER BE
TGESCH CHTE

Paul E. Reiniger

This 116 page booklet, referred to
in our DYK column, has been added to the
Library * It comprises a most comprehen-
sive history of the post in Bern, well
illustrated with old prints and other
documents, covers of special interest
and a list of known postmarks.

It is to be hoped that other cities
in Switzerland will follow this example
and record their postal history which
would be invaluable to postal historians.

The only difficulty for us is that
it is in German: Perhaps some of us
should set about brushing up our know-
ledge of the language.

yeasmarewsw•Notoorawrovitaw

To All Members

Joy at Christmas

Peace and Goodwill
in the Coming Year

Boltigen
17.8.64 and
still in use.

A new Philatelic Bureau was opened
on 4th December at Chur (Postplatz).
The cancellation '7002 Chur 2 Wert-
zeichen i will be used.

GIVE YOURSELF
A CHRISTMAS

TREAT:

We are breaking up a fine
collection of World War I MILITARY
STAMPS, including Mint and Used
Multiples, Varieties and part sheets.

Please ask to see Approvals
of this material Which now so rarely
comes onto the market.

4 * * * * * * * * *

THE DIRECTORS AND STAFF
OP PEE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
' SEND BEST WLHES TO ALL

HELVETIA MEMBER3 FOR
A JOYOUS FESTIVE SEASON
AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR.

H.L.KATCHER

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD*..,
P.O. Box 242 Highgate

LONDON N6 4LW

Tel: 01 - 348 - 0296.
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BASLE - THE FOCAL
By C. RAUCH Part I

The last few days of this year's holiday were spent in Basle, s
taying in

a hotel near the main railway station. An old engraving i
n the dining-room of the

hotel caught my attention. It was a bird's eye view of Ba
sle with Switzerland's

first railway station dominating the foreground. This first 
station on Swiss ;mil

was the St. Johann Bahnhof which was opened in mid-1845 at the 
southern end of the

railway lime from Strasbourg and beyond.

It did not take long for the French to introduce Travelling Pos
t Offices

on the run to Basle and TPO markings, as shown on the letter fr
om Mulhouse (Fig. 1),

although of a later period, were in use.

This cover illustrates Franco-Swiss TPO cancellations of 18611
 PARIS W

BALE 29 Kai 1861;

BASEL-OLTEN

29.V.1861 (through
line opened in
1858 and AARAU.
WIhTERTHUR
29.V.1861.

The natural

development of
Basle being at

the south-east
end of the
French communi-
cation network

was for Basle to
be formally
recognised as
the entry point

into the French

postal system
with the opening

of the French
Post Office in
Basle in 1846,
in a building
near the railway

station.

This led to
the introduction
in 1847 of the
cds 'BUREAU FRAN-
CAIS it B&W and

the range of
French entry
marks; 'AUTRICHE
Beau PR DE 'MLLE',
'BADE Beau PR DE
BALE' and
' ZURICH Beau FR

DE BALE', because'

mail from Austria,.

Basle and Zurich •

(a separate postal
administration up

to 1848)entered

France via Basle.

Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3 Types of French entry marks, and a German mark
Ten years after the opening of the St. Johann station the Central Railway

Co. of Switzerland opened its station in Basle for the line to Liestal and beyond
and Swiss TPOs made their appearance once the line had been extended to Olten.

In 1855 the railways of the Grand Duchy of Baden built their first terminal
station situated on the right bank of the Rhine and naturally they operated TPOs
into Basle, as Shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 Letter, dated 3 May 1868 from Leipzig to
Wohlen, Switzerland. Baden TPO of 4 Mai 68
219 (Zug (train) 19).

Fig.- 5 Letter to Sackingen dated 22.VIII.67
This cover has the cds of BASEL, & 'BASEL BADISCHE BAHNROF' - a Baden

entry mark applied at the Basle station, and also oval 'SCHWEIZ 'DER BADEN' which
is an accountancy mark.

While the .'French' station in Basle is adjacent to the Swiss Federal Rail-
way station l

- the ' German' station was situated at Riehen and only linked into the
Swiss network in 1873, allowing through carriages from both France and Germany to
circulate through Switzerland.

(To be continued)
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(To be continued)

Fig. 33 Pig, 34 Fig. Fig. 36
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THE ZURICH POST & ITS POSTMARKS
By E. J. Rawnsley

2. THE TRAVESIUMFOST OFFICE. (Cont.)

Single circle cancellations continued in use until around 1070, while a

change to double circle types began to appear in some areas from 1863, in Ulrich
lines from 1866 (Fig. 34), very soon followed by a new type (Fig. 35) with large

cross in citc1e-at'the foot and fine bare in both as ents. Modified types without

the cross in circle continued in use until after the turn of the century.

From around 1908 triple named cancellations with stars before and after
the routenames and 'Hahnpostt, and with bars in both segments were issued up to
1914,,with.the'exception of Zarich-Schaffhausen until 1920 and Ulrich-Luzern until

1939. Named TPO cancels then gradually disappeared, the only modern ones remain-

ing in use were Zarich-Luzern-nrich * Bahnpost * from 1939-42 and Zdrich-Sihlbrugg

used in 1941 and again from 1958-63.

These cancellations are most interesting but are often overlooked because

the earlier ones in particular.ire often on the reverse side of covers, especial1y
during the period of the 'Sitting Helvetia Pee.' issues...

Part V.

The following table summarises the various TPO routes and types of
cancellations which can be found. .

NAMED TPO CANCEL4TIONS10 AND FROM ZdRIC4

bait 121r19.1../1.-.3M

- Zilrich & Ulrich - Aarau 1858-9

II
Aarau

Chur -
Glarus
Romanshorn-
St,Gallen

ft

ft

ft

to

go

ft

- Chur
- Glarus

Romaashorn
- St.Gallen

1859-66 "

Figs, 28-29

Routes•as II +
Bern Zdrich &
Luzern
Olten .1

Sargans *

ich - Bern 1,11,111 , 1
• - Luzern
• - Olten
" 3argans

1863-70 " 33

IV. Luzern-Zarich4usern & ZUrich-Luzern-Zürich
L.

V Chur - Ulrich
Glarus-Utrich-Glarus

Zerich-Romanshort

VI Zurich-Basel-Ulrich * Bahnpost *
" Buchs " " *
" Geneve " * Kihn-Post-Amb *
• Lausanne * Bahnpost *

- Luzern. "
" StoGallen "
• St.00.1ien-Cbur-ZOrich * Bahnpost
• Schaffhausen-Nrich * Bahnpost *

Zdrich-Sihlbrugg
" -Sihlwald

1866-68

1867-75
1867-69
1871-76

1909-14
1908-13
1908-14
1908-11
1906-39
1908-9
1908-8-14
1906-20

1904-16
1894-17

H 34

35
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THE R ".
T
WE 6 M. Rutherfoord

After removine the selvedges split at AA and BB to get out the middle key
blocks of 10. Then split at CC, DD, EE, FF, HE and II. Now separate out the
2 key blocks of 4, marked with a cross:

4 Germqg blocks 5 4 13
4 Frenq4 4 5 m 13
2 LteiliAn 1 1 4

emen•

10 10 	10 30

,Review: THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR CATALOGUE
OF SW;TZERLAND

.Many members will already have
received their copies of the newly
issued 1979 Catalogue.

Those who have not should not delay
in acquiring this invaluable edition,
which reflects not only the continuing
popularity of Swiss stamps, but also
their role in the,investment market.

Excellently produced, profusely
illustrated, it covers all aspects of
Swiss stamps and includes many sections
not found elsewhere: Prices for blocks
of 44 numbers issued, a list of avail-
able Swiss literature, railway stamps,
U.N. in Geneva, etc. etc.

The rising market value of Swiss
stamps is shown by an average 34%
increase, with 10,129 prices up, 1019
remain unchanged and there are only 105
reductions.
- More than over this Catalogue is a
MUST for the Swiss collector.

It retails In the United Kingdom
and Europe at 0.40 (post free) and
Overseas aV £5.85 (gnaw) by seamail
or £6.95 (413.90 airmail.

•011n11•••n•••nn•••••••••n•

A pictorial publicity slogan:
GeRBETAL - Wandern Reisen-- Ruhe -
was put into use on 4 Dec. with the cds
of 3123 Belp.

1211 ,21 1 AVAINREEKT-4-1TIMI -
A. J. Branston

In our October MIL we mentioned
that our Guest-Speaker, Mr. Braneton,
was shortly publishing a booklet, on
behalf of Stanley Gibbons Ltd., on the
subject of Postal History.

This is now available at a-modest
95p., and its 32 pages are packed with
information. Although naturally much
of the text is based on G.B., reference
is made to other countries - there are
even 2 Swiss covers shown ! - . And the
general information can be applied to
any country. Among the many sections
dealt with are: Why Collect Postal
History?; Types of Postal History;
Modern Postal History; Collecting one
Town, Country or Area; Identifying
Good Postal History Material etc. etc.

Anyone wishing to launch into this
branch of philately will find this
concise guide of great help.

MialaSAEMIAZant From 8 Dec..

8754 NETSTAL Stahlhaus erbaut 1728
(K,709)

7551 FTAN Vaoansas e sport
STA ED INVIERN (K.710)

From 4 Dec.
um LES SCIERNES D'ALBEUVE

Repos-Climat-Repute (K.711)
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DID YOU KNOW?
ALAJUIEUELIMAWOLUM

An interesting find has been made
during the search for catalogue status
variations of the various slogans, a very
tricky field, not too many And not too

few, but that is another story.
In the early 30s a pro-Nazi organis-

ation called "National Front", modelled

On the infamous SA was founded in Switzer-
land. They were not allowed to wear mili-
tary type uniforms, but were not forbidden
until it was nearly too late. Their

emblem and flag was a white cross on a red
field, exactly like the Swiss national

flag, but with the white arms extending to

the borders. This became known as a

"Front Cross".

The slogan illustrated, No. 2.1.11

in French, shows this cross! We have

found several dated February to March 1942

used in Lausanne 1, Awl atome used later in

the year with a modified cross having the
correct short arms. Was this change made

for graphic reasons, or was there a Nazi
propagandist behind the first version,

which had to be Changed after the trick wa
discovered? The German and Italian
versions of this slogan have another desi

The second French version has now been

numbered 2.1011a, i.e. the version shown

in the PTT catalogue*
We would be glad to have dates of any

eXamples of either that Members might have.

It was also used in La Chaux-de-Fonds 1,

Fribourg 1, Neuchatel 2, and in Sion.

We, the Technical Committee of the

SVP, would be glad to have any comments

or ideas which Members might have on the

new catalogue, which will include all
slogans used up to the end of 1978. For

instance, have you any interesting, non-

catalogued variations which are not the

result of defects, damage or dirt?

Please reply to the Secretary, or

direct to me at Breitestrasse 82,

CH-8303 bassersdort.
N. RUTHERFOORD

YMONOMIRI

DID YOU  KNOW? -. continued

....  that Question No. 78 is: How many

stamps with heraldic arms will have

appeared by the end of 1978, excluding

the Swiss cross in all its forms?

M. RUTHERFOORD

that about 200 people knew about
the 'secret' Jura stamp, and kept it to

themselves. Just in time a cover could

be put over the old flat-bed machine used
for PD cancelling sheets of stamps in the
PTT Printing Works in Bern during a visit

of foreign journalists a week or so be-

fore-issue. Each of the 11 Postal Dis-

tricts was sent all the stamps for their

POs in advance in sealed cases, the eon-

tents known only to the directors), 4s

soon as the result of the referendum was

clear at about 5 p.m. on Sunday, the

packets were distributed, so that all

POs had a sufficient supply on Monday,

morning, ready for the rush.

....  that if special FD covers had been
made and distributed too many people

would have been involved for safety.

• that in 1976 250 postmen were

bitten by dogs. However, the PTT can

legally refuse to deliver letters to

owners of unfriendly dogs.

 that in November the Briefmarken-

tauechclub of Bern celebrated its 750

birthday. Not only did they have a

cachet issued with a special PO eclat but

they published an excellent brochure on

the posts of Bern. Shown are all known

handstamps up to about 1900. A copy has

been obtained for the EPS Library, but

all the articles are in German*

• that in a leaflet publicising the

Giro service the PTT say there are no

less than 19,022 post boxes in Switzer,-

land. However, as far as I know there is

never any pre-selection made, e.g. town,

country or overseas slots*

....  that in the October HNL-I made a

small Mistake by saying 'that.the.lumin.

ascent bar on the new PTT postcard was

fluorescent, but a careful check in dark-

ness has shown that there is a slight.
afterglow, i.e. definitely phosphorescent.

Sorry.
........  that there is a proposal afoot to
introduce a 3 star designation in stamp
catalogues: "gum without stamp"!

• that the first 'K' CPICk6,, •

ode with a Swiss-German 05'
26,1078-3

text was xaco EGGERS- or .

RUT with text "A
schans Gebiee, 7.8.78.
Now another has appear-

ed, No. K.709 on .
28.10.78 for GEROLDSWIL near Ulrich-,

see illustration.

that the answer to Question 110.77

is that until the issue of 1921 only

Bavaria, Denmark, Italy, Portugal, Russia
and Hungary would accept letters bearing

P.J. stamps.



The Post Office at
Bern 27 Bethlehem will
be using the special
cancellation shown on
21-23 December.

/-i4278-0,le,
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arl_MIRLagy.a. Ron.3sc. Mr. R.A.Hoyle,
6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd, Halifax

At the November meeting in Leeds
Mr. Highsted entertained members with a
display of the slogan postmarks and the
circular publicity cancels of Switzerland.

He introduced the subject by des-
cribing the first Swiss slogans, and then
followed by showing selections from the
many thousands of items in his collection,
accumulated over the years by both hard
work and patience. He also described
how he had spent years trying to obtain a
strike from every Swiss post office and
displayed his collection of 6,000 items.

Other short displays were given by
Miss Chatburn, Mrs. Davis and Messrs
Eastwood, Meston, Ritchie and Tillen.

FOR SALE - to tilt,. first 2 applicants:

2 Pro Juventute booklets for 1965,
in pristine condition in protective covers
Available at E2.00 each including postage.
(1979 Cat. price C4.25).

To avoid the possible necessity of
returning remittances, please write first
to the Hon. Secretary, and the first two
applicants will be notified.

ZUMSTEIN
Published on 1st September 1978

N W CATALcGtL,

EU#OpE 1979 in 2 volumee and
SWITZERIAND/LIECHyELSTE/M in colour.

zumnsip Catalogue EUROPE 1979 - Vol. 1
Western Europe (all CPT countries plus
German Democratic Republic) Prioe L15.-
Maga Catalogue gasajam - Vol. 2
Eastern Europe (all Socialist countries,
i

ncl. the German Democratic Republic,
but without Yugoslavia). hits:, 41c-i,- 

M2101_0142411EMPAINMEEPARATU
all Swiss stamps in colour! Price £3.49 

Please order catalogues from
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,

42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E 7LW

Supplements to the Europe catalogue are
published in the 'Berner Briefmarken-
Zeitung".

The SfECIAL;SED CATALOPE 

Switzerland/Liechtenstein, XXII Edition:
was published in May 1978.

For fine, first-class stamps - RARITIES
OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE - send your
Wants Lists to

Propr. Hertsch & Cie, P.O. Box 25851
CH-3001 BERNE

We do not wish to stress the question
of money to jar the spirit of Christmas,
but would just gently remind those whom
it may concern that their. renewal
subscriptions are due on let January. .

U.N. in GENEYA

A single -stamp on the theme of
'Technical Co-operation between Develop-
ing Nations' was issued on 17-Nov. 1978:

Value & 80c. 2 globes symbolising inter-
Deigns connecting cogs - violet/

blue/green/silver
Restigikeres S. Xeter & D. Pesach, Ierael
Printings Heliogravure by HeracliO

' Fournier Si.,. Spain
Size: 36 x 26 mm. 'Bens: 1,600,000

4JARY METING

NORTHERN GROUP - Saturday, 6th Jan.,
INTERNMENT POSTS -

Discussion Leader: Mr. I. Gilchrist
MON GROUP - Wednesday, 10th Jan.

FILM SHOW - Organised
by W.Cdr. R.r. Bulstrode

J.S.ARMSTRONG
sends

G fil;ETINGS

to all Helvetia Members for a
HAPPY CHRISTMAS

and a
GOOD NEW YEAR

Always at your service to

assist you with your collecting.

Material supplied on Approval
or to your own Wants Lists.

14, Low Lane Torrisholme
M ORECAMBE

Lance LA4 6PN

zurnsbeiri ft:6


